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SPORTS

Proposal calls
for city raises
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

Region tennis
tourney begins
for local teams
Page 10
LOCAL

Patton
to visit
Gov. Paul Patton will visit
Murray Wednesday to announce two funding projects for
Murray State University.
Patton will announce the projects Wednesday at 1 p.m. at
the Carman Animal Health Pavillion on the MSU campus.

Man dies after
hitting cow
SHARPE, Ky. (AP) — One
man was killed but another escaped injury when their auto
struck a cow on U.S. 68 and
ran off the road.
George H. Meyers Ill, 54,
was pronounced dead at the
scene by Deputy Marshall
County Coroner Mitchell Lee.
The wreck occurred at Tuesday night just east of Sharpe
Elementary School. "It was a
black cow, and it was dark; I
doubt if he saw it," Lee said.
Jeff Myers, 28, a passenger
in his father's car, was not injured, according to a Marshall
County sheriff's report

Foust to
review hearing
BENTON, Ky.(AP) — Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust is scheduled to review a competency
hearing Monday on accused
double murderer Steven Bray.
Foust also will consider a request made by Bray during a
March 21 hearing that he be allowed to represent himself.
Foust said he anticipates that a
motion for the trial to be moved
outside the county will be filed
by Monday.
The evaluation, requested by
defense attorney Steve West,
was performed at the Kentucky
Correctional Psychiatric Center
in LaGrange.
Bray, 51, was returned to
Benton from Canada on Dec.
29 after fighting extradition for
more than two years.

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear.
Low 60 to 65. Light south
wind.
Friday...Mostly sunny and
hot. High around 90.
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It's a big improve-

The City of Murray's 1998-99
ment. Some are getting
proposed budget will give each of
a
9 to 10 percent inthe city's 160 employees at least
crease.
a $2,000 across-the-board raise.
The $17.3 million budget was
Bill Cherry
approved by the Murray City
Mayor
Council's budget committee
Tuesday and will be formally
presented to the entire council lamade a start. I think we've got a
ter this month.
lot more work to do, but it was a
The city normally has given a
start," Crawford said. "Classifycost-of-living percentage increase
ing our jobs and setting up a pay
to its employees, but Mayor Bi,11
scale is something that's been
Cherry said the reclassification of needed. I believe it will lead to
city employees to a new pay clas- some better things in the future
sification system made the
for our employees."
change necessary.
Don Leet, the city's finance di"With our pay classification
rector, said there are very few
plan, this was the best way to changes in the budget other than
go," Cherry said.
salaries.
Six employees will get addi"It's built around the same way
tional money of between $300
we've done it the last few years,"
and $645 so their pay will match
Leet said. "We're not going to
their job classification.
have a lot of major changes."
The raises also will be higher
The city has saved some mothan they would have been under
ney this year because of falling
a percentage increase, Cherry
prices on gasoline for city vehisaid.
cles, lower worker's compensa"It's a big improvement," tion costs and lower costs under
Cherry said. "Some are getting a
its health insurance program, ac9 to 10 percent increase."
cording to Leet.
Cherry said the city can afford
The city is self-insured for
the bigger pay increases because
health insurance.
of 5 percent increase in growth.
"We've had fewer claims and
The operating and maintenance
saved some money," Leet said.
increase is 3 percent.
The city's budget also includes
The pay raise means a begina pay increase for the mayor's
ning policeman in the Murray Poposition from $15,000 to $24,000
lice Department will hire in at a year.
, $18,325 a year — compared to
It does not include monies for
the current rate of $16,250.
services that will be needed if the
Council member Dennis,Crawcity's attempt to annex 2,9(X)
ford, who has lobbied for better
acres south and west of the city is
pay for police officers, said the
successful. The annexation issue
budget is a start.
"I was pleased that we've • See Page 2
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PASTURE PICNIC: A horse finds a field of flowers to its liking at the Dolchan farm on the Old Shiloh Road
earlier this week.

Sexual abuse trial set
By DAVID'BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust has
scheduled a trial date for a Dexter man accused of fondling his
granddaughter.
Foust slated the Sept. 3 date
for Donald R. Thorn, 61, who is
charged with first-degree sexual
abuse, Monday during court
proceedings.
Among the expected prosecution witnesses are the victim,
who was 11 at the time of the alleged incidents, according to
court records filed by Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward.
In her affidavit, the girl

Candidates
make pitch,
trade barbs

• See Page 2
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A TASTE OF SUMMER: Lakin Suiter gets help with her 14-month-old
birthday cone from her mom Lisa Wednesday at Dairy Queen on
Main Street.

II See Page 2

If a gambler wins $50,000 at
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
the mutuel windows in one year,
Racetracks and casinos, normally
but wagered and lost $40,000 en
competitors, are on the same side
route
to those winnings, he pays
in opposing a U.S. senator's
taxes on only S10,000.
proposal to change tax laws covIf Coats' proposal passed, the
ering people who gamble legally
and report their income to the jsame gambler will pay income
taxes on the whole $50,000, reIRS.
gardless of what he spent to win.
Sen. Dan Coats wants to keep
"Basically, he wants to tax
them from offsetting their gamgross income instead of net inbling winnings with their losses
come," said Mike Lang, chief fiwhen figuring income tax.
nancial officer at The Red Mile
The Indiana Republican's bill
harness track in Lexington.
is currently in hiatus. But Stanley
Coats sees the country's pasBergstein, executive vice president of Harness Tracks of sion for gambling as a millstone
dragging down American families
America, said "It's not dead. It's
and community.
just resting."
Coat's press officer, Tim
Coats promises to get the bill
Goeglein, said the senator sees
to Congress for a vote before he
the current tax code as one that
retires at the end of the year.
puts a stamp of approval on bad
He can't count on support from
behavior,
even if it is legal.
Kentucky's seliators; both Mitch
'Sen. Coats' reasoning is
McConnell and Wendell Ford
this," Goeglein said: "He
said Tuesday they are opposed to
doesn't
believe the federal gov"unjustified
it. Ford termed it an
tax increase on gaming patrons" ernment should be endorsing
gambling. He believes there's a
that would harm the state's horse
direct correlation between gambusiness.
bling and negative impacts on
The American Horse Council
families
with children.
thinks passage of the bill could
"By having a tax code that almortally wound the $34 billion
equine industry and the 473,000 lows offsets for gambling losses,
full-time jobs it creates — an es- it has created a way to soften the
timated $5 billion and 80,000 of blow. Sen. Coats believes that's
funding that can be better spent.
them in Kentucky.
One area is education for exgamble
legally
Overall, people
more than $500 billion a year in
IN See Page 2
the United States.

Starr targets Secret Service officers
PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Discounting a reported argument that
he could be endangering the life
of a future president, Whitewater
prosecutor Kenneth Starr wants
to ask Secret Service officers ab-

out the relationship between President CTiritoh and a former White
House intern.
Lawyers and other people familiar with the matter said Staff's
office and the Secret Service
were presenting opposing arguments in federal court today on
whether people entrusted with
ir

vaiiik, quay

$5,000 surety bond, is represented by Murray attorney Robert
0. Miller.
In other action Monday, Foust
revoked probation for a Riviera
Courts woman and reinstated her
10-year sentence for felony
forgery.
Tue judge took ,he action
against Carmen Wynn Summerville, 35, following a probation
revokation hearing.
Ward iequested the hearing after local probation and parole officer Renee Maness reported that
Summerville had failed to meet

Gamblers may
have to ante up

By MARK R. CHELLQREN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — On
private school vouchers, abortion
and gun control, Democratic senatorial candidates Charlie Owen
and Steve Henry sing the same
tune. They have different voices
on the topics of leadership and
campaign tactics.
Owen, who made a fortune in
the cable television industry after
years in public service in criminal justice positions, said Lt.
Gov. Henry has not really been a
participant in public policy
debates.
Owen said Henry, a physician,
keeps claiming expertise in the
health care debate, but withdrew
when the topic came to crunch
time during the 1998 General
Assembly.
"Everything Gov. (Paul) Patton has done, he's taken credit
for. But the one time you had a
chance to lead, the one time we
needed you, you took a pass,"
Owen said at a joint appearance
sponsored by the Louisville
Forum, a nonpartisan group.
Henry, a physician, said Patton
suggested Henry take himself out
of the health insurance debate to
avoid any potential conflict of interest. But Henry said Wednesday
he still played an integral role
and said the legislation eventually passed was virtually identical
to his own proposals.
'"I have worked behind the
scene to get' it passed," he said.
Henry suggested legislators
could be contacted to confirm his
role.
But Sen. Gerald Neal, DLouisville, who was chairman of
the Senate Health and Welfare
Committee, said Wednesday he

claimed Thorn touched her
breasts on several occasions in
October and November 1997
soon after she and her parents
temporarily moved in with Thorn.
She also said he offered to buy
her gifts if she would go into his
bedroom with him and that he
tried tt, enter the bathroom whilo
she was bathing.
Others on Ward's tentative
witness list include the girl's sister and brother, Sgt. Dennis
McDaniel with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and
Cindy McElrath with the local
Department of Social Services.
Thorn, who is out of jail on a

guarding the president.mtist provide information about. rlinton
and Monica Leviinsky.
A hearing was scheduled before U.S. District Judge Norma
Holloway Johnson, with Slaff's
investigation of an alleged presidential affair and cover-up now
4 months old.

Lawyers familiar with Stan's
investigation confirmed that
Whitcwa&r prosecutors have
questioned several uniformed
Secret Service officen, but that
there was h dispute dier =Meting some questions.

• See Page 2
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Garrard prisoners to pay

•Sexual abuse...
The terms of her probation included release from jail after 90
days with the last 30 days being
in a drug-treatment program,
committing no further offenses
and paying restitution and
treatment-related fees.
In other cases, Foust granted a
two-year conditional discharge in
lieu of a one-year sentence for
Kevin D. Wheatley, 26, of Almo,
for three counts of amended theft
by unlawful taking less than
$300.
Among the terms of Wheatley's discharge are orders to pay
restitution to Steven Armstrong
of Chancey Road, from whom
Wheatley took a $530 miter saw
while Armstrong was out of
town.
Wheatley pawned the saw, then
tried to get it back before Armstrong returned, according to a
Murray Police Department
affidavit.
Wheatley must also pay $90.50
in court costs and commit no
other criminal offense.

FROM PAGE 1
the terms of her probation.
Maness said Summurville
failed to report to her four times
during January, February and
March of this year and had tested
positive for marijuana in April,
according to court records.
Summerville was given five
year's probation in lieu of the
10-year sentence in 1995 for two
counts of second-degree criminal
possession of a forged
instrument.
In April 1995, Summerville
wrote an $1,850 check on an account belonging to Muehlman
Psychological Services, where
she was an office manager, without authorization, according to
her affidavit.
Earlier the same year, she also
cashed 60 checks totaling more
than $4,000 that she took from
relatives, she said in another affidavit. As part of a plea agreement, the numerous charges were
amended down to one.

II Proposal...
agempt is successful, the budget
will have to be amended.
"We want to provide the services as soon as possible,"
Cherry said. "It would make
things a lot easier. I know a lot of
developers who are waiting on
us."

FROM PAGE 1
is currently in Calloway Circuit
Court, and the city's attorneys
agreed to a temporary injunction
blocking the annexation until a
ruling from the court.
Cherry said if the annexation

MAUI
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IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
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LANCASTER, Ky. (AP) —
The pnce of crime soon will be
on the rise in Garrard County.
County officials say prisoners
will be forced to pay for the cost
of their jail stay and medical expenses beginning in July.
County Auorney Mark Metcalf
said legislation approved by the
recent General Assembly and
signed into law by Gov. Patton
last month will allow the county
to recover some of its jail expenses by holding prisoners responsible for the cost of their
incarceration.
Metcalf estimated that about
50 percent of Garrard's prisoners
are able to pay for their jail stay.
Those who can pay but refuse
will face having their wages garnisheed or liens filed against their
property.
Judge-Executive Ray Hammonth said the new law, which
takes effect July 15, should make
people less eager to commit
crimes if they have to start paying the price for their actions.
The law also will allow the
county to charge prisoners a rea-

sonable co-payment in advance
of receiving medical treatment.
Metcalf said that should cut down
on frivolous medical visits by
prisoners trying to win early release and who are seeking drugs
or attention.
Metcalf said the new law is not
aimed at making inmates poorer,
but rather at making prisoners accountable and responsible for
what th,ey've done, He called it
the measure "pro-victim bill"
because courts can require prisoners to make restitution to victims for counseling, medical expenses, lost wages due to injury,
or property damage and other expenses suffered by the victim because of a criminal act.
The court will be allowed to
use its contempt sanctions to enforce the law, which also contains provisions for going after
property that is held by someone
for a criminal.
Money collected by the county
will go into a sinking fund rather
than into the regular budget and
can be used to build and maintain
jails or improve law enforcement
or judicial facilities.

Traffic fatalities decline
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fatalities from drunken driving fell to
their lowest level in over 20
years in 1997, but 42,000 people
still died on America's roads last
year.
In an indication of value of
wearing a seatbelt, 63 percent of
those who died in car crashes in
1997 were not belted at the time.
"The number of traffiob fatalities would drop by 35 percent or
more if people followed two
simple rules: Wear your seat belt

and don't drink and drive," said
Dr. Ricardo Martinez, administrator of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.
His agency released the annual
report today. It is based on data
from accident reports completed
in all 50 states and the District of
Columbia.
While overall accident deaths
were down slightly from 42,065
in 1996 to 42,000 in 1997, six
states posted double-digit increases last year.
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•Starr...
FROM PAGE 1
The Justice Department has defined a privilege that deals with
Secret Service employees so that
they would not have to answer
certain questions that touch on
the area of protecting the safety
of the president.
The head of the Secret Service
reportedly has argued to Starr
that forcing his agents to testify
in the Lewinsky probe' would
lead ultimately to the assassination of a president.
Secret Service Director Lewis
C. Merletti made the assertion in
private meetings with Starr and
Justice Department officials. The
Washington Post reported in today's editions, quoting unidentified sources privy to the talks.
Merletti contended that presidents in the future would decide
to keep Secret Service agents at a
distance out of fear that their privacy would be breached, making
an assassination inevitable, the
newspaper said
The federal grand jury investigating the Lewinsky matter was
meetings again today in the same
courthouse one floor above Johnson's courtroom.
On Wednesday, Sen. John Ashcroft, R-Mo., and House Majority
Whip Tom Delay of Texas, introduced legislation that would re-

II Candidates...
FROM PAGE 1
could not recall Henry's activity.
"I did not deal with Steve Henry
on this issue," Neal said.
Henry, in turn, accused Owen
of negative campaigning and distorting issues and Henry's own
record. "Quit misrepresenting me
Charlie," Henry said.
Henry especially has bristled at
an Owen television commercial
that accuses Henry of "malpractice" on health care by ducking a
role in the policy debate while
raising money from health care
interests.
Owen, said he regretted the use
of that pzrticular word, but defended his tactics because politics
is a rough and tumble business
and a contest of ideas. "He runs
and hides and claims it's negative," Owen said.
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quire presidents to report to Congress when they assert executive
privilege, as Clinton has done in
the Lewinsky probe.
Clinton is using the privilege
"as a delaying tactic to try to
shield the details of unofficial
acts having nothing to do with
national security, but everything
to do with Mr. Clinton's personal
legal problems," said Ashcroft.
Johnson ruled May 4'on executive privilege that the prosecutors' interest in gaining the testimony outweighed the president's
interest in keeping advice confidential, according to sources familiar with the ruling. One Clinton confidant, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
decision to appeal on the executive privilege issue had already
been made.
In the dispute involving the
Secret Service, CBS News has reported that Starr seeks to question Secret Service attorney John
Kelleher, because a member of
the Secret Service had gone to
Kelleher to discuss alleged White
House sexual affairs.
The Secret Service member
also refused to identify someone
who talked to him about an affair
between Ms. Lewinsky and Clinton, CBS reported, referring to
the contents of a motion filed by
Starr.
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The other serious Democratic
contender, 6th District Rep.
Scotty Bacsler, did not attend.
Neither did either of the Republican candidates, 4th District Rep.
Jim Bunning and state Sen. Barry
Metcalf.
Henry and Owen candidates
opposed tax-supported vouchers
for parents to use to send children to private schools, came
down against any further gun
control and in favor of a woman's right to choose on abortion
while personally against the
practice.
Owen and Henry both claimed
to be the Democrat best able to
defeat Bunning as the potential
GOP nominee. But Baesler also
routinely makes that claim.
Owen said his broad experience separates him from Henry,
who he said was a one-issue
candidate.
Henry countered that someone
with experience in the health care
field is needed in the Senate and
took a slap at Owen, who is a
lawyer.
Henry noted there are 54 lawyers in the Senate. "I'm saying
in the U.S. Senate, we may not
need any more," he said.
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•Gamblers...
FROM PAGE 1
tremely poor children."
Goeglein said that the only
groups who have opposed the
idea of removing the gamblers'
tax offset are those with a vested
interest in keeping it: gambling
operations, most notably bigname casinos.
How much money is at stake:
$1.43 billion, according to the
congressional Joint Tax
Committee.
Churchill Downs, the largest
racetrack in Kentucky, has no
statistics about the percentage of
wagers that it has to report to the
IRS.(IRS regulations are strictest
for racetracks: They have to report any payouts of S600 or
more. In contrast, bingo and slot
machine payouts are exempt up
to S1,200, and keno up to
$1,500.)
Churchill Senior Vice President Alex Waldrop, who sits on
the legislative committee of the
National Thoroughbred Racing
Association, said his group, like
the American Horse Council and
others, is working to put together
a report on just how badly the
Coats bill could hurt racing and
the businesses behind it, from
horse farming on up.
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AROUND THE NATION
Jewelry issue in divorce
NEW YORK (AP) — An dealer Alec Wildenstein said he can't
afford to pay his wife S140,000 a month. So he had a suggestion to
the judge handling their divorce case: Make her sell half of her $10
million in jewelry, give him the money and let him pay the temporary alimony with it.
But a judge ruled Wednesday that Jocelyne Wildenstein can keep
the jewelry, because a prenuptial contract the Wildensteins signed in
Switzerland gives her all of it.
Wildenstein, whose company has billions of dollars in inventory,
was ordered in March to pay his estranged wife —.who is known for
repeatedly having cosmetic surgery — $140,000 a month, plus
$240,000 in arrears at $2,000 a month, and $133,000 In legal fees.
Wildenstein's lawyer, Raoul Felder, said his client has continued
to pay Mrs. Wildenstein $50,000 a month as he had before Diamond's order, because he earns only $175,000 a year and cannot
comply with the court's order.
The Wildensteins are divorcing after nearly 20 years of marriage
and a luxurious lifestyle that included a Kenyan ranch, a French
castle, a private jet and a household budget of $1 million-plus a
month.

Girls plead guilty to battery
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — Three 12-year-old girls who put laxatives in
their teachers' coffee and soft drinks pleaded guilty to charges of
aggravated battery.
In exchange for their guilty plea Wednesday, prosecutors dropped
food-tampering charges against the three sixth-grade girls.
The prank sent three teachers and a student teacher to the hospital
April 29. All were treated and released.
The agreement includes several penalties, including 15 days in a
juvenile jail, which the girls have already served. The deal also includes 90 days of home detention and two years of probation for the
children, who will be required to complete an intensive six-month
counseling program.
The girls also must write letters of apology.
The same agreement was reached Monday with lawyers for a
I3-year-old boy also involved the prank.

McDonald's workers to join union
MACEDONIA, Ohio (AP) — McDonald's workers who launched
the nation's first strike against the fast-food chain said working conditions haven't improved, so they will join a union next week.
"We felt we had to get everyone together and take action because
things aren't getting better," said 20-year-old Jamal Nickens, who
was one of the strikers.
Employees said they are ready to sign union cards seeking Teamsters representation and will do so at a meeting Tuesday evening.
The union then could petition the National Labor Relations Board to
represent the workers.

737s have chafing in insulation, coating
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government says of 185 Boeing
737s inspected so far, 106 wiring bundles were found to have noticeable chafing in the insulation and plastic coating protecting their fuel
pump wires.
Each plane has at least two wire bundles; some planes had no
problems while others had trouble in some or all of their bundles.
The Federal Aviation Administration report Wednesday also indicated that the most serious problems appear to be on the fleet's oldest planes. Officials suspect the chafing and wear is caused by engine vibration over a plane's service life.

Judge rules against Nichols
DENVER (AP) — Terry Nichols should help pay for the federal
building he was convicted of conspiring to blow up and he won't be
allowed to profit from the crime, a federal judge ruled.
U.S. District Judge Richard Matsch said he will order Nichols to
pay up to $14.5 million from the sale of any property or book rights
at sentencing, which he scheduled for June 4.
Prosecutors asked the judge to secure any assets Nichols might
have, saying they were worried he would try to sell rights to a book
or a movie after co-conspirator Timothy McVeigh is executed.

Sailor gets promotion
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii (AP) — When the Navy accused him
of being gay, Timothy McVeigh went from chief of a nuclear attack
submarine to paper-pushing, desk-bound clerk.
So he took his fight to the courts — and won.
McVeigh, assigned to submarine duty in Hawaii, was promoted
Wednesday to the Navy's highest enlisted rank — master chief petty
officer.

Gore announces 'electronic' rights
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Al Gore is announcing
"an electronic bill of rights," a broad initiative that seeks to protect
access to medical records, force a government review of how federal
agencies handle citizen data and try to help people stem the tide of
junk mail.
The proposal is prompted by new threats from technology to personal privacy, a senior administration official said. Gore was to unveil the plan today at the commencement for New York University.

Flu vaccine effective
BOSTON (AP) — An experimental flu vaccine that is sprayed up
the nose has been found to be highly effective in children, according
to research published today.
Experts hope the spray, if it reaches the market, will make the flu
vaccine more acceptable to both those who don't like shots.
Doctors tested FluMist on 1,602 children ages 15 months to 6
years. They received either the vaccine or a dummy spray in the
summer of 1996.

Mother accused of selling child for $10
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(AP) — A mother is accused of selling her
daughter for $10, then calling police and asking for a background
check on the couple who bought the 2-year-old child.
Diana Sparks, 40, contacted police because she was having second
thoughts about the couple, said Sara Williams of the Belleview Police Department.
When told she could not get a criminal background check over the
phone, Sparks hung up, police said. The call was traced to her Jacksonville Beach home.
Police said Sparks gave the dispatcher the names of the people
who had her daughter. The girl was retrieved from the couple Tuesday night.
Sparks, 40, was arrested on charges of selling her child and resisting arrest. She was held on bond.
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Judge still uses obituary sentence
LOUISVILLE, Kv. (AP) —
For the past decade, a Florida
judge has iinposed an unusual
penalty on those convicted for the
first time of driving under the influence of alcohol.
Instead of jail time or community service, Monroe County
District Judge William Regan
Ptomey forces offenders to copy
by hand the obituaries of all 27
people killed in the 1988 Carroll
County bus crash.
The 10th anniversary of the
crash will be observed today during a 10:30 a.m. EDT ceremony
in Louisville. Schools across the
nation also are expected to observe a moment of silence to
honor those killed and injured in
the crash, the worst drunk driving
wreck in the nation's history.
Ptomey said he came up with
the idea after seeing news accounts of the crash. He believes
the penalty helps personalize the
tragedy drunken drivers can
cause.
"Some of the people cry when

I explain what it is and why I'm
having them do it," Ptomey said.
"I ask them: 'Do you have children? What age are your children?
Do they go on bus trips?' And
then I tell them about this case
and what I'm going to make them
do."
Offenders have 30 days to
complete the task. pefendants are
forced to find the victims' obituaries, but the local probation
office has copies available.
Ptomey said about 1,000 people have completed the assignment. Those who fail to do so
can receive up to a month in jail.
Local officials say they believe
the punishment is effective,
though they admit they have no
way of knowing if that's really
the case.
Ptomey, however, is a firm believer in the program. He cited an
example of a letter and a package
he receiveJ from one man who
had been ordered to complete the
assign Ment.

Conductor's kick saves
toddler lying on track
LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) —
The conductor on a slow-moving
freight train spotted a toddler lying on the tracks just ahead, so he
dashed to the grill at the front of
the locomotive and kicked her
out of harm's way.
"I just had to try something. It
had to be just all adrenaline,"
conductor Robert Mohr said
Wednesday.
Nineteen-month-old Emily
Marshall was bumped by part of
the locomotive, and was hospitalized in satisfactory condition
Wednesday with just a cut on her
head and a swollen lip.
There was no comment from
Emily's mother, Tila Jo Marshall;
calls to her home were not
answered.
Mohr spotted Emily on Tuesday when she was still about a
city block ahead of the Norfolk
Southern train, which was moving at 24 mph. The girl had wandered away from home while her
mother planted flowers in her
yard.
Engineer Rod Lindley thought
it was a dog on the tracks, until
Emily raised her head at the
sound of the train's whistle.
"That's a baby!" Mohr
hollered.
Lindley hit the brakes and
Mohr bolted out the door of the
cab, racing along a ledge to the
front of the engine.
He said he realized there was
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no time to jump ahead of the
train and grab the baby, so he
went down a set of steps, squatting at the very bottom and hanging on.
As the train neared Emily,
slowing to 10 mph, the little girl
rolled off the rail onto the outside
of the roadbed but was still in
danger of being hit by the engine.
So Mohr stretched one leg out
to kick her away.
"I don't even remember going
out the door and down the
steps," Mohr said from his home
in Denver, Ind. "I don't even remember the engineer blowing the
whistle. Everything was on that
baby."
Mohr jumped off the train and
ran to the girl.
He picked Emily up and
cradled her in his arms, and when
paramedics arrived and tried to
take her, she clung to Mohr.
"She didn't want me to let
loose of her," rho said., _
Mohr, 48, who has four children of his own, said he didn't feel
like a hero.
"I did what anybody would
have -done," he said.
•

The man vanished alter being
charged with drunken driving III
1991. It was onl) alter he was later arrested on an unrelated
charge that the Dl . 1 Case was
prosecuted.
In the package was iridividual
pictures of each of the vik..tinis
taped on a piece of papk..r with
obituaries written out ;INA C eaLh
one.
"I have not dranken any alcohol since 1993," the man wrote.
"After reading this very sad article and seeing the pitures of so
many young lives wasted, I wonder how I could have drunk before. I thank you for ordering this
part of the sentencing.''
Ptomey said the man's story is
proof the punishment is working.
"People ask if it's doing any
good," Ptomey said. "You tell
me whether this guy's sincere or
not. I think he is. Yes, it does
have an eflect on people. I have
had other people write and contact me in various ways."
Darlene Purcell of Tavernier,

Fla., however, said the assignment didn't Lhange her feelings
She said it took her nk..ardv eight
hours to t,opv all the obituaries.
"1 belt ii was hilJish. I don't
think it had .11i. impact on me at
all, just 011C 1110re thing to do to
finish this," she said. "I did it
and I was fortunate enough that I
didn't hurt anybody. I'm grateful
for that. and I won't do it again.
Jail was enough tor me. I've
learned my lesson, but 1 don't
feel this helped me in any way."
Susan Horne, who handles
probation for Ptomey's court, estimated that a third of the 15 DUI
cases that come before Ptomeyiii
an average month invoke repeat
offenders, many of whom copied
the obituaries the first time thev
were sentenced.
In addition to the obituary assignment, first-time of
in
Florida face Imes and tees that
average about S1,500 as well as
kiss of driving privileges, traffic
school and, in some cases,
counseling.
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In Marshall County, call 527-3686
or 527-2785
Paid for by the committee to eieth Steve Henry.

Edsel Compares Jailer Candidates
GENERAL STATEMENT: Intellect
has no value unless applied to a
positive purpose. The essence of "sin"
is discovered in the jealousy of Cain
toward Abel and manifested by Cain
murdering his brother.
Abel demonstrated character which
afforded him the liberty that comes
from obedience. He did not seek his
"own"reward by adhering to the rules,
but endeavored to keep the commandments of his Creator; hence, had the
respect of God. Whereas,Cain aspired
to personal praise for his "self" initiated actions; which is to say, like us,
wanted to enhance his personality
more than enjoy the liberty that comes
from obeying God, therefore, lost the
"respect" of God.
The mark God placed upon Cain
designated his loss of God's respect. To
which Cain replied "Thy punishment
is greater than I can bear," which
confirmed his desire for personality
enhancement or the praise of men
more than the respect of God, which
gives character.
So, why this sermon attached to a
political endorsement? Because, those
who separate the righteous values of
God from political responsibility misjudge the obvious "will" of God for
men to 'cooperate, or love one another
on earth as it is done in Heaven.
$0
Those who seeek public office
should present a platform consistent
with the duties required by the office
he seeks. The jailer is responsible for
keeping prisoners locked up, and as
much as possible, introduce them to a
positive lifestyle.
FLOYD DAWSON: Floyd's platform includes helping prisoners regain their self-potential (not self-esteem) through the Gideons influence

son's Prison Fellowship; support of
prisoners religious needs by the Murray Calloway Ministerial Association,
to include learn anger control, parenting skills, financial responsibility, etc.;
and by asking the MSU Adult Learning Center to increase their help to the
prisoners.
I am endorsing fis2yd Dawson because I believe,of all the candidates, he
best meets the requirements of the
office. He has served three years as
Deputy Jailer and five years as Chief
Deputy Jailer. His on-the-job experience and Administrative talents make
him our best choice. Though I believe
Floyd is leading all the other candidates, Phil Hazle seems to be doing
o.k. And I won't be negative toward
him. However,there are some inoffensive facts to consider. Phil has good
experience at letting convicts out of
prison, and no experience at keeping
them in jail. I believe it fair and proper
to ask Phil for a statement of the
number of prisioners he has voted to
parole who subsequently committed
additional crimes.
In Saturday's Murray Ledger &
Times, Phil was endorsed by two
persons from Frankfort, and two other
out-of-County persons. Three of these
people were "presidents" of organizations purposed to support the parole
system, something on the order of a
Union. It is my reckoned opinion that
criminals should serve all or nearly all
of their sentence, which is to say, kept
off the street and out of the community. Yet, like Floyd, I think some
help should be given them while in the
jail. Training in conjunction with confinement would best serve the prisoner, and the community.
I recommend Ehisa Dawson

be the •

next jailer.

and organizations such as Chuck Col-
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBUSIIED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS

Children need to be safe
Dear Editor:
A few months back my granddaughter and I were watching on
televisionthe funeral of children that had died due to school violence in
Paducah. My granddaughter noticed some older men, around my age,
weeping. She also noticed a tear swelling up in my eyes. She walked over
and asked "Grandpa, why are you crying?" I thought a lot about my
granddaughter's question.
I really enjoyed my school years, so I continued my education to
become a teacher and football coach. During my 34 years of teaching I
witnessed many changes in our schools. I observed the erosion of respect
and love; for authority, and humanity. Even more disturbing was the
erosion of conscience.
All of us are aware of the problems that are fully developing among
our youth. Homicide and suicide are in epidemic proportions with
children. The problems are and have been spilling over from the streets
to the schools. The tragedies in Pearl, Miss.' Jonesboro, Ark.' Paducah
and Edinboro, Penn., are reminders.
The individuals responsible for the removal of the Ten Commandments did not understand the consequences of their folly. The Ten
Commandments were not a threat to having a national religion. They are
rules of life that promote respect for authority, others and self. Not only
do they serve as a benchmark to live up to, but they help individuals
develop a conscience.
My wife and I have enough money to meet our needs. Therefore,I am
committing all writing royalties to a fund to get the Commandments back
on the walls at school, and help prevent the madness.
I hope an artist will have the compassion to sing my song. I hope radio
stations will have the commitment to play it. Above all, I would like it to
serve as a battle cry to help our schools, help our children.
Am I crazy? No! I want all children to be safe in schools and on the
streets. I want them to develop love and respect for authority, others and
themselves. I want them to have a conscience and a future.
AND GRANDPA'S CRY
When I was a little boy
Moma sent me to school
They taught me to read and write
And a golden rule
And as I look back now
I had a good start
The Ten Commandments that were on the wall
Got into my heart
I remember it well
That dreadful day
Thou shall not kill was taken away
My teacher hung her head her words I recall
Some men in Washington said it's against the law
Chorus
But the truth's gonna stand now
While everything falls
Even though they tore'em down
Off the school house wall
Now we wring our hands
And wonder why
We bury our children
And grandpas cry
Chorus
Not so very long ago
They could draw a line
When a four letter word
Was a major crime
Yea and 1 got scolded
Just for chewing gum
Now it's metal detection
To try to keep out the guns
Chorus
Dan R. Walker
516 S. 1 1 th Si
Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 4 — San Antonio Express-News, on poorly-paid childcare workers:
Your car and your dog are cared for by people who make more
money than those who care for your child.
But find comfort in knowing that they earn more than the teenager flipping your cheeseburger though not much more.
That's one result from a new study by the Center for the Child
Care Workforce, a day-care workers' advocacy group.
That most day-care workers in the United States earn near-poverty
wages gives the lie to the nation's professed commitment to quality
day care.
Furthermore, little more is spent on training day-care workers than
on paying them.
The survey of 158 centers in five cities discovered that, on average, child-care workers earn $6.12 an hour compared to the $6.38 an
hour earned by a parking-lot attendant and the $6.90 hourly wage
that goes to animal caretakers.
Not surprisingly, day-care centers have a high turnover rate of
more than 30 percent. ...
If a nation's commitment to quality child care can be measured in
the money devoted to it, this should be a national disgrace.

Attention Washington!

•

U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-3547 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
361-A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

When The Pill was introduced
in the United States, women
looked at it as a lifesaver.
For the first time, they were in
control of their bodies, deciding
when (or if) they wanted to have
children. A simple little pill, taken once a day, changed lives of
women everywhere.
Set free from the cycle of
childbearing, women got a good
dose of liberation and began
planning their lives.
No longer were they mere
pawns in the game of chance, just
waiting for those tell-tale signs of
pregnancy. Instead, they began to
make choices.
Now, in 1998, men are facing a
similar revolution in the form of
a blue, diamond-shaped tablet
called Viagra.
For the more than 30 million
men in society with that "I don't
want to talk about it" problem,
Viagra gives them hope. They
take the pill, wait a little while,
add some old-fashioned sexual
stimulation and things begin to
happen.
It may be the first time an
erection has happened for some
men in a long time because of
health reasons. Among the most
common causes of impotence are
diseases that damage the nerves

THouGHTs

or interfere with blood flow to
the penis.
These include high blood pressure, diabetes, clogged arteries,
multiple sclerosis and reactions
to medications.
And men who have tried the
traditional treatments for impotence — vacuum pumps, inflatable implants and drugs that are
injected into the penis or plunged
down the urethra — have an option that is a little less
uncomfortable.
Just like women, they swallow
a little pill that gives them the
self confidence to stride back into
the bedroom with a smile.
Although studies have deemed
Viagra to be somewhat successful
in helping those who have difficulty attaining erections, what about those thrill-seekers out there
who would simply like more?

First, it is important to emphasize that Viagra has been
tested mostly on men who are
clearly impotent. Doctors say
there's no reason to believe the
drug will do anything for those
who get normal erections.
But the possibility still lingers.
What if this miracle drug could
make erections grow harder, last
longer and return sooner?
This is a question that many
have pondered in the past four
weeks that Viagra has been
available.
And the advent of Viagra also
opens up another forum for debate — cost.
According to the American
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, health insurers
who cover Viagra but don't pay
for female oral contraception are
guilty of "gender bias."
The rationale is that pregnancy

is a medical condition just like
impotence. One official said that
the cost benefit of preventing
pregnancy is much greater than
treating impotence.
An early industry study found
that insurance companies are
reimbursing about half of the
men getting prescriptions for the
new pill, a lower rate than for
other drugs.
For the women on oral contraceptives, insurance companies
have not reimbursed them. Each
month, a woman shells out close
to $30, almost $360 a year.
Compare that to the annual
cost of daycare at $75 per week
and the amount approaches
S4,000.
Isn't it reasonable to ask that
oral contraceptives be included in
insurance coverage? To many
women, that little pill is just as
important as daily high blood
pressure medication.
As Viagra makes its rounds
throughout the country, this is
one little pill that bears watching.
Not only has it livened up the
talk show circuit, but it has given
us all a little chuckle.
And for those men who never
had the courage to talk about impotence, they, too, will get a dose
of liberation.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 8
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, on executive privilege:
There is only one reasonable argument to support President Clinton's claim of executive privilege: He and future presidents must
be free to have confidential conversations in order to conduct the
affairs of the United States.
That is a plausible argument. ...
However, we fail to grasp how the nation, or its future presidents, would suffer any impairment by denying Clinton his claim of
privilege in the Monica Lewinsky case. What grave matter of state
Is at risk if the president's aides answer questions as Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr pursues who did what and who said what in
the case of the former White House intern.
For one thing, this entire episode is of little imiiance to the
future of the nation. What is being investigated is whether either
Lewinsky or Clinton committed perjury and whether the president
asked Lewinsky to perjure herself.
Those are serious questions. Yet they do not involve the nation's
security or its general well-being. ...
May 7
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, on the Unabomber sentencing:
Ted Kaczynski goes to jail for life, and not a minute too soon.
During his sentencing, the man who has pleaded guilty to murdering three people and maiming 23 more accused prosecutors of trying to discredit his politics by discrediting him.
This is the man whose claim to the moral high ground is having
sent low-tech package bombs to kill men and women whom he
selected as representatives of an evil high-tech world that isolated
people from one another and from nature.
For a man whose earlier talent took such a sick turn, pity may be
appropriate. For a man canny enough to argue that mental illness
should spare him the death penalty for his deeds but not discredit
his Manifesto I or his promised Manifesto II, the rest of his life

May 8
The Post and Courier, Charleston, S.C., on Kai Annan's role
in peace settlements:
According to The Associated Press, United Nations SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan's staff thinks he should be awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize for his role in averting an armed clash between Iraq
and the United States earlier this year. That is a bit premature.
The success of his intervention ... is still far from clear. ...
The New Yorker magazine reports ... that Annan's name is on a
cable from U.N. headquarters vetoing a plan by the commander of
peacekeeping forces in Rwanda to take action to prevent Hutu militias from launching their planned slaughter of the minority Tutsi
tribe. ...
The Advocate, Baton Rouge, La., on Viagra:
Viagra may be a wonderful drug, but we don't think taxpayers
should be providing it for the state's poor. ...
The Medicaid program provides health insurance for poor people, with the federal government picking up part of the cost and
state government the remainder. ...
It's difficult to imagine tax funds being used to enhance sexual
performance while other vital needs such as funding programs for
the developmentally disabled, teacher pay and other education
needs go unmet. ...
The law provides that coverage cannot be ended or restricted on
any drug that has been approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration and has been prescribed by a doctor. There are a few
specific exceptions listed in the law, such as fertility drugs and
drugs for cosmetic purposes, but Viagra does not fall within the
exceptions which would allow the state to limit reimbursement for
the drug.
That law should be changed. Enhancing the sexual performance
of Louisiana's poor people — or rich people, either, for that matter
— should not have a priority call on tax funds.
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Lexington a city ofchange
When my mother-in-law was still
alive, she and I made annual treks
between her Louisville apartment
and our South Carolina home.
Certain parts of the trip were
predictable. When we would past
the groves of cedar trees growing
out of massive rock bluffs at the
Kentucky River near Frankfort, she
would ponder aloud how such an
incongruity was possible.
A few miles on, as we passed the
horse farms around Lexington, she
would comment that the old white
fences around the farms were being
replaced by black creosote ones,
and that she didn't much like the
change.
She's been gone several years
now, but last month my wife and I
were in the Bluegrass, driving around areas her mother and I used to
see.
If Mama Bets was appalled by the
passage of white fences to black
creosote ones, we would not have
been able at all to adjust to what has
happened to Lexington and its surrounding Fayette County there in
Kentucky.
I tried to point out to my wife on
the Harrodsburg Road the plantation home of a classmate where we
had held fraternity rush parties in
the 1950's. After much difficulty I
finally spotted it, still the big white
celumned mansion it was then, but
completely surrounded by dozens

SOLI]IERN SEEN

of expensive red-brick homes,none
of which could have cost less than
half million dollars, none of which
had more than a postage stamp yard,
and none of which was more than
ten feet from the next house.
The cows, lake, ducks, and cattle
that once surrounded my fraternity
brother's house are gone. Guard
houses at the roadway entrance
proclaim that progress has taken
another toll.
All around the city of Lexington,
road signs and rest stops had instructions written.in both English
and Japanese. Toyota has come to
nearby Georgetown,but the city life
for that seismic change is still
concentrated in Lexington, only
twelve miles away. Quaint old
Georgetown is now virtually a Lexington suburb, and so is Versailles.
The Lexington I recall from 40
years ago was still small enough that
we could walk to the Toddle House
three miles away at the edge of
town,in Chevy Chase,which now is

pan of the inner city.
Beyond the city beltline, called
New Circle Road, were mostly
farmlands and house farms, Calumet Farms among them.
The airport, Bluegrass Fields,
was far out in the county. Now the
airport rests on the side of the new
beltway, Man O'War Drive, and the
empty space between the belts has
been filled in with thousands of
houses and condos.
Happily, some of the horse farms
and much of the rural pleasure of
Fayette County still lingers, although the metropolis inches outward more and more. One can still
find two-lane narrow winding
roads, still bordered by hand-made
stone fences, leading to Pans, or
Georgetown, or Frankfort, or Harrodsburg, or Nicholasville, even
though the roads out to Richmond
and Versailles have widened and
commercialized.
There are still one-room brick
churches dotting the landscape,and

there are still rolling bare knolls,
wind-swept and rock pocked with
occasional wind-whipped oak tres
clinging to them, majestic sights.
And there are still places to get to
get away from traffic and bustle.
Fort Harrod, Shakertown, Berea,
Lake Cumberland, Natural Bridge,
the old capitol, state parks, and
miles of soul-satisfying scenery are
still there.
What is mising is the seemingly
seamlessness of the Bluegrass
whole, the feeling that even with
people living there it was essentially. agrarian and rural — and one.
Today the superhighways and factories and hospitals and shopping
malls and high-rise office buildings
proclaim that change has come.
Contrasts dominate.
Once the creosote began to creep,
commercial
followed.
kudzu
Asphalt ascended;factories offering
employment came with a price-tag
of housing and business infrastructure to sustain them.
In many ways, many things are
better for trie changes — health
care, housing, and jobs especially.
The mammoth bookstore in Lexington is marvelous, but I miss the old
dusty and drafty used-bookstore we
haunted on Limestone Street.
Only the memory —ofwhat once
was — suffers. Where cedars grew
out of rocks, now cities do, too.
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Robert C.(Dink) Spann

Henry Brown (Brownie) Willoughby

Robert C. (Dink) Spann, 84, State Line Road West, Hazel, died
Wednesday, May 13, 1998, at 10:05 a.m. at his home.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Oak Grove Baptist Church
and an Army veteran of World War II.
His y..ife, Mrs. Chester Spann, died in February 1992. Born July 15,
1913, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Toy Spann and
Attie Dalton Spann.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Marie Kul and husband, Max,
Lynnville; one aunt, Mrs. Mae Smotheman, Murray; several nieces,
nephews, and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church.
The Rev. Van Russell and the Rev. H.D. Hudson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 6 p.m. tonight (Thursday).

Henry Brown (Brownie) Willoughby, 75, Belmont Dm e, Murray,
died Tuesday, May 12, 1998, at 8:16 p.m. at Murray-Calloway. County
Hospital.
He was retired from the Murray Division of the Tappan Company,
and also from Food Services at Murray State University. A veteran of
World War 11, he was a member and deacon of Sugar Creek Baptist
Church and a member and past master of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons.
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Almond Willoughby:' and Ambie Garland Willoughby.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva McNutt Willoughby; one son,
Michael Willoughby and wife, Cindy, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; three
grandsons, Mitchell, Lance, and Jeffrey Willoughby.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of 1.1i. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. William B. Miller and the Rev. Alvin York
will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m. tonight at the funeral home.

Robert Earl Howard, 74, Evans Street, Farmington, died Tuesday,
May 12, 1998, at 4:40 p.m. at the Veterans Administration Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.
A farmer, he was a Navy veteran of World War 11. He was a member of Antioch Church of Christ and Disabled American Veterans.
Born Jan. 13, 1924, in Graves County, he was the son of the late
Robert Henry Howard and Jessie Ruth Harris Howard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna E. Howard; one son, Floyd
Glenn Howard, Lynnville; two sisters, Mrs. Louise Stroup, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Vivian Flood, Fort Smith, Ark.; three grandchildren,
Heather, Jennifer, and Kenneth Howard.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at Antioch Church of
Christ Cemetery. Dr. Harvey Elder will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Boles to speak
with support group
Dr. Brent Boles, an obstetrician
and gynecologist with Murray Woman's Clinic, will speak to the West
Kentucky Interstitial Cystitis Support Group Sunday at 2 p.m.
The meeting will be held in the
Private Dining Room on the first
floor at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Interstitial cystitis is a chronic
disorder characterized by pain in the
bladder and pelvic region and is
typically accompanied by urinary
urgency and frequency. Many
times, females who experience vulvodynia also have interstitial cystitis.
Vulvodynia will be the topic of
Dr. Boles' presentation during the
meeting.
The term vulvodynia is derived
from "vulva" (the external genital
organ of a female) and the Greek
word "odynia" meaning pain. The
pain of vulvodynia is not always
accompanied by visible skin
changes.
Boles will discuss the signs of
vulvodynia, the different types of

vulvodynia and potential treatments.
For more information on the
support group, call Ann Cash at
(502) 436-2282.
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MSU names three
teachers for awards

DEATHS

Robert Earl Howard

THURSDAY, MAY

Murray State University has
selected three teachers for the 1998
Outstanding Teacher Awards. This
year's recipients are Michael Terrell, elementary school award;
Mattingly, middle

Bryan
award;

and

Susan

school

Bauer,

high

State

created

the award

Terrell
teaches
at
Cochran
Elementary School and Bauer is a
teacher at Waggener Traditional

ers who exemplify excellence in
teaching, contributions to parental

honor

Kentucky teach-

involvement in public learning and

High School, both located in Louisville. Mattingly is a teacher at Boyd

commitment to their school's excel-

County Middle School in Ashland.

nominated

lence. Candidates for the award

are

by letters.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.
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Organically-grown
herbs, tomatoes and
peppers
10 varieties of basil

STORY- HOUSE
Open Fridays 9 a.m-4 p.m.
HERB FARM Saturdays 9 a.m.-12 Noon
587 Erwin Road
Located four miles west
of Murray
94 west to Erwin Rd.. Just past Lynnwood
Heights. Left on
gmenhouse is one-half mile on the right.
Take

Erwin Rd. The

• '"
.:1s71—

Sows
US 1-2 275-354
US 1-3, 345.459

US 1-3 455-525
IS 1.3 525 and up ibt
US I-3 344-314 lbs.
Soar'

This marks the third year since
Murray

program to

HOG MARKET
Federal-Stale Markel News &tyke May 14, 1996
Kentucky Purdue Arai Hog Markel Report lacludes 2
Buy* Milian Receipts,: Act. 24 Eel. Ile &arrows &
GUIs $1.01-1.54 bliAter Saw' steady 3146 Nina
LS 1-3 2311-246 lbs.---- 346.66-41.04 few 4131
US 1-3 215-234 lba.---4I4.N-3944
US 3-4 iis-iss lba.---&34.1111-4010
US 1-2 2414-235

with the Harry M. Sparks Distinguished Lecturer Series in Education at MSU later in the summer.

school award.

Mrs. Louanna Trimble
Mrs. Louanna Trimble, 75, Hico Road, Murray, died Friday, May 8,
1998, at 7:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Verl Trimble, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 14,
1923, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Lewis Jackson and Judith Maude Doughett Jackson.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Judith Daniels, Murray, and
Mrs. Verlyn Gorman, Orlando, Fla.; one son, Robert Lee Trimble and
wife, Shirley, Griffith, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Eleanor Weiss, Olney,
III.; one brother, Gerald Jackson and wife, Phyllis, Coldwater; seven
grandchildren, Lisa Hitchcock and husband, Charles, Cedar Lake,
Ind., Londa Harrell and Vert Scott Daniels, Almo, Dean Dunnaway
and Cynthia Branch and husband, Wayne, Orlando, Fla., Richard
Trimble and wife, Pam, Hobart, Ind., and Joseph Trimble and wife,
Darlene, Crownpoint, Ind.; 14 great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Russell Dunn officiated. Burial was in
Stewart Cemetery.
Editor's note: This obituary is being reprinted by the Miller Funeral
Home of Murray because of errors in Monday's edition.

The three will receive a plaque
and monetary award in conjunction

----$24.011-21.1141

"The family suggests American Heart
Association,,
that memorial
Frgnung Heart Dmease
and Stroke
contributions be made
AMERICAN HEAR!
to the American
ASSOC I AllON
Heart Association."
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES
When people want to
1-800-AHA-USA1
honor a loved one
and fight heart disease.
This space provided as a public service
(01994. American Heal Association

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Asa lad. Avg..9173.91

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

37.0

Air Products...—.8913/rs - 7/16
A T &
ST/Is Bell South ...-........673/. Pis Kroger ......-.....-▪ 421/ss + 7/ot
..... 26'1s - 3/is
Briggs & Stratton.4413/16 - 3/s L G &
Bristol Myers Squibb-1101/u.1/rs Lucent Tech............ 717/s - 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.°33 B 341/2 A Mattel ..............-...421/is + 3/is
McDonalds
..... 63'/2 CAT
71/is +
Merck ..............-.11615/ts - 7/is
Chrysler................523/s +
Dean
.........50 + 3/s Microsoft .........-• 877/is + 1/3
Exxon....................... 731/4 - 3/4 J.C. Penney.......—.713/14 - Vet
Ford Motor...........483/s + 3/rs Peoples First*.- 35'4 B 36 A
General Electric ...843/rs - 3/rs Quaker Oats......577/ie
i/s
General Motors-- 753/14 + 1/s Schering-Plough
▪ .....617/s NC
GoodrIch....................55 + 9/16 Sears.....
Goodyear--.............691/4 + 3/4 Texaco...---.....--.61 13/1.- 3/14
HopEed Banc•—.203/s B 211/2 A Time Warner.-- 795/rs - "fr.
5934 I B M...,........... 126'!,, + 43/rs Union Planters
271/4 - 3/14
Ingersoll Rand......463/a 3/14 UST
- 11/1, Wal-Mart--.....-545/1.+
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in diEs Moek.
NC - no change in prim.
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
W.L Irmo, Yoe. • ifirdtsor NYSE anal WPC

DR. BRENT BOLES

The New 1998 Nissan Frontier-200SX
Anima and Setztra
Thru May 18th
0.9% 12 to 24 months
1.9% 36 months
2.9% 48 or 60 months

HOW MUCH
FREE TIME WOULD YOU LIKE
THIS WEEKEND?

Carroll Nissan
800 Chestnut St., Murray

GTE Wireless Center:
,

Murray
305 N 12th Street

(502) 759-3301

GTE Wireless Agent:

753-8850
Murray

..411\

Elect

71

Twin Lakes
Office eroducts

DAMON
MATHS

516 Main St
(502) 753-0123
IWO*

—

Democrat For
Calloway County Coroner
16 Years Experience As Deputy Coroner!
#4 On The Ballot

8:00Pm, FRIDAY

II.53pm, FRIDAY

7.2IAm, SATURDAY

Paid far Damon Madam

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Selection!

Great Price!
Open
Mon.-Fn. 7-5,

Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days Same As Cash
iwortymo cram

WARE
HOUSE TIRE
400 indueldal Md. • Maori •7113-1111

10:32Pm, SATURDAY

3 27Pri,

SUNDAY

6 00Am,

MONDAY

Owner: astral/ lloyd

Kopperud Realty's
Open House
Thursday, May 14th • 4-6 p.m.

it.

Extremely neat and ready to
move into! This 3 Br brick
ranch boasts living-dining
combo and don. 2 car garage
and one-car carport.

70 Wait
we
East Y Manor S/D
2 mi. East of Murray

MIA #3001250

For more information, call m- come by...

753-1222

-•-•••••••

711 Main tit.

•••••••-•44• •••

•-•• - •
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HOW ABOUT ALL OF IT
GET 12 MONTHS OF UNLIMITED WEEKENDS
PLUS 30 ALL-THE-TIME MINUTES FREE.
Sign up with GTE Wireless and suddenly your weekends are full of free time. Call anywhere
within our calling area. Call as much as you want. Talk as long as you want. Of course, you may
want to sleep at least ten minutes or so. It's all yours when you sign up for a 2-year agreement
with GTE. So visit your nearest GTE Wireless location or call 1-800-758-0459.
NOKIA

GED

WIRELESS

Available for new or existing customer's who sign a two-year agreement on select rate plans Credit check
'Nunes Charges toe unkmeed weekends will begin in de 10 month
Additional airtime. long distance, roaming. ianeine interconnect, directory assistance,
tam, surcharges and assessments apply Not eadatite with any other premiere' oiler
Deposit may be repaired Early termination tee and some conditions apply Contact GTE Wiretess tor
details Otter aspires 6/4/98
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Student is recognized
Keith Thornton of Murray has
been named a United States Na-

111

•

tional Award Winner in English
by the United States Achievement Academy.
Thornton, a sixth grade student
at Calloway County Middle
School, was nominated for this
national award by Jeanetta
McCallon, teacher at CCMS. His
biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.

Keith Thornton

Youth fund-raiser planned
The Youth Group of First Christian Church will have its seventh
annual barbecue fund-raiser on Saturday and- Sunday, May 16 and
17, at Storey's Food Giant. Ribs, chicken, pork loin sandwiches, and
pork loin cutlets will be sold. Persons may preorder by calling the
church office, 753-3824, or just go by the store and purchase items.
Funds will be used to finance the youth mission trip to Purerto Rico
this summer.

Thornton is the son of Kathy
and Maurice Randall Thornton.
His grandparents are Vaneda
and Ellsworth Peters of Beverly
Hills, Fla., Helen Haney of Bellview, Fla., and Marguerite Thornton of Clanton, Ala. A greatgrandmother is Anna Doty of
Almo.

tel"

Heart scramble here Friday
The third annual American Heart Association Golf Scdramble will
be Friday, May 15, at Murray Country Club. Lunch and registration
will begin at 11 a.m. Play will begin at 12:30 p.m. The cost is $50
per player which includes cart, green fee, lunch, and a chance for
door prizes. Walk-on registrations will be accepted as space permits.
For information call Danny Evitts, event chairman, at 759-9443.

Stewart event on Saturday

Speakers at meeting of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club
were Frank Stokes and Elizabeth Stokes and seated, Stacey Stokes.

'Proud Alumni"

A community tea will be given for the family of Bud and Ruby
Stewart who lost their home by fire in April. The tea will be Saturday, May 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Pottertown Community Room
which is adjacent to Calloway County Fite-Rescue Station No. 8 on
Highway 280. If you would like to give a gift but cannot attend the
tea, call Nyle Torsak at 753-0053.

cogytto' Program is presented
ao°1

The department will meet SaThe Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club met on Satur- turday, May 16, at 10 a.m. at the
day, April 18, at the club house. club house.
June Vander Molen, coEntertainment was presented
by the Stokes Family Storytellers, coordinator of the Calloway
County Literacy Project, will be
Frank, Stacey and Elizabeth.
Hostesses were Patricia Barton, the guest speaker.
Lois Pharris, department chairDonna Herndon, and Ruth
urges all members to attend.
man,
Wilson.
oet
American Hear! tip
•
7
1
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J.T.
Jewe
'Where Your Idecta•,
Turn To Gold"

•

Dixieland Center
Chestnut St., Murray
759-1141

• Mascots & Other Great Gifts For Grads! •
Deep Impact
PG13 1:15 3:45 7:20 9:45

Talia Alexander & Corey WiLson
Karen Allbritten & Daryl Cain
Mona Boggess & Ronald Hodges
Jamie Burnett & Marlin Barber
Alison Burton & Brian Epperson
Karen Caldwell & Bobby Cornwell
Cortney Canerdy-Cain & Brian Cain
Kili Carson Hanes& Shawn Hanes
Miranda Coles & Marty McBride
Kyla Crum & Travis Houston
Betsi Deel & Brian Bizeau
Angela Elkins & Alan Shelby
Emily Farrar & Jim Bob Crockett
Michelle Faihst & Josh Moorehead
,Natlie Galloway & Monti Collins
Kri.sti Graham & Chris Hopkins
Heather Hawkins & Tim Roy
Dana Holvrian & Jason Sims
Kristen Hornback & Taylor Riggs
heather Key & Heath Scott
Ashley Koger & Scott Adams
Leigh L.arsdini & John T. Wright III
Virginia Landreth & M6rk Ether:on
Stephanie Leach & Nathan Howard
Kimberly Lehr & Christopher Cain
Tabatha McAlister & Kyle Addison
Cassie Maness & Joel English
Kelli Massey & Lee Helmers
Nancy Miles & Reece Grubbs
Holly Miller & Jeff Cu/lop
Kristi Morton & Chris Ilobbs
Sanna Perk.ins & Bryan Anderson
Jennifer Rayburn Se Brett Justice
Sarah Richter & Jarrod Martin
Melinda Rickman & Mike Lamb
Renae Rogers & Keith Fain
Ginn y South & David Chatnsan
Kendra Smith & Russell Pigg
Meg Sonvnerkamp & Ed Childers
Inca Templeton & Johnny Alsart
Dana 7homas & Danny Pellegrino
Jana Thorn & Andrew Falwell
Carrie 1"innon & Chris Padgett
Shannon. Valles & Jeff Powers
Bridget Vincent & Ryan Wheeler
Jennifer Walden & Mitchell Fain
Traci Walker & Michael Corbin
Autumn Wallace & Jim Craig
Meredith Warren & Nick Ilutcherv
Tanya Wells & Chad Parker
Lares.sa York & Brett Bazzell
Shannon Young & Broc Walker

Black Dog
PG13 1:30 3:35 7:15 9:10
•
•
•S Object Of My Affection •
•
•a R 1:20 3:40 7:00 9:20 •
• The Big Hit
•
•

•

•••••,

*
*
CHARLIE
ADAMS

•

R 1:00 -3:10 7:25 9:35

Pauli*
PG 1:25 3:20 7:05 9:00

SI On The Ballot

The Odd Couple II
PG13 1:05 3:10 7:30 9:30

Magistrate
District #3

Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

Qual4ied To Work For You
In Planning For A Better
County In The Future!
Pahl kr by Charlie Aims

Program Info. Call 7534314

OPP
g

Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 4 is taking nominations for one trustee position to serve a four-year term. Nominees
must own real or personal property subject to the district's fire protection tax and personally reside in the Almo-Dexter district. Nominations may be made to Cora Pritchet, 284 Sunset Dr., Almo, Ky.,
phone 437-4349, or Charles Hoke, 720 Almo Rd., Almo, phone
753-5019, until 5 p.m. on Wednesday, May 20.

4

ANNOUNCING!!!
OBJECTS' ON THE SQUARE
'
WEI)IYLN a al,F'T

Hazel Woodmen of the World Lodge will have its Family Night
event on Saturday, May 16, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
Food will be furnished. All members and their families are invited.

Cystitus Support Group to meet
Dr. Brent Boles will speak to the West Kentucky Interstitial Cystitis Support Group at its regular bimonthly meeting on Sunday, May
17, at 2 p.m. in the private dining room (first floor) of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His subject will be "Vulvodynia." Anyone interested in learning more about Vulvodynia or Interstitial Cystitis is welcome to attend. For more information call Ann Cash,
436-2282.

Faxon Fire District will have voting for one position on the Board
of Trustees on Saturday, May 16, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Station, Chapel Road off Highway 94 East. For information call 753-9109, 474-8713, or 753-0391. All district residents are
urged to vote.

Make A Difference Day Saturday
The next Make A Difference Recycling Day will be Saturday.
May 16, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Residents are reminded to spearate newspapers from other paper and
cardboard. All clean, dry mixed paper such as junk mail, magazines,
school and office paper, books, etc., as well as cardboard and paperboard can be accepted for recycling. Aluminum cans, plastics, glass,
and motor oil will be also be collected Saturday.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice Program will have a
two-day program on the service on Friday, May 15, and Friday, May
22, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the third floor classroom at MCCH.
Volunteers are needed for the program and interested persons should
attend these sessions. For more information and to preregister call
762-1389.

G.
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A GALLERY OF FINE & FUNCTIONAL CRAFTS
113 South Fourth Street
Murray, Ky.
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Family night to be at Hazel

Hospice training planned
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Faxon Fire District will meet

City of Angels
PG13 1:15 3:30 7:00 9:15
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Murray Country Club Men's Golf Association will have a threeman scramble on Saturday and Sunday, May 16 and 17. Tee off
times will be noon on Saturday and 9 a.m. on Sunday. A social will
be at 6 p.m. Friday for the entire club membership and guests. Golfers should sign up by Friday by calling the pro shop at 753-9430.

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing
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GInny Harper, left, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H, demonstrated how to make muffins and omelets to the students at Emmanuel
Baptist Academy.

Widows and families
of Masons to be feted
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will host
the widows of deceased Master
Masons, no matter to what lodge
their husbands were members,
and also invited are the daughters, mothers, sisters and orphans
of deceased Masons.
The festivities will be Friday,
May 15, at 6 p.m., according to
Joe Lasater, dinner chairman.
"This semi-annual event, spon-

Plant swap
on Saturday
Kenlake State Resort Park will
host its first community plant
swap on Saturday, May 16, from
1 to 3 p.m.
Kenlake will provide over 500
tulip bulbs to be involved with
the swap. Park officials are requesting that the community
bring bulbs, cuttings, and plants
of all kinds to swap among each
other.
The event is free to the public
and will be held on the front lawn
of the hotel. For information call

BIRTHS

sored by Murray Lodge, promises
to be a repeat of the Christmas
Widows' dinner held in December of last year," Lasater said.
Surprise entertainment will be
featured. Last year, 19 widows
attended the event, and it is
hoped more will attend the Friday
event, said Lasater.
Any person needing transportation is asked to contact Lasater at
753-4530 or John Salter at
753-8849.

Thursday, May 14
Murray City Council/7 30 p m /lower
floor of Weals Center.
Calloway County Board of
Education/6 p.m./board office.
Murray Board of Education/6
p.m./Murray High School Library.
Candidates Forum for office of coronor, sponsored by Concerned
Citizens/7 p.m /Weaks Center
Advisory Council of Calloway County
Family Resource Center/4 p.m./East
Elementary
Calloway County Choral Department's spring concert/7 p.m./CCHS
gym.
Budget Committee of Murray
Elementary School SBDM
Council/4.30 p.m.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library Info/436-2453.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally
I11/630 p.m/Pinelake Medical Arts
building,
Mayfield.
Info/1-502-247-6935.
Western Kentucky Lupus
Association/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Woodmen of World Lodge 592
meeting/6 p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p m /American Legion Hall.
TOPS #469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Seniors' car
wash at Hardee's until 2 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Martial Arts
Demo/10:30 a.m.; Son Lites/4 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
Seas.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL GRADUATES!

Thursday, May 14
Curris Center Gallery. MSU/open 11
am -l0 p.m
Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a m -7.30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 p m Info/762-3383.
Friday, May 15
Wranglers Riding Club Horse Shoe/6
p m./club arena on Van Cleve Road.
West View Nursing Home devotion
with Bill Horner/11 a.m.: Talent
Show/2 p.m
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m
Hazel Centeropen 10 a.m.-2 p m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf play/9 a m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 pm.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Kenneth W.
Magistrate
District 02 114
Your representative for
improving our community
Paid for by candidate

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to
nowhere, when you could be toning your abs, getting in
shape and having fun while you're learning to defend
yourself?
Our Cardio j(TM
program takes the music,
excitement and energy of aerobics hut adds important
self-defense techniques like jabbing, kicking, punching
and blocking. You learn while you burn at 800 calories
per hour! (According to Muscle and Fitness Magazine
who rated aerobic kickboxing as the nuraber one
calorie burning workout!)
There's no physical contact, no uniforms (you wear
your regular workout clothes) and best of all you'll love
it! Classes are forming now, call today!

Robinson girl
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Robinson of Murray arc the parents of
a daughter, MaKayla Ashton Robinson, born on Wednesday,
April 22, 1998, at 11:28 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Laura Williams. Grandparents are Charles and
Nancy Williams and Ron and
Shirley Robinson, all of Murray.
A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Laura Thomas of Marshall, N.C.

BEAT THE HEAT!
Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner
• Hi-efficiency,
9.5/9.5 EER.
• 18,400/17,500 BTU,
230/208 volts, 8.3/9.0
amps.
• 3 coolings/1 fan only
speeds.
• 10-position thermostat.
• Easy mount window
installation.

Preferred

B and of Room
Conditioners'
AHM1HUA

'
549

ONLY

Murray Appliance & TV
"Your GE, Jenn Air & Hot Point Dealer"

212 E. Main St.

753-1586

Do You Have The
Stomach For Summer?

Ray baby boy
Mitchell and Talana Ray of
Murray are the parents of a son,
Tyler Mitchell Ray, born on
Tuesday, April 28, 1998, at 2:35
p.m. at Vanderbilt University
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 2Y: ounces and measured
19% inches. A sister is Kailey.
Grandparents are Kerry and Janice Bowerman, and Nickie and
Linda Morton. all of Hardin, and
Larry and Marilyn Ray and
Peggy Ray, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Johnnie
and Imogene Nelson of Fairdealing, Katherine Bowerman of
Hardin, and Ulis and Irene
Woods of Murray.

Pictured left Is Jennifer Burkeen, senior at Calloway County
High
School, accepting a donation from Randy Brandon from Brandon
Auto
World for CCHS Project Graduation on May 22. A yard sale will be
Saturday from 7 to 11 a.m. In the Old Wal-Mart Building as a fund-raiser
for the event. Donated Items from the community may be taken
to the
building early Saturday morning.

Call Today Tt

753-6111

Entire Stock Shoes
& Sandals

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

2011/0 Oii
(Excluding Easy Spirit & Daniel Green)

Who is Ronald
Wisehart?
I have been a life-long resident of
Murray and Calloway County, having lived in the Hazel, Almo, Stella
communities. I am the son of the late
Gleneth and Clotile Wisehart and I
have been married 22 years to Margaret(Greer) Wisehart of the Penny/
Spring Creek community. We are
parents to four children; Molly, Wesley, Tim and Justice, and our sonin-law is Justin Franklin. We attend
the University Church of Christ.
I have been the Administrative
Supervisor of the Calloway County Detention Center since it opened in 1996 and
in that position I have the responsibility of supervising 28 employees while
managing the complexities of our 120-bed facility. I have 15 combined years
in local law enforcement and I am a graduate ofthe Kentucky Department of
Criminal Justice Training in Richmond.I attended Murray State University.

As Your Jailer I Will:

Entire Stock
Dresses

kip-to-Apo-

Smart Time Dusters
& Models Coats

25°h

Off

Sleepwear by
Willow Creek
Shadowline • Lorraine

• Operate a clean, safe, secure jail using the standards mandated by the
Department of Corrections in Frankfort.
•Run a "no-frills"jail, not a health club,that attends to the basic needs ofthe
prisoners, while diligently working to reduce the cost to the taxpayers
through grants, increased revenues, and the use of surplus equipment that
may be avOlable.
• Work to reduce and pay off jail debt as quickly as possible.
•Require inmates to work as much as allowed bylaw,and implement policies
that require inmates to pay their own way instead of being a burden on the
taxpayer.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

• Staff the facility with honest and energetic employees who are of good
character and have high morals.

Ages 0-5

MAKE THE "WISE" CHOICE

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

VOTE RONALD WISEHART, JAILER
On May 26th
Pa14 ter by Monate Witeliare, Rigby Illanns,

All Playtex, Bali &
Vanity Fair

25% off

_
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday. May 11, have
b,-en released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Gallimore baby girt, parents. Lavonia and Roger, Murray;
Fortner baby boy, parents. Rebecca
and Scott, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs. Vicki Tucker Wynn, Mrs. Ruth
A.in James, and Mrs. Mary Magdlene
•Juser, all of Benton,
Mrs Ruby Obera Harris, Edgar Don
Boggess, Ms Shannon G. Garner,
Mrs Betty Jo McPhail, Mrs Myrtle L.
1,/rry, Mrs. Barbara Tutt, Mrs. Eleanor
Gay Downs, Mrs. Winifred Gladys Jayw.n, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Swanson,
arid William Barry Vaughan, all of
Murray.

Expirations
Ms Ardath Jane Brandon, Almo,
Mrs Beverly Ann Ray, Calvert City,
Thomas Eldridge Pickard, Murray
• • • •

Seven newborns and dismissals
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, May 12, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Bailey baby boy, parents, Alisa and
James, Murray;
Grizzard baby boy, parents, Jennifer
and Jason, Mayfield,
Robertson baby girl, parents, Julie
and Bill, Murray;
Futrell baby girl, parents, Carla and
Sean, Cadiz;
Holland baby girl, parents, Kelly and
Brad, Benton;
Lovett baby boy, parents, Katona
and Matt, Benton;

Clark baby boy, parents, Cynthia
and Kilgore, Murray
Dismissals
Charles Douglas Dycus. Kuttawa.
Ms. Jessie May Wyatt and Virgil L
Ford, Dexter,
Mrs Genevieve D Jeffries, Buchanan, Tenn
Mrs Acelene Baker.
Cadiz,
George William Shell, Point Pleasant, W Va , Mrs Chanda Ray Scott

and baby girl, Kirksey.
Mrs Ruby Nell Martin, Almo. Mrs
Laura Michelle Coleman, New Concord, Mrs Ora Ona Crutcher, Dover,
Term,
Mrs Uldine W Evans, Mrs Mary
Frances Dunn, Miss Mary Jane Skinner, Royal Duane Gonzales,
Mrs Alice Jean Todd, Shoemaker
baby girl, Mrs Mildred E Lassiter, and
Rodney Tidwell, all of Murray.
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Middle School plans election
Murray Middle School Sitebased Decision Making Council
candidates for the upcoming election are Cindy Clemson, Jo Ann
Mathis, Terry Hart and Rick
Melton.
Voting opportunities for pa-

rents to to choose two candidates
will be Monday, May 18, from 6
to 8 p.m. at Fourth Grade Orientation, or on Awards Day on May
19, or anytime in the school office the week of May 18-21.

We Now Have
Allergy Free
Vacuums!
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Barnes

County Judge Executive

Hwy. 68 - Reldland Near 1-24, Exit #16
1-800-599-USEW (8739) • 502-898-7301

Paid for by candidate

Anniversary reception
will be here Saturday

-2212211iii

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Barnes of Tampa, Fla., formerly of Murray,
will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, May 16.
The event will be at Racer Inn, Murray (formerly Holiday Inn). All
relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of noon to 4p.m. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married May 18, 1948, at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Parker of Murray. Mr. Parker is now deceased. Mrs. Barnes was the former Joan Parker. Mr. Barnes is the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. O.C. Barnes.
Their attendants at the wedding were Joeva Weatherford and Joe
Booker Adams with Janie Barnes as flower girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes are the parents of two sons, Kern Barnes and
wife, Beth, Lebanon, Tenn., and the late Randy Barnes and wife, Karen,, who were killed in a car accident two years ago.
Their grandchildren are Brande Barnes, Shannon Barnes, and
Heather Barnes, all of Rockford, Ill., and Kern Barnes Jr. and Jody
Barnes of Lebanon, Tenn.

Perfect For Apartment or Dorm Room!

20" Sentry 2 Color TV

• Audio/Video Input Jacks
• ZDG' High Contrast Picture Tube
• MIS Stereo Receiver/Monitor
• Surf's Up Favorite Channel
Selection
• ICON Menu Package
• Trilingual On-Screen
Displays
• Channel Labeling
• Multi-Purpose Timer
• Parental Control
• CaptionVision (CC) Capability
• Night Vision " Universal Remote
Control MBR3447

$259"
10210

I

We Offer Complete Set-Up Including

• Electrical Hookup
• Well Installation
• Water Hookup
• Septic Systems
• Other Services Available
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$500 - $1500 Cash Rebates
Depending On Model Purchased
Financing Available

VISA

-- zenith

If you've had bad credit problems in the
past come in & see us.

Tucker TV Sales S Service
1230
•753-2900

Located in the old Knoth's BBQ Building

Hwy 641 Murray, KY

Murray
N
Mon.-Frl. 8-5 p.m. . Sat. 9-12 p.m.

Stole Route

• Underpinning
• Decks
• Screened Porches
• Lots to Set Mobile
Home On

Lc
gii

121

502-767-9787
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SPECIAL NEEDS

ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725
800-472-8852

Happy
Hour
Friday
Night

15%

Off
Storewide
5:30-7:30

Special of
the Week

411711217 C4IINIE7 FOR KWN RESOURCES

New
Garden Center
I Great Gift Selection e
•
•
•
•

Mexican Pottery
Wire Topiaries
Terra Cotta Pots
Pruning Shears

School's Out!
Show your teacher appreciation
with a gift from....

ENGLISH FARMS'
ilk

• Statuary
• Butterfly Houses
• Garden Plaques
• Bird Baths

1 Gal.
Buy One,
Get One

Starting at $20

FREE
Colorful Foliage
Perfect For Shade

Arcadia & 10th • Murray • 753-0921 • M-F 10-5, Sat 10-2
1•-

-

TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

RATE

Lots of Parking - Easy Access
Truly A Shopping Experience
Hours: Open till 6
Sunday 12-4

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

CID

--••••kr"..."..0.111,401111111111111111.4r

4.00% 4.75% 4.85% 4.85%
4.04% 4.81% 4.91% 4.91%

IIJ Erigp,

4••••
•

9-*

Investment Rates
CURRENT
INTEREST

ivar

Shortbreads

Chocolates and much more...

Blue, Pink & White
Tree-Form & Dwarf
For shaded areas around your home

Apple

SPECIALTY FOODS
theme specialty items
si Coffees, Teas

School days notecards

Hydrangea

Caladiums

Presenting a check for $500 to Arvin Crafton of the Murray Lions Club
Is Carolyn Paschall, treasurer of KIrksey Woodmen of the World Lodge
#170. The money will go toward the Lynn Clarke Griffiths ApheresIs
Donor Center to be located at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

118••••••••

••

••••• • ••

••••

IIII Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

1
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Chaney speaker at Theta meeting AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAtotYlitilt,
3DAV& ONLY"! 1 Pi
FRI. • SAT.

Lynda Chaney was the special
guest speaker at the April meeting of the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs. Chaney is Child Outreach
chairman for the general club.
She gave a report on the girl in
Columbia, South America, that
the Murray club has been sponsoring for the past three years.
Mrs. Chaney corresponds with
her regularly and sends special
items to the young girl there.
Sylvia Puckett, vice chairman,
presided at the meeting.
Naomi Rogers, chairman, presided at the meeting. Reports were
given by Jo Farley, secretary;
Mary Lawson, treasurer; Anna
Mae Thurman, finance chairman;
and Mary Ann Russell, nominating chairman.
Officers elected for the new
year include Rogers, chairman,
Puckett, vice chairman, Farley,
secretary, and Marge Armbruster,

treasurer
Hostesses were Wilma Beatty,
Juanita Sparks and Ginny Harper.
The department will have a

• SUN. --- A
May 15th• d tri•171h

t*

ii
tt4
Lynda Chaney, right, guest speaker at meeting of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club, Is pictured with Sylvia Puckett.

Lorrah will
give reading
Jean Lorrah will give an informal reading and talk on her science fiction at The Book -Cellar,
409 Broadway, Paducah, on Friday, May 15, at 8 p.m.
Lorrah is a professor of English at Murray State University
where she teaches History of the
english Language via Interactive
Television and a course in Fantasy, Myth, and Legend.
The Murray professor will read
an excerpt from one of her 15
published science fiction and fantasy novels. The event is free and
open to the public.

Strong Leadership
Into The 21st Century

RIVERSIDE
TURK
EYS
Frozen

Vote

Vinc
ent
Cost
ello
Count

10 to 12 Lb. Average

y Judge Executive
Poild fee by Vlsoinkt comma*

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Years /n Business —

filr.LeLtg
Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings •Pruinii •Banquets •Ilifthdays •Anniversarteg

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 753-1300
1502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

SUBSCRIBE

brunch on Saturday, May 16, at
10 a.m. at Dumplin's. Hostesses
will be Evelyn Jones and Peggy
Myers.

Jr-11—n lib
711.11111M
WNW"_

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Book Limousine
Services For
Your Wedding!

lb.
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Y
FURNITURE 8 MATTRE

LIMIT 2 WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
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SPRITE
Diet, Regular -or- Caffeine Free

302 N. Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton

SPRING TIME SELL OUT!
We have talked with our factory's and held up all incoming shipments
(except special orders) until we can sell our OVERSTOCKED inventory!

IT'S SIMPLE!
LOOK AT
THE TAG
AND PAY
ONLY HALF!

FRESH PICNIC
PORK ROAST
Meaty

BELIEVE IT!
BECAUSE
IT'S TRUE!
NOTHING
HELD BACK!
FIRST COME.
FIRST SERVED!

HOURS:

PRICE

MON. - FRI.
8:30 - 5:30
SATURDAY
8:30 - 4:00

REGULAR
RETAIL
PRICE
Applies to
In-Stock
Merchandise
Only.

A
LL

lb.

BROWN &
SERVE ROLLS
KROGER

BEIEF
TENDERLOIN
U.S.D.A.
Choice Grain Fed Beet

Twin, Buttermilk -or- Flake
Soles

incg
L
piivnittg

Odd

Roomhairs

s
Bedroom Suites
Box Springs & Mattresses

ALI

Bunk Beds
Coffee & End Tables
Curios
Recliners

No Special Orders
No C.O.D.'s

Merchandise Must Be Removed From Store
Within 72 Hours

ALL

Entertainment Centers
Lamps

Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers

$

Up to 36 Months Financing • Quick
90 Days Same As Cash
Due To These Prices We Must Charge For Delivery

69souf
lb.
sow

•

BUY
NOW AT
YOUR
PRICES!

BESTWAY
FURNITURE G MATTRESS
302 North Main • Benton, KY

=Phone 527-2400 —

•

BUY
NOW AT
YOUR
PRICES!

•
•
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Del

Fields completes Lady Racer signings
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
First, Eddie Fields went for
size. Later on, it was athleticism
and ballhandling he was after.
Consider both searches a
success.
Fields has signed a total of
eight players for next year's Murray State women's basketball
team, announcing the last four
Wednesday.
In the late signing period,
MSU landed Heather Bates, a 5-9
point guard who is transferring to

MSU after two seasons at Olney
Central College in Olney, Ill.;
Shannon Preston, a 5-9 shooting
guard/small forward from Memphis, Tenn.; Shana Sieve, a 5-10
forward who will transfer to
MSU after two seasons at Mineral Area Community College;
and Eniko Verebes, a 5-9 point
guard from Hungary who played
her final year of high school basketball in Alabama.
"The really good thing about
these last four is that they've all
been in very successful prog-

rams," Fields said. "It looks, awfully, awfully good. We've definitely got a good group."
The four join 6-1 Susan Tackett of Bidwell, Ohio; 6-2 Angie
Meyer of Kiel, Wis.; 6-3 Tierney
Pugh of Memphis; and 6-2
Brandy Batman of Owensboro.
They signed with the Lady Racers in the fall. Murray State was
6-20 this past season and tied for
eighth in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
"Last year we mostly played
six or seven kids, and most of our

MRS splits
twinbill with
Carlisle on
Wednesday

• See Page 11

This past season, she averaged
per game while also grabbing
15 points, five assists, four reeight rebounds and averaging
bounds and three steals a game in
four assists and five steals per
leading Olney to a 33-3 record
contest. She was a first-team alland a No. 6 national ranking.
district, all-metro and all-state
"We felt like we needed to get
pick in leading Trezevant to a
more production at point guard, 27-3 record. She was also inand I really think we've done
cluded in the Who's Who in U.S.
that," Fields said. "Heather is
Sports publication.
very athletic and quick and she
Verebes spent last season at
hates to lose. She's a really good
Sylacauga, Ala., High School,
player."
which she helped win the 5A
As a senior at Trezevant High
state championship in the
School last season, Preston led
the city in scoring at 23 points • See Page 11

Taylor, Travises alive
at region tournament
Laker baseball falls to Marshall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray split a softball doubleheader with Carlisle County
Wednesday at the Murray City
Park, falling 16-1 in the first
game before winning the second
game 11-7.
In the opener, Carlisle (4-8)
took an 8-1 lead after three innings, then added another run in
the fourth and seven in the fifth.
Murray's lone run came in the
third.
Carlisle out-hit Murray 13-3.
Robin Ragsdale was 2-for-3 for
the Lady Tigers. Lindsey Horner
took the pitching loss.
Murray trailed 5-1 in the second game before a nine-run third
inning gave the Lady Tigers the
lead for good.
"We played much better mentally in the second game," Murray coach David Carr said.
Whitney Ray had a basesloaded triple in the third for Murray, which won despite being outhit 9-7 and committing five errors. Horner was the winning
pitcher.
Murray hosts Christian Fellowship today at 4:30 in a Fourth
District game at the Murray City
Park.
District tournament quandry: The Fourth District softball
tournament will begin Monday at
the Murray City Park with Murray meeting Calloway County
and Marshall County facing
Christian Fellowship.
But how many fields will be
ready to play on at that time is
still in question.

players wound up playing too
many minutes; this year we will
be able to go 10 or 11 deep, and
we're excited about that," Fields
said. "We've got three junior college kids who will bring that experience in. We'll need that because we've got five high school
kids who have never played in a
college game."
Bates was the most valuable
player of Region 24 of the National Junior College Athletic Association and a second-team AllAmerica pick.

LONE OAK — One local singles
player and one doubles team remain in
the girls' regional tennis tournament in
Paducah after the first two rounds
Wednesday.
Calloway County's Ann Taylor,
seeded sixth in the region, is the lone
remaining girls' singles player as she
won two matches Wednesday, beating
Lyon County's Shecna Oliver 6-2, 6-0,
and Fort Campbell's Erin Slicton 6-0,
6-0 to reach the quarterfinals.
The Calloway County doubles team
of Ann and Kelley Travis is the lone
local tandem in the quarterfinals. The
Travises beat Graves County's
Gourley/Fox in the first round and
trounced Mayfield's Covington/Graves
6-0, 6-0 in the second round.
Calloway County's Ann Taylor, seeded
sixth in the region, won two matches
at the regional tournament Wednesday, as did the CCHS doubles team of
Amy and Kelley Travis.

In other singles matches Wednesday,
Calloway's Whitney Price defeated
Murray's Lauren Miller 6-1, 6-1 in the
first round, but fell to Paducah Tilghman's Revel Wright 6-4, 6-2 in the
second round; and Murray's Leigh
Haverstock won over Christian
County's Sabrina Woods 6-1, 6-1 before falling to Mayfield's Christie
Gardner.
In doubles, Murray's Ashley Dunn
and Elizabeth Trawick won their first
match over Falder/Willette of Graves
County, but lost to Lane/Withrow of
St. Mary 6-2, 7-6 in the second round;
the Calloway duo of Heather Saxon
and Bethany O'Rourke beat Christian
County's Diuguid/Koener in the first
round before falling to Mayfield's
Fisher/Dodson 6-4, 6-2; and the Murray-team of Cassie Howie and Jennifer
King lost to Mayfield's Covington/
Graves in the first round.
The bcws' regional starts up today.
The tournaments continue through
Saturday.
• See Page 11

CCHS to name girls' basketball coach next week
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The search for a new girls' basketball coach at Calloway
County High School will end
next week.
According to CCHS principal
Jerry Ainley, the school is almost
ready to hire a new head coach.
"We're going to make a decision by the middle of next week,"
Ainley explained. "We've been
considering applications and nar-

rowing them down for about a
month. We wanted to see what
the interest was in this job."
The position became available
in late March when school officials dismissed Peter O'Rourke
after eight seasons as the Lady
Lakers' head coach.
O'Rourke compiled a 127-70
record during his tenure as coach,
which included District 4 and Region I championships in the
1992-93 season that propelled the
Lady Lakers to an appearance in

the Kentucky High School State
Basketball Tournament's Elite
Eight.
But in more recent years, Calloway has struggled to win a
tough Fourth District that includes regional powerhouses
Murray and Marshall County.
In 1997-98, the Lady Lakers
suffered through an injury-riddled
campaign that ended with a 13-12
mark. The season included a
semifinal loss to Marshall in the
District 4 Tournament.

Calloway officials cited a lack Kathy Jo Stubblefield and parents
of player conditioning, a lack of Don Chamberlain and Vickie
improved defense, the inability to Travis.
win the Fourth District title and a
Dill, who served as an assistant
lack of parental support as rea- to Laker head coach Ron Greene
sons for O'Rourke's dismissal.
from 1993-96, said the site-based
Since then, Ainley and CCHS council has been involved with
athletic director Bill Cowan have the process of selecting a new
shared much of the responsibility coach but will not make the final
decision.
of hiring a new head coach.
"Hiring a new head coach is
They have been assisted by a
five-member site-based council the principal's job at some
that includes CCHS teachers
Mike Dill, Glenn Leckie and • See Page 11
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MSU announces 1998
football schedule;
includes trip to BYU
Staff Report
Murray Ledger &

Times

After opening up the season
Sept. 5 at Roy Stewart Stadium
against Southern Illinois, followed by Western Kentucky a
week later in Murray, the Racers
hit the road to meet Ohio Valley
Conference rival Southeast Missouri Sept. 19 at 7. Then, the
Racers travel to Utah Sept. 26 at
2:05 p.m. Central time to face
their first Division I-A opponent
since hosting Akron in 1989.
"Anytime you play a team that
has more scholarships and more
money, you're going to be a decided underdog, but our team is
looking forward to the challenge," said Johnson. "It's a great
opportunity for our kids and one
we couldn't pass up when the opportunity arose."
Murray State, which finished
'7-4 a year ago and tied for sec't

Murray State will play one of
the toughest football schedules
ever in 1998, highlighted by a
trip to Provo, Utah, in September
to face Division 1-A powerhouse
Brigham Young.
Although the Racers open up
the season at home with regional
rivals Southern Illinois (7:30
p.m.) and Western Kentucky (7
p.m.), head coach Denver Johnson said his team will be challenged every week in the upcoming season.
"This schedule is about as demanding as you could have," said
Johnson, who enters his second
season. "Not only do we play six
of the 11 games on the road, but
we have our hands full with all
six of those opponents."
Murray State's five home
ond in the OVC, returns home
games won't be walks in the Oct. 3 to host OVC rival
park, according to Johnson.
Tennessee-Martin for homecom"I like the fact that we open up ing at 3 before getting into the
with two games at home, but heart of the conference schedule
we're playing two teams that beat
us a year ago," he explained.
• See Page .11

Angry Jordan leads
Bulls past Hornets
•Pacers finish Knicks
to set up Eastern finals
match up with Chicago
By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — It's one of
the NBA's basic, unwritten rules,
like rookies carrying veterans'
bags. Everyone knows it, and
most players are smart enough to
accept it.
But the Charlotte Hornets just
had to test it. And like anyone
else who's tried to bend the rules,
they've learned their lesson:
Never, ever make Michael Jordan
mad. Do it, and he'll make you
pay.
Jordan scored all 11 of his
fourth-quarter points after a dustup with Glen Rice that earned
His Aimess a rare technical foul,

Michael Jordan scored 33 points
Wednesday as the Chicago Bulls
advanced to the Eastern Conference finals with a 93-84 win over
Charlotte.

and the Chicago Bulls moved on
to the Eastern Conference finals
with a 93-84 victory over the
Hornets on Wednesday.
Chicago plays Indiana, which
beat the Knicks 4-1 in the other
semifinal, with Game 1 Sunday at
the United Center.
It marks Chicago's eighth trip
to the conference finals in the last
10 years.. The Bulls' only absences came in 1993-94, when
Jordan "retired" and later went
to shag fly balls, and in 1994-95,
when a rusty Jordan returned to
basketball at the end of the
season.
Getting back to the conference
finals was more difficult than the
Bulls expected as the Hornets
played their most physical game
and shot better than they had all
series.
"It was a scrum game that
physically had to be won by the
players," Chicago coach Phil
Jackson said.
Jordan certainly did his share
with 33 points. He carried Chicago through three quarters,
knocking down jumpers with
Rice and Anthony Mason hanging all over him.
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BRIEFS
Delk ranked among NCAA's tops
Murray State senior outfielder Craig Delk is ranked 31st among NCAA Divi
sion I baseball players with his batting average of 425
Delk finished his four-year career at Murray State as the namesake of several new Thoroughbreds records, including career hits and career games
played
Murray State has three former players playing professional baseball this
season, all starting pitchers Kirk Rueter is the sole Major Leaguer, topping
the San Francisco Giants' pitching staff with an earned-run average of 3 14
Rueter pitched for the 'Brads in 1990 and 1991, earning All-OVC honors in
-91
Marcus Logan is 2-2 with the Class AA Arkansas Travelers of the Texas
League, an affiliate of the St Louis Cardinals
Kent Wallace was recently signed by the independent Grays Harber
(Wash Gulls of the Western Baseball League His most recent outing was in
1996 while pitching for the Columbus Clippers, the AAA affiliate of the New
York Yankees Wallace was injured during that season and took a full year off
to recover He is scheduled to pitch in the season-opening game for the Gulls
on May 22
Wallace pitched for the 'Breds in 1991 and 1992, earning All-OVC honors
in '91

Golf tourney to aid cystic fibrosis
The Shannon Hill-Charity Golf Tournament will be held June 7 at Miller Golf
Course in Murray.
The event, which will aid in finding a cure for cystic fibrosis, will begin at 8
a m For more information, contact Donnie Tinsley at 759-4495

Cothran team finishes third
Murray's Roy Cothran teamed with Don Cothran of Benton this week to
finish in a third place be of the championship flight at the KGA-PGA.Senior
Two-Man Championship.
The pair shot a 140 over two rounds after play was concluded Tuesday at
Franklin Country Club and Bowling Green Country Club Bob Short and Don
Wood claimed the tournament championship with a 138.

Park League II
Heskett Chiropractic defeated Allison Photography by a score of 11-4 in the
Park League II season opener May 12
Ross Elkins, Casey Brockman and Micah Littlepage each had three hits for
Heskett Chiropractic_ Bradley Cobb, Adam Heskett, Chastin Sheppard and
Anthony Taylor each added a pair of hits Joshua Reynolds added a double
and Landon Cain, Dakota Glover, Damon Turner and Allen Reeves singled.
Defensive support was contributed by Christopher Inman.
Allison Photography was led by two hits each from Beau Bogard and Austin
Rogers. Robert Fry slammed two triples and Adario Mercandante doubled.
Kenneth Trice, Casey Butterworth and Tony Pfannerstill added singles.

Correction
In Wednesday's track story, Calloway's Brad Walker, who won the
800-meter run at Tuesday's meet, was incorrectly identified as Brad Waller
The Ledger regrets the error.

▪ CCHS...
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point," Dill said. "We as a council put it in the by-laws that the
principal has the authority to
make this type of decision."
While Dill would not offer
names of possible finalists or the
number of applications that have
been taken, he did identify the
council's requirements of a new
head coach.
"Number one, I think we're
looking for a person with experience as a head coach and someone who can fill teaching responsibilities," said Dill.
"We want to go after good
people. There are better chances
of having success if you have a
good person who knows the game
... I think you have to have a
strong love of the game and be
strong in your beliefs."
Dill said the search for a new
head coach was not limited to
local candidates.
"We're just trying to find the
best person available for the job.
We want someone who has a
great relationship with young
people and has a tremendous

ability to relate to the faculty and
to the community."
While the identity of applicants
for the position is still in question, one possible candidate has
been eliminated from
consideration.
Former Calloway County
standout Mina Todd, second on
the school's career scoring list,
was contacted about the position
but was not interested.
"I have been contacted (by
Calloway), but I have not applied
for it," said Todd, who is head
coach at Louisville Manual High
School. "It would be nice to go
home and coach where I played
and be where my family is, but
I'm in a good situation here."
Coming off a 26-3 record in
1996-97, Manual finished the
1997-98 season with a 23-10 record and captured the District 25
championship.
"If the timing was a little different, that might be a possibility.
But we've got a good tradition
here, and I'm looking forward to
building on that," she said.

BASEBALL
Marshall 10, Calloway 3
DRAFFENV1LLE — The Lakers dropped a 10-3 decision to
Marshall County Wednesday in a
key Fourth District matchup.
Calloway trailed just 5-2 heading to the bottom of the sixth inning,'but Marshall took control of
the game by scoring five runs in
their half of the sixth.
"We were playing pretty well
until we got into the sixth inning," said Laker head coach Eddie Morris. "It was just one of
those days when the ball was flying around the park."
Justin Morton provided the final margin by hitting the Lakers'
second homer of the contest.
Morton finished with a 1 -for-3
performance at the plate.
Adam Scott connected for the
other Calloway blast, going

One of the fields at the park is
still undergoing renovations of
sorts, but parks director Skip
Dobbs hopes it will be ready in
time for the tournament, which
would allow simultaneous first
round games to played Monday.
The field in question is Field 4,
which is the first field on the
right-hand side of the main complex at the new city park.
"The girls' youth softball
played on that field, and they
wanted the grass off the infield:
so we got that grated off, and we
had a big pile of dirt on it,"
Dobbs said. "Then it started rain-

2-for-3 on the day. Willie Morris
also added a pair of singles for
the Lakers.
Calloway's Jeff Owen pitched
a complete game, but took the
loss.
With the win, Marshall improved to 5-1 in District 4 play.
Murray High (4-1), which faces
Calloway today, can capture the
Fourth District Tournament's top
seed with a victory over the
Lakers.
If Calloway beats the Tigers,
the two squads will meet again in
next week's tournament, which
will be held at Murray's Ty Holland Field.
"We still have a chance to
make an impact on the tournament. But at this point, we're not
concerned with who we play. We
just want to go out there and play
hard. If we can plai'well in the
last two games of the regular season, it will boost our confidence
for the tournament," said Morris.

By JEFFREY McMURRAY
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky basketball star Wayne
Turner told a judge he was re-

sponsible for a hit-and-run accident last September. Now, his
teammate Myron Anthony has
done the same.
In a most bizarre twist, Anthony pleaded guilty Wednesday
to leaving the scene of an accident. Fayette County Attorney
Margaret Kannensohn said Turner will be cleared of his conviction today, although she said it is
unlikely Turner's $97 fine will be
refunded.
"Wayne Turner is not now nor
was he ever guilty of this offense," Kannensohn said at a
news conference Wednesday.
Although no witness was able
to identify Turner as the driver,
Kannensohn said the case was
closed after Turner pleaded guilty
to the misdemeanor charge of
failing to file a report. But confu-

FROM PAGE 10
school's first-ever appearance at
the state tournament. Verehes

a

-

eraged close to 12 points and
eight assists per game and averaged II assists during the state
tournament as Sylacauga finished
27-5. Verebes was named to the
first team at the state tournament.
But Verebes' most impressive
numbers come from her playing
days in Hungary, where she led
her high school to three straight
national championships and was
most valuable player two years in
a row.
"Eniko can pass and sh(x)t;
she's a very smart player," Fields

said.

Sieve averaged 21 points, 6.8
rebounds, tour assists and live
steals per game last season at
Mineral Area. Sieve is a two-time
all-conference ard all Region 16
pick. Mineral Area advanced to
the regional championship game
last season.
"Shana is a good athlete and
she can score from mid -range.Fields said.
Fields also announced that
guard Shunda Johnson, a seniorto-be, will instead serve as a student assistant next season. Johnson battled a foot injury throughout last season.
Also, guard Tameka Gras, j
junior-to-be, and forward Adriatic
Mayes, a sophomore, will not be
returning to the team next season.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

ing and we haven't had good
enough weather until recently to
get it off."
In addition, Field 2, the backleft field where Murray High had
played its softball games this season, is also undergoing renovations as it will be used for the
Bronco League games this summer, leaving only Field 3, the
back-right field where Calloway
County has played its games, as
the only usable field at this point.
"So right now, we're a field
short," Dobbs said. "But by the
time the district tournament
starts, Field 4 should be ready.
It's the exact dimensions for fastpitch softball for girls 13 and
older according to the Amateur
Softball Association."

Turner cleared in
hit-and-run accident
Associated Press Writer

11
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sion surfaced Friday when Kannensohn learned that Anthony
had told Coach Tubby Smith that
he, not Turner, was responsible
for the crash.
Anthony pleaded guilty to
leaving the scene of the accident.
He received a $250 fine plus
court costs and 50 hours of community service.

,•..

753-9627

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Ststo Fans Insurance Companies
Horns Ottioss: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American Lsegue
All Timers CDT
East Division
W
I. Pct. GB
Nevi York
7
26
788
24
Batton
632 4'4
14
Bathrnore
20 18 .526
Toronto
21
17
_447 11'4
Tampa Bay
16
432 12
21
Central Divieloa
W
L Pct, GB
Cleveland
20
18
526
Minnesota
16 22
421
15 21
Chicago
4
417
Kansas City
15 23
395
5
11
23
Detroit
324
7
West Division
W
L Pct, GB
24
Texas
14
632 —
Anaheim
20
31,
541
17
&MO.
19
500
19
5
Oakland
432
16 21
7'4
Thureday's Games
Boston at kiinnesota 12 15 pm
Kansas City at Tampa Bay. 5 35 p m
Oakland at Douai. 605 pm
Anaheim at Toronto, 6 05 p m
Cleveland at Baltimore, 60S pm.
Texas
NY Yankees. 635 pm
Seattle at Chicago White Sox, 705 pm
Friday's' Games
Oakland (Oquist 0-1) at Detroit (Cattalo 1.1),
6 05 p m
Texas (Burkett 3-4) at Cleveland (Wright 1-3).
605 pm
Anaheim (HO 6-11 at Toronto (Hentgen 4-3). 605
pm
Tampa Bay (Alvarez 3-4) at Baltimore (Key 4-1),
6 05 p m
Kansas City (Rosado 0-2) at Boston (Wakefield
4-1). 605 pm
Mnnesota (Mlion 2-41 at N Y Yankees (Penni.
5-3). 6 35 p m
Seattle (Swift 2-2) at Chicago White Sox (Navarro 3-31. 705 o m

National league
Elia Division
L
W
Atlanta
29
11
New York
19
15
Phladephia
19
18
Montreal
14
23
Flonda
13
27
Central Division
W
L
Houston
25
13
Chicago
22
17
Mlwaukes
20
17
SI Louts
19
18
Cincinnati
19 20
Pittsburgh
21
18
West Division
W
I.
San Diego
14
24
San Franasco
18
21

Pct. GB
725 —
7
559
514
378 134
125 16
Pei
658
564
541
514
487
462
Pct
632
538

Vos Angeles
Colorado
Anzona

biwi

gift)

MURRAY

Attention
Baseball Coaches

•MSU...
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with games at league powers
Middle Tennessee (Oct. 10 at 6)
and Eastern Kentucky (Oct. 17,
time TBA). After returning home
Oct. 31 to meet Tennessee Tech
at 2:30, MSU heads back onto the
road Nov. 7 to meet Eastern Illinois, also at 2:30.
Murray State closes the regular
season with a home game Nov.
14 against Tennessee State at 1,
followed by the season finale at
Indiana State Nov. 21 at 1:30.

Call us for the hest prices on your team photos.

Memory Mate

$6.00

(3x5 individual plus 5x7 team photo)

Trading Cards
$10.00
coaches and sponsor get a FREE team photo.

Allison Photography
607 S. 4th St.

otit

e.de 4:0

753-8809

10 WEEK AMATEUR CONTEST
$300 In Cash Prizes & $1,000 In Grand Prizes
Wednesday Nights 10 p.m.

B.Y.O.B.

Peatifteem eted

7,000 sq. ft.40 ft. Stage20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
-World Class Sound
and Light System

A Private Gentlemen's Club

OpFerneeTotLduonc
gsh
til 6 pin.

18 and up
Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

311C=0

77,
GB
3,4

19
20
487
17
23
425 8
8
31
205
Inursday• Games
Chicago Cubs at Colorado_ 205 pm
Montreal at San Francisco, 2, 2 05 p m
NY Meta at San Diego. 2. 4 05 pm
Flonda at Cincinnati. 6 05 p m
Pittsburgh at Houston. 705 pm
Atlanta at Si Louis, 7 10 pm
Mlwaukee at Arizona. 905 pm
Phladephia at Los Angeles. 9 05 p m
Friday's Gemini
Chicago Cubs (Gonzalez 3-3) at Cincinnati iHarnisch 2-0). 605 pm
Atlanta (Neagte 4-11 at Houston (Lima 6.11. 705
m
Florida (Meadows 3-4) at St Louis (Lowe 0-0 or
Flagg° 0-0). 710 pm
kelwaultes (Woodard 2-1) at Colorado (Kite 5-3).
805 pm
Pittsburgh (Cordova 4-2) at Anzona (Suppan
0-4), 905 pm
Montreal (Vazquez 1-4/ at Los Angeles (Valdes
3-1). 905 pm
Philadephia (Grace 1-41 at San Diego (Brown
3-2). 905 pm
NY Meta (Yoshi 2-1) at San Franasco (Hers/user 1-3), 935 pm

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
5-4-0
( )TOYOTA

GB
3'6
414
5'4

We are having a

Lexus showing
on

Friday, May 15th and Saturday, May 16th.
Show Hours:
Friday 12:00 p.m.,- 6:00 p.m.
Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TOYOTA 4.4
Next to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Showroom Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Frl. • Sat 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502) 759-9918 • E-mail address: toyotaofmurray toyotadealer.com
Hwy 641 South • Murray • (502) 753-4961
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MSU Summer Community
Band to begin rehearsals
The Murray Stale University
Summer Community Band will begin rehearsal June 2, in PreParation
for concerts July 3-4.
Local wind and percussion pia)
,
ers are encouraged to participaie in
this group. Rehearsals will be in the
university bandroom on the third
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and will run frorn 7 to9 p.m.

Murray High students
qualify in language festival

.

The purpose of the band is to
/—
provide a recreational outlet for
interested musicians and live music
for the community. Conducting the
III
band will be John Fannin, assistant
director of bands at Murray State
university.
Questions may be directed to the
MSU Music DeparUnent at 7624288.
r
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Drew Thompson and Wesley Hart perform a French dialogue titled "A La
Chambree."

82 On The Ballot — 81 In Experience
Paid For By Candidate

Support Local Arts I

• Supervises and/or handles
juvenile cases involving a child
under the age ofeighteen who
has committed a public offense; has not subjected himself to reasonable control of
person exercising custodial
control or supervision; is an
habitual truant from school; is
an habitual runaway;is dependent,neglected,or abused;or is
111
meni-aily in.

czcz)

• Gives legal advice to the
fiscal court and county officers
in all matters concerning
county business.

Sandra Stone School of
Dance & Gymnastics

• Seeks upon request to collect
past due child supportin accordance with state mandated
priorities and guidelines.

presents....

—

r

• Prosecutes all violations of
criminal law within the district
court's jurisdiction and felonies until bound over to the
grand jury.
• Conducts civil actions in
which the county is a party
when directed to by the fiscal
court. However,he cannot represent it in a lawsuit where he
has represented the opposing
party in the past nor should he
represent it when a family
member has filed an action
against the county. (Code of
Ethics)
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Tuesday, May 19, 1998 - 6:30 p.m.
M.S.U. Lovett Auditorium - Murray, KY

• Works closely with local,
state and federal law enforcement officials.

Everyone Invited - No Admission Charge
For further information, contact Sandra Stone
(502) 489-2308 or (502) 753-0330
Register Now For Summer Fun Gym Classes

PROSECUTOR
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Nearly 90 Murray High students
qualified to participate in the State
Foreign Language Festival at the
University of Kentucky May 16.
These students won in their categories at the Regional Foreign Language Festival at Murray State
March 26.
SPANISH
Oral Proficiency
I — 1st - Brandon Kettle, 3rd Michael Montgomery.
II — 1st - Micah Williams, 3rd Rikki Hill.
III — 1st - Jessica Smith, 3rd Elizabeth Allen.
IV — 2nd - David Crouch.
V — 1st - Nathan Hughes, 2nd Adam Bartnik.
Recitation of a Literary Passage
I — 1st - Tiffany Goldhamer,3rd
- Sarah Quertcrmous.
II —3rd - Dana Parker, 3rd - Meg
Farrell.
III — 3rd - Jessica Worful.
IV — 1st - Cassie Howie, 2nd Amanda Conley.
V — 1st - Cheri Riedel, 2nd Joey McKeel.
Native Speaker — 2nd - Federico
Estrada.
Extemporaneous Prose Reading
V — 1st - Ellen Carpenter, 3rd Cheri Riedel.
Listening Proficiency
IV — 1st - Joey McKeel, 2nd Kisen Nathu.
Grammar/Written Proficiency
II — 2nd - Ryan Seay.
III — 3rd - Mau Brown.
IV — 2nd - Nathan Hughes
V — 1st - Adam Bartnik, 3rd Erika Wolff.
Realia
Games—
Individual — 2nd - Mike
Arneson.
Group — 1st - Krista Shelby,
Lauren Daniel, et al., 2nd - Stacie
Bogard, Meg FarrellvRikki Hill &
Cara Anderson.
Video — 1st - Carl Najdek, Mau
Sparks & Mike Arneson.
Construction Models
11 — 1st - Chris Naulty & Jamie
McClure.
IV — 1st - Erika Wolff & Kisen
Nathu.
Spanish Dialogue
1st — Autumn Alcoa & Nathan
Hughes.
Spanish Drama
1st — Adam Bartnik, Kisen
Nathu, Amanda Conley, Mau
Brown, Elizabeth Allen, Sam
Bierds.
Spanish Chorus
1st — Directed by Cheri Riedel,
Ellen Carpenter and Emily Simmons.
FRENCH
Oral Proficiency
I — 1st - Irene Lee, 2nd - Mitch
Woods, 3rd - Candice Veach, 4th Rebekah Travis.

Lyon museum to honor
former state employees
The Kentucky Department of
Corrections, Wardens of Kentucky
State Penitentiary and Western

OLD-FASHIONED POLITICAL RALLY!!!
COOIRD114Nr°1a

Lovella McConnell
Candidate 2nd District Magistrate

w.480.4

Saturday May 16th
National Guard Armory
6:00 to 9:00 p.m.

ts9
I
supERVISO

II — 1st - Matt Clemson, 2nd Carl Gustafson.
III — 1st — Gretchen Klaus, 2nd
- Anne Pickens.
IV — 1st - Mark Stockton, 3rd Amy Mangla.
V — 1st - Candace Gurley.
Recitation of a Literary Passage
I — 3rd - Jennifer Davenport.
11 — 2nd - Jessie Radke, 3rd Robbie Fitch.
III — 2nd - Emily Noble; 3rd Brach Crider.
IV — 1st - Joey Woods.
V — 1st - Leigh Haverstock.
Native Speaker — 1st - Aline
Pertuisot.
Extemporaneous Prose Reading
I — 1st - Rhea Flanery,2nd - Julie
Gibbs, 3rd - Jill Aguiar, 4th - Sam
Aguiar.
II — 2nd - Colin Weir, 3rd Ashley Dunn.
III — 1st - Sarah Wurgler, 2nd Brooke Brittain.
IV— 1st - Courtney Christopher.
V — 1st - Jenni Le-eper.
Listening Proficiency
I — 3rd - Alexina Charette.
II — 2nd - Fulton Hart.
HI — 2nd - Courtney Horner
IV — 1st - Brad Simmons, 3rd Louis Charette.
,
Grammar/Written
I — 1st - John Kopperud, 3rd Nancy Tam.
II — 3rd - Jennifer King.
III — 1st - Kristin Kopperud,2nd
- Courtney Griffiths.
IV — 1st - Jessica Worful, 3rd Ryan Pickens.
Art
Acrylic — 1st - Allison Vinson.
Watercolor — 1st - Michelle
Moode.
Costumes
Period — 2nd - Maggie Sasso.
Realia
Games
Individual — 2nd - Joey Woods.
Group — 2nd - Jace Rabe, Rohit
Tandon, Teca Maxwell.
Other
Group — 1st - Lane Dennison,
Alec Alberts, Elizabeth Trawick.
Video
Group — 3rd - Emily Vance,
John David Thiecke, Brittany Jackson, Lindsay Lawson.
Construction Models
Level 3 — 1st - Hani Ahmadi,
Lauren Miller, Jason Bright, Tyler
Williams.
Level4— 1st - Michelle Moode,
Jenni Hopkins, Blake Ross, Bryan
Dennison.
French Dialogue
1st — Wesley Hart and Drew Thompson.
French Drama
1st — Brad Simmons, Anne
Pickens, Colin Wier, Blake Ross.
French Chorus
1st - Directed by Blake Ross,
Sarah Wurgler and Emily Noble.

FREE Catfish Dinner to first
200 attendees. Entertainment
For All!
15 minute speech by Lavelle on her platform and her
ideas on how this county can save thousands of dollars
a year in taxes without any cut in services.
Every Registered Voter in District 12 Is Invited.
You are in District 12 if you vote at: East Elementary
(Clayton Creek), New Concord Fire Station, Good Shepherd Methodist Church (Cherry Corner), First Baptist
Church, Murray Middle School, Glendale Church of
Christ or Robertson (Murray) Elementary School.

Mark Your Calendar Now!!
Paid for by Lowdla bleCosaell, Camelbiato, blaribm
Wollimr• 1."'"urar•

Kentucky Correctional Complex,
and employees will be special
guests and recognized for their
contributions to the
_ Lyon County
_
Museum May 16 from 1 to 5 p.m.,
when the museum opens for the
1998 season.
Built by Robert Livingston Cobb,
grandfather of author and humorist
Irvin S. Cobb, around 1833, the
historical house was later occupied
by Thomas Washington Catlett.
After the Civil War, the house
was sold to Judge Frederick Skinner, grandson of Matthew Lyon and
his wife who was Helen Catlett In
1897, Dr. John W. Hussey and his
wife Belle, daughter of Letitia Catlett, bought the property and their
family sold it to the state in 1952.
Employees of Kentucky State
Penitentiary lived in the house until
it was condemned by the fire marshal in 1978 and appeared doomed
for destruction.
Located in the Old Eddyville
Historic District,Rose Hill stands in
the shadow of Kentucky State Penitentiary, south of West Kentucky
Factory Outlet Mall on KY 730.
Follow museum signs.
The museum is open mid-May to
mid-October, Wednesday-Sunday,
1 to 4 p.m. with tours conducted by
volunteer museum guides. Group
tours can be scheduled by calling
502-388-7322, 502-388-0185, or
502-388-2428.
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Beet Puppy, owned by Jerry Spillman, was a winner at a recent AKC dog
show.

Local kennel club
to host match
The Kentucky Lake Kennel Club
will hold an AKC purebred dog
match Sunday at Fenton Access
Area at Land Between The Lakes.
Any AKC registered dog is eligible to compete in conformation
class or obedience.
Registration begins at 10:30 a.m.
Obedience judging starts at 12:30,
conformation judging at 1:30, Jr.
Showmanship at 1:00 p.m. There
will be a raffle and a 50/50 pot_
Great prizes for all the winners and
great fun for contestants and visitors. Lunch will be available.
Educational material will also be
available to anyone interested in any

AKC sponsored event including
field trips, agility den trials, conformation showing, jr. showmanship
and obedience training.

Three orientation sessions are
planned for adult students who have
been admitted to the 1998 summer
and fall semesters at Murray State
University.
"The college experience at Murray State begins with Orientation for
Adult Students in Schools (OASIS)," said Billie Burton, coordinator of Adult Outreach. "All new
freshmen adult students are expected to attend one of the three
summer sessions. This will enable
them to enter Murray State fully
informed and confident about what
to expect before they begin their
studies."
Sessions are scheduled for June
7, June 24, and July 12.
Adults will have the opportunity
to discover services designed especially for adult students; pre-register
for fall semester classes; meet other
new adult students: and learn about
campus activities and organizations.
"Our new adult students will also
gain first-hand knowledge of campus facilities and avoid feeling like a
stranger when they arrive in the fall,
and be able to meet informally with
Murray State students, faculty and
administrators,"Burton said.
All new undergraduate adult students who have been admitted to the
1998 summer and fall semesters are
eligible. This includes first-time
freshmen, transfer students and students who attended Murray State
many years ago and have been readmitted.
"Because class scheduling is a
part of orientation, only students

....0114ttf
Every Friday Night

B*1-N•Ga0
New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

DEBT
CASH!
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Homeowners Ony

C-Storage
10x15 units available

'35°0/month
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see the St. Louis Gardinals
and boost ''reds5aseball!
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www.scchapman.com/paducah0r

more information
Proceeds from this concert will benefit the medical needs of the inured offset ongoing
counseling needs a memorial scholarship lund and the Heath Memorial Garden
Fund
Charge by Phone

1-888-737-HOPE(4673)

Paducah: Chamber of Commerce. Heath High School.
Peoples First Bank Locations. Chapman Music (502) 554-7224.
Christian Supply House (502) 443-4117

Ticket outlets

• Carbondale IL Gospeland Bookstore (6181 549-1632 • Owensboro 60 Baptist Bookstore i502) 685-4601
• Murray KY New Lite C.wistiaii B -iuks 15021 751 1622• Clark,olle TN Lemstone Bookcenre11111 i 645-1717 •

LAWN-BOYS CLEARANCE SALE!
All In-Stock Walk-Behind
Models Are On Sale!

330 OFF!

$50 OFF!

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831 or 753-3571
(Next to Cunningham Auto Repair)

Step up to the plate...

Check
••••..

setworti,',

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

77
—

Offer expires May 31st

$60 OFF!

$100 OFF!
BOY

Shop Early
For Best
Selection!

•No Ralnchecks
•NO Layaways

00 Includes roundtrip motor coach fare,
game seat, bus snacks,
snack,revd
great
•
time with other Racer ir St. Louis fans!
PER PCRSON
(A portion benefits MU Oreds baseball)

762-6800

oup

1-800-819-7010

LIMITED SEATING
Deadline
May 22

Or Visit Our Websitei
www.notionwIdelonding.corn

,•••••••
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Bring a Blanket • Rain or Shine'• No Coolers or Umbrellas

r --"
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General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich
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$10,000 - $110/mo
to

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

V

753-5606

Open Saturdays Until Noon 4--*"-MAUS,SO MUCH IS Mgr
ON YOUR 7111SA

Tickets: 515.00 General Admission
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5:30pm
7:30pm

TH HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL STADIUM
4330 Metropolis Lake Rd
WEST PADUCAH,KY

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

CONSOLIDATE
$50,000 - $550/mo

gates

* $1,000 Latter H
(30 calls or less)
11500 Jackpst Every Weak

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

BILLS

friday
may15

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

Moving?
Need Somewhere to
Store Your Stuff?

)
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Vicki Singleton, right, presents an obedience award at a recent AKC dog
show.

Interested parties will meet at 7
p.m. at the basketball court. Puppy
kindergarden for 4-11 month old
will begin at 6 p.m. For information
about either project, call 502-7594556 for Calloway County or 502354-9902 for Marshall County.

who have been admitted to the
University may attend," Burton
said.
Students will receive information
about OASIS in their admission
letters. For more information, call
(502)762-4150.Persons outside the
local area may call toll free at 1800-669-7654.

_

High In Mal,Springer Spaniel owned by Vicki Reed of Paducah,was a winner
In a recent AKC dog show.

The Kennel Club will also be
offering beginning obedience classes for the area beginning Monday
at the Murray Calloway County
Park.

OASIS sessions
scheduled at MSU

•?elt•

;;;i-

r
MEER
Freuridisfiew

A SALE YOU SHOULDSHOP
EVERY 20YEARSOR SO.

Coasttoeoast.
America's TOTAL HARDWARE. Store
Central Shopping Center
753-8604

v,`

e•-•••••

Open
Mon.-Sak
8:30-9:00
Sun. 12-6

44-
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Advertisers rush to `Seinfield'finale

Mart E. Swell, a University of
Kentucky student from Famington,
has received a $2,500 Undergraduate
Research and Creativity Grant to
study cemeteries in London and
Paris. He is a 1985 Calloway County
HIgh School graduate.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

NEW YORK (AP) -- A record
price tag for the "Seinfeld" finale airing tonight drew a cast of
advertisers ranging from Cadillac
cars to trendy clothes and a fleakilling lotion for pets.
Apple Computer Inc. plans to
salute star Jerry Seinfeld in the
latest commercial from its
"Think Different" campaign; the
ever-present "Godzilla" will
make an appearance; Victoria's
Secret is running a supermodelin-space spot.
A 30-second ad averaged about
$1.7 million, according to people
familiar with the sales, about
triple the rate for ads on other

tainment shows ever.
"This pricing proves advertisers still have confidence in
broadcast television," Larry Hoffner, head of NBC's television
network sales, said in a statement
issued Wednesday.
That has been an issue as ratings for the four broadcast networks have shrunk while cable
TV's collective share has risen in
recent years.
NBC said more than 20 adverUsers bought network commercial
time in the 75-minute finale. A
spot or two from the 12-minute
national ad pool was said to be
available on the eve of the show.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — If
professional stargazers catch
sight of an asteroid that might be
on a crash course for Earth, the
government wants them to keep it
quiet about it — for at least 72
hours.
The new procedures aim to
avoid panic from mistaken re-

Specializing In Dean and General Tires
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
Owner, Ronnie Melvin
401 N. 4th
Street

762-0000

14

ports of doomsday, like the flurry
of worry in March when astronomers reported asteroid
1997XF11 could collide with
Earth in 2028. That was soon
found to be erroneous.
Astronomers whose work is
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

)

24 Hour
Serdee
We're

the

Best Towing
Service in
Murray & we
always get you
there in a

Hurry!

New Owner Appreciation

have agreed for now to keep
asteroid and comet discoveries to
themselves for 48 hours while
more detailed calculations are
made, the Los Angeles Times reported today.
The findings would then go to
NASA, which would wait another
24 hours before going public.
The new interim procedures
are not an attempt to hide anything but to make sure the information is accurate, said scientist
Donald Yeomans of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, whose calculations helped dispel the fear asteroid 1997XF11 was headed
straight for Earth.
"It is an attempt for the small
scientific community that tracks
these objects to build a consensus, to determine if an asteroid is
a threat," he said.
Some scientists question the
new push from NASA, saying

20 8.
7

•

7311-9

Murray

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
dramatic last minute attempt to
forestall federal antitrust lawsuits, Microsoft Corp.'s top lawyers met today with the Justice

14.95

of oli & new oil filter

ELECT

May 1 - May 31

FLOYD
DAWSON

We Will Also Check:
Air Filter
All Belts & Hoses
Tire Pressure
All Fluids
t
1

4//
molkes
"vek. `leis
%et

JAILER

,

Check out our complete GM Service Dept.
with certified mechanics and body shop
-- includingframe machine & OSHA approved
--- paint spray booth.

4

BRANDON

vantage flea-killing solution for
cats and dogs, said the "Seinfeld" finale gives him a chance
to reach a big share of the 55
million pet owners in America.
The Advantage ad will feature
dogs and cats appearing to sing
commercial lyrics to a popular
children's tune.
The company with possibly the
most riding on its commercial is
Gardcnburger Inc., a Portland,
Ore.-based maker of vegetable
patties that resemble hamburgers.
The ad is the centerpiece of a
five-week commercial blitz that
will consume its entire SI4 million ad budget.

quick action from astronomers is
needed to determine an asteroid's
danger.
"I don't think one should be
secret about these things," said
Brian G. Marsden, the director of
the International Astronomical
Union who made the announcement about 1997XF11's close
pass to Earth. "I think the public
would be unhappy."

ing their discoveries quickly and
openly is critical. When a new
asteroid or comet is discovered,
scientists need as many sightings
as possible in order to precisely
plot its orbit and gauge how close
it may pass to Earth.
In many cases, an asteroid gets
lost in the star field before its orbit is calculated.
Usually, new observations are
immediately reported to the Minor Planet Center, where it is
posted on a Web site.
In June, the National Research
Council plans to convene astronomers and experts in risk assessment and hazard management
meeting to consider how best to
release news of potential disaster.
Worries of comet-delivered catastrophe have caught the attention of Hollywood, which this
summer delivers two asteroid disaster movies: "Deep Impact"
and "Armageddon."

NASA officials were "very
upset" that they first heard of the
1997XF11 threat from reporters.
"Almost all of us found out by
press release," Yeomans said.
"Clearly that is not the way it
should work."
The first reports estimated it
would pass within 30,000 miles
of the Earth's center and could
possibly collide. That distance
was later recalculated at safe distances of 600,000 miles.
Some astronomers say releas-

McCLARD'S Microsoft offering concessions
TOWING

Oil
Change
'Lp to 5 qts

Media buyers say NBC has
skillfully fanned anticipation for
the show, keeping the plot secret
and scheduling a 45-minute program that will feature clips from
earlier episodes just before the finale and the season finale of the
highly rated "E.R." afterwards.
They say that has helped make
the evening an event that people
will plan to watch, creating- a
Super Bowl-like platform for advertisers who want to reach a big
audience including an elusive
group that doesn't watch much
TV.
John Payne, who oversees
marketing of Bayer Corp.'s Ad-

Procedures now in place for stargazers

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

.
•

episodes of the popular comedy
and higher that the previous record of $1.3 million set on the
Super Bowl football telecast in
January.
Network officials declined to
say what it charged.
"It's a smart, funny show that
we know a lot of our customers
watch," said Rebecca Weill, a
spokeswoman for the Gap brand
which will run an ad for its khakis pants.
Advertisers have been told to
expect that as many as 90 million
people will tune in for at least
part of the show. If so, that will
put it among the top five enter-

ATMIIP WORLD-

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Cadillac • Buick
(formerly known as Purdom Motors)
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass • Murray • 753-5315
G.T. & Howard Brandon Owners

Service Dept. Closed Saturdays

I, Floyd Dawson, do solemnly pledge:

#1

NO NEPOTISM

"None of my family will be employed at the
Dentention Center. This will be a hands-on
professional jail."

The Working People's Choice
May 26th
Paid Vow By Committal! To Moot Floyd Dawson WO& MelanW Dawson, Transisrar

Citizens of District #4
Hello, I am Chuck Williams, and I am seeking the Democratic nomination for
Magistrate of Calloway County District #4. I am the owner of Williams Appraisal
Service of Murray. As a self-employed real estate appraiser, many of you will likely
recognize me as the man who appraised your or a family member's property.Others may
remember the six years of volunteer service I gave to the Murray-Calloway County
United Way, serving as board member, treasurer, vice-president, and as president in
1991.
Prior to entering the real estate profession in 1986, I was a tobacco farmer from 1970
to 1986, and also worked as a seasonal employee of Fisher-Price in 1983 and 1984 while
attending Murray State University.
lam a lifetime resident ofCalloway County,and am quite proud to have attended both
Calloway County High School where I was very active in the speech and band programs
as well as Murray State University where I majored in communications, with minors in
both journalism as well as real estate.
lam the 37 year old son of the late Hilton Williams and Sybil Simmons Williams,the
long time proprietors of Lynn Grove Feed and Seed, and Lynn Grove Egg Companies.
My wife is the former Twine Adams, the daughter of Joe B. and Gerthal Adams of
Hazel. We have one child, Hannah Elizabeth Williams, the 18 month old bundle of
energy seated on my back in the photo above. Both Twilla and fare members ofthe Hazel
Baptist Church, working actively in Sunday School and Discipleship Training programs.
I have two sisters Susan W. Fisher and husband Rick, teachers at Murray Independent School system,and Dr. Nancy W. Lovett, currently
with the KY Dept. of Education, and husband Donald Wade Lovett, a long-time employee of Murray State University.
In upcoming days, 1,ask you to please follow my letters and ads as I plan to lay out both my qualifications as well as my vision for Calloway
County over the next four to eight years.
The last four years found our county in debate over facilities expansion as well as proposed development ofcorporate hog farms.The nextfour
years promise to bring much more change to Calloway County. It's first complete four-lane bisection and opportunities for commercial/industrial
growth as well as increased employment are certain to follow this thoroughfare. However,a greater than ever pressing need for protection of
homeowners rights and the deserved expectations for enjoyment of their property should be serious considerations for your fiscal court as well.
While extremely important, being a magistrate at the close of the twentieth century means MUCH more than keeping your roads safe and
passable. It means prudent consideration and governing of all facets of our county's infrastruture and operations. I would be pleased to be your
candidate in this November's general, election.

Please Elect...

CHU
CK
WIL
LIA
MS
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT #4
Progressive Thinking for a Progressive Calloway County"
Paid for by Choich William*

Department and at least 20 states
to offer "major concessions,"
state officials said.
Facing the imminent antitrust
lawsuits from the Justice Department and the state attorneys general, Microsoft's top lawyers offered the concessions to ease concerns that the software company
has illegally stifled competition.
A state source who is familiar
with the ongoing talks said details of Microsoft's latest offer
were not immediately clear, but
he characterized them as "major
concessions."
Another state source said,
"Microsoft came to D0.1 this
morning and said, 'Let's talk."
A Microsoft spokesman would
not confirm that an offer had
been made.
"We have yet to hear from
them (the Justice Department or
states) that there is a case being
filed," Microsoft spokesman Jim
Cullinan said, "and we'll continue to provide them with the information they need, and continue our constant dialogue."
The attorneys general for New
York, Connecticut and Iowa were
meeting with Justice Department
antitrust chief Joel I. Klein, and
with Microsoft's lawyers, said officials from two states.
The Justice Department and the
states had planned to file antitrust
lawsuits today in U.S. District
Court, contending that Microsoft
has wielded its monopoly status

to illegally crimp competition, especially in the market for Internet
browsers, the software that people use to view information on
the World Wide Web.
Their ongoing investigation
into the business practices of
Microsoft is one of the biggest
antitrust efforts since the 1984
breakup of AT&T. Microsoft is
the world's most successful and
influential software company, and
its Windows products are used on
virtually all desktop computers.
A state spokesman said lawyers were standing by at the
district court to file the antitrust
action, if the latest talks reach a
stalemate.
The cases, if filed, could have
profound implications on the
Redmond, Wash.-based company's legal freedom to add new
features to Windows, such as the
ability of computers to understand speech.
The states want to ask a federal
court in a 48-page complaint to
force Microsoft to relax many of
its sales agreements with computer makers, giving them more
freedom to install competitors'
products over Microsoft's and to
customize the versions of Windows they sell, the sources said.
If Microsoft doesn't agree, the
states may ask the court to block
the latest upgrade to the company's widely used operating system, Windows 98, which is expected to be shipped to Friday.
•
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DOWIVTO SIZE!
•Dependable,smooth
running,302cc gas.
powered engine
•Finger tip controls make
it easy to use
•Quick starting electronic
ignition

•Double line,"Autocut"
mowing head
•Adjustable "0"
handle
•Includes safety
glasses
2-YEAR
HOME OMER WARRAivrY

Murray Home B Auto
Chestnut

7.53-2571
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Di.plas ‘d•
16.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2ad Rue, 60%

DiSC041111
(AU 3 Aals Masi Raw *Wu.. 6 Day Period

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

3rd Run.

$2 25 per column Inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
304 per word. $6 1.1) mtrumum I it day 64 pa word pa day for each addahoruil C011110CULIWC

Ad Deadlines

Jar

$2 oo ea tra for Shopper Rues . Classtheds go into Shappun Guide $2 00extra for blind hoz ails

- Just Say 'Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

oin

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Juanita Collins and
Betty Lockhart, co-executrixes of the estate
of C.T. Underwood, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May 28,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

1

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Mary Jane Nadeau,executrix of the estate of
Mary W.Allbritten, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May 28,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Julie
Ann Loving, executrix
of the estate of Harry
R. Hawkins, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May 28,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Max
Parker, executor of the
estate of Elide Wallis
Parker, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before May 28, 1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Richard Paschall and
Debra Galloway,co-executors of the estate of
Ruth Paschall, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May 28,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Thomas Dow Lax &
Bobby Clyde Lax, coexecutors of the estate
of Eva Lucille Lax, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May
28,1908.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be respon
sible for only one incorrect insenior
Any error should be reported immecil
ately so corrections can be made.

Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Ruth I.
Hale, executrix of the
estate ofSolon G.Hale,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May 28,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Joseph
Wlodarek,
ancillary
administrator of the
estate of Marie Wlodarek, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before May 28, 1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Gwinn Holman Jones,
executor of the estate
of Treva Moline Jones,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before May 28,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been made
in
the
Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against these estates should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
Audra Moody, 2126
Southwest Drive, Murray, KY 42071, deceased; Susan Moody
Bowerman, Apt. 1020,
2900 Baby Ruth Lane,
Antioch, TN 37013,executrix, appointed 3/
25/98; Gary R. Haverstock, 211 S. 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, attorney — 98-P-00079
—,all claims must be
filed by Sept. 30, 1998.

010

Legal
Notice

National Rates

020

Legal
'Notice

Viola Fern Alsup,
1901 Westwood, Murray, KY 42071, deceased;
Rosemary
Lampkins, 1712 Farmer Ave., Murray, KY
42071, executrix, appointed 3/25/98; Gary
R. Haverstock, 211 S.
12th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney — 98P-00092 — all claims
must be filed by Sept.
30, 1998.

Notice

Tested and proven 'Tan
Natural' allows you to obtain a great tan without the
sun. Increase your energy
dwith -Erbalean DME and
Pl.' Contact your local
pharmacist or call
800-399-2291. DPM, Inc.

020

Jetta Houston, 1801
Locust Grove Road,
Murray, KY 42071, deceased; Thomas G.
Houston,Justice Road,
Murray,la 42071, executor, appointed 4/8/
98; Gerald L. Bell, 211
S. 12th St., Murray,KY
42071, attorney — 98P-00104 — all claims
must be filed by Oct.
31, 1998.
Ruben Rose, 810
Broad Ext., Murray,
KY 42071, deceased;
Allen Rose, 1603 Keen.
land Drive, Murray,
KY 42071, executor,
appointed 4/154)8; Stephen C. Sanders, 104A
North 7th St., Murray,
Eunice Virgil Dar- KY 42071, attorney —
—
all
nell, 2958 Coles Camp- 98-P-00106
claims
must
be
filed by
ground Road, Murray,
KY 42071, deceased; Oct. 31, 1998.
Otha Mae Darnell,
2958 Coles CampT.G. Shelton, 1709
ground Road, Murray, Calloway, Murray, KY
KY 42071, executrix, 42071, deceased; Esappointed
3/25/98; telle Shelton,1709 CalRicky A. Lamkin, 304 loway, Murray, KY
Maple St., Murray, KY 42071, executrix, ap42071, attorney — 98- pointed 4/8/98— 98-PP-00090 — all claims 00107 — all claims
must be filed by Sept. must be filed by Oct.
30, 1998.
31, 1998.
Anderson,
Mavis
Estelle
Ferguson
801 Vine St., Murray, Brown, 1609 Dodson
KY 42071, deceased; Ave., Murray, KY
Owen Allen Lovett, 42071, deceased; Ina
1850 Mallon Lake May Sledd, 1609 DodRoad, Puryear, TN son, Ave., Murray, KY
38251, executor, ap- 42071, executrix, appointed 4/1/98; J. Wil- pointed 4/22/98; Ranliam Phillips, 104 N. dall Hutchens, 104 N.
5th St., Murray, KY 4th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney — 98- 42071, attorney — 98P-00091 -- all claims P-00099 — all claims
must be filed by Oct. must be filed by Oct.
31, 1998.
31, 1998.

Notice
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew.
753-6981
BIBLE Message 759-5177
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse. 753-0700.
HOUSE of CLOTHES
Open Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun
1 to 5. Nice consignment
clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

•A...

Special Price

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.

For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
1nsOrance
7534199
'free local claim service'

HAZEL SPRING TRASH PICK UP
Friday, May 22, 1998
Contractor will pick up along and
East of U.S. Hwy. 641 to 1st Street.
Saturday, May 23, 1998
Pick up along the West side of US.
Hwy. 641 to 5th Street.
As in previous pick ups all items must be
placed along the streetin front ofresidential
property, not more than 20 feet from the
edge of the street. The contractor will pick
up the following: appliances, furniture,
scrap metal, bundled limbs and brush,lawn
clippings, etc. The contractor will not pick
up: old tires, batteries, hazardous waste of
any kind,household garbage(food),used oil,
etc. This is an annual servia paid for from
the general fund of the City-of Hazel. This
service is provided to residential property
ONLY and is not meantto bee substitute for
regular household trash removal. Business
and industrial waste is not included in this
pick up.
City of Hazel
492-8872

Happy Birthday

Notice
SALE!
Creative Window Designs
20% off labor for custom
drapery, bedding, & accessories May 1 thru May 31,
1998. To phone orders
753-0374.

"14404304YgelefitYWS°

Happy 30th
Birthday
Melody!!

*

SHARE A DREAM- Host
Scandinavian, European,
South American Asian,
Russian Exchange students arriving August Become a host family/AISE.
Call 800-SIBLING.
INWW.SIBLING.ORG.
030

Ai

Love, Morn & Dad.
Mark eit. Markie

•
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060
Financial

Help
Wanted

1ST & 2ND MORTGAGESMobile home loans up to
95%. Pay off land contracts. Self-Employed. Past
bankruptcies and all credit
considered. Greve Coeur
Mortgage, 800-627-0745.

AIR FORCE TRAINING
Experience and education
can help you reach your
goals. Find out more. For a
free information package
call .800-423-USAF.

BILL PROBLEMS? AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
800-408-0044 ext 1027 TRAINEES- No experience
9am-9pm 7days. Debt con- needed. Paid training for
solidation loans and prog- qualified H.S. diploma grarams available. Bad credit duates willing to relocate.
OK. No advance fees! Free Ages 17-34 only. Climb the
consolidation. Non Profit. tower and learn with a
Lower monthly payments. leader.800-284-6289.
•CASW-Immediate $$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims
J.G.Wentworth
1-888-231-5375.

a-DRIVERS, OTR- Drivers
needed! Owner Operators/
Company Flatbed or Dry
Box. Top pay, direct deposit, insurance available,
home most weekends, assigned tractors, 401K pension (company drivers)
800-346-1542 Joe, Cardinal Freight. CDL-A-with
Haz. required.

HOME EQUITY LOANSDebt consolidation; 125%
equity loans; single/
doublewide with land OK;
pay off land contracts.
Bankrupties, slow credit
OK Apply by phone, Black bDRIVERS/OTR- Drivers
Diamond Mortgage, Westway Express, Inc one
of the nation's top-ten re888-395-1115.
frigerated trucking compaHOMEOWNERS! DEBT nies, is now hiring OTR
CONSOLIDATION! Borrow drivers. Call AJ today at
$25,0004100,600 Too Westway Express Expermany bills? Home improve- ienced, 800-321-9734, no
ments. Apply by phone/ experience 800-860-8028
,
24-hour approval No www.wwexpress.com.
equity required. Platinum
Capital: 800-523-5363,
CHEROKEE HILLS
Open 7 days.
STEAK HOUSE
Accepting applications for.
NO DOWN PAYMENT?- Prep cooks- 1yr experiProblem credit? Own the ence, servers- 2yrs experihome you need now, with- ence, line cooks- 2yrs exout a big down payment. perience, dishwashers- no
Complete financing if quali- experience. If you enjoy
fled. DeGeorge Home Al- being a member of an exciting team, please call
liance 800-343-2884.
901-232-6006
or
TWO-MINUTE LOANS' 502-436-5566. Or come by
$20,000-$100,000 cash and fill out an application.
nowl Homeowners only
Located Paris Landing
Lower your payments. Tennessee area.
Bankruptcy, bad credit OK!
Pay off bilis. Best rates. No COLDWELL Banker
equity required. Call now Woods and Associates is
expanding. Agents
800-222-0914
needed, training available
753-1651.
050
Lost
COMPUTER Users
And Found
Needed Work own hrs
LOST: One male and one $ 20 K-$ 75 k/yr
emale mixed breed puppy. 1-800-348-7186 x 486
Golden, red & white, an- DOLLIES World Class
swering to Bear and April.
Men's Club now hiring enLast seen following Lion's
tertainers Earn $1,000
Club members selling
week Managers.
brooms in the neighbor- plus per
waitresses & door persons
hood of Vine St & 7th St,
also needed Work for the
across from the Murray
best around
Call
Woman's Club Please call
with any information (901)247-3965.
753-7714 or return to 705 DRIVER- $43,857 was our
Vine St, no questions average '97 wage Great
asked. REWARD! Thank home time, new Owner Opyou very much. Tom Know- erator
program
land family
8 00 - 4 6 7 - 6 3 4 5
www roehl.net
nfin

Help
Wanted
$1,000 $ SIGN -ON
BONUS- CX/Roberson is
looking for van semidrivers. Up to 30t a mile to
start Need &its A CDL, 1
year OTR. 800-473-5581
E0E/nif
AFTERNOON dishwasher
Thur-Sun. Apply in person
at: Ann's Couniiy Kitchen,
Hazel, KY,
CASTING- Movie Extras
Production Trainees. Film
Studio. 502-327-4883
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• Happy Ads
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Darrell D. Crooks,
205 White Oak Drive,
The following units
Murray, KY 42071, dewill be sold at
ceased; Anne MorriPublic Sale to sason, 205 White Oak
tisfy rent
Drive, Murray, KY
#29, #31, #39,
42071, executrix, ap541, 5,46
pointed 4/22/98; Ricky
Sat., May 16
A. Lamkin, 304 Maple
9 a.m.
St., Murray,KY 42071,
attorney —98-P-00110
1502 Diuguid Dr.
— all claims must be
AAA Mini
filed by Oct. 31, 1998.
John R. Clendenon,
Storage
1111 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071, deJONES'
ceased; Karen Lamb,
STRAWBERRIES
96 Westford Road, Pick your own, 60c/ quart.
Murray, KY 42071, ex- Hwy 94 W to Lynnville, turn
ecutrix, appointed 4/ right onto Hwy 381, 3.8
22/98; Steve Vidnner, miles north of Lynnville.
304 Maple St., Murray, (502)328-8543.
KY 42071, attorney —
98-P-00111
—
all MACHINE quilting, regular
claims must be filed by size $31.50. Murray Sewing Center. 502-753-5323.
Oct. 31, 1998.
Reba Jo Roberts,
4786 Rt. 121 S., Mur- MEDICARE RECIPIENTSray, KY 42071, de- Are you using a Nebulizer
ceased; Edith Sledd, Machine? Stop paying full
1657 College Terrace price for Albuterol, Atrovent
Drive, Murray, KY etc. Solutions. Medicare
will pay
them. We bill
42071, executrix, ap- Medicarefor
for you and ship
pointed 4/22/98; Robert directly to your door. MED0. Miller, 201 S. 5th A-SAVE 800-538-9849.
St., Murray,KY 42071,
attorney— 98-P-00112 MISS KENTUCKY
AMERICAN- Coed/Teen/
— all claims must be
Preteen/Princess Scholarfiled by Oct. 31, 1998. ship Pageant for girls
3-20.
Harold L. Darnell, For application/brochure:
1705 Ryan Ave., Mur- 800-664-6851. No makeray, KY 42071, de- up allowed for young girls.
ceased; James R. Darnell, P.O. Box 1333, SUMMER
BODY
Murray, KY 42071,ex- PERFECTION- Get a great
ecutor, appointed 4/ tan, increase your energy.

James R. Latimer,
404 3rd St., Hazel, KY
42049,deceased;Patricia A. Latimer,404 3rd
St., Hazel, KY 42049,
executrix, appointed
4/1/98;Stephen C.Sanders, 104A N. 7th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, attorney — 98-P-00094
— all claims must be
filed by Oct. 31, 1998.
Eleanor D'Angelo,
240 Ironwood Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, deceased,
Carmen
D'Angelo, 240 Ironwood Drive, Murray,
KY 42071, executor,
appointed 4/1/98; Stephen C. Sanders, 104A
N. 7th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney — 98P-00097 — all claims
must be filed by Oct.
31, 1998.
Edward Lee Glisson,
3257 Erwin Road,Murray, KY 42071, deceased; Yolanda Glisson, 3257 Erwin Road,
Murray, KY 42071,ad29/98; Benjamin Looministratrix,
appointed 4/8/98; J. Wil- kofsky, P.O. Box 696,
liam Phillips, 104 N. Mayfield, KY 42066,
5th St., Murray, KY attorney — 98-P-00113
42071, attorney — 98- — all claims must be
P-00100 — all claims filed by Oct. 31,
must be filed by Oct. 1998.
31, 1998.
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-VISA
mom,

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

Deadline
Day & Time
r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
on ay
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

DRIVER, OTR COVENANT TRANSPORT- Just
had a major pay increase
Experienced drivers owner
operator
teams
800-441-4394 Graduate
students 800-338-8428
Bud Meyer Refrigerated
Truck Line. Call toll free,
877-293-6393, 877-BUD
MEYER Solo drivers a

contractors.
DRIVERS- Dedicated runs
between Louisville. KY and
Laredo TX. Drop and hook.
3009 miles weNly. Ben
Its. 800-885-3374.

Happy fBirthday

Happy Birtflia—y]

004
She does hair slickey
Her dogs do trickeys

Happy

V

C

50th
K

My husband,
He's no shorty.
But today,
He turns fifty!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely dented
& successful in home closers

$45,000 +

Per

Year

latior benekt Company supplied preset appointment
No credd.refusels Company raining Hsurs worked
days & evenings

Call It you ars serious
about a cares & ess sling s wont IN TIRED OF INTER
VIEWING people who only went to ern S300-$400 per week
erd that don't want to work' Cal between 11-4 Mon Set

Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261
PUBLIC NOTICE
CALLOWAY SEEKS SPECIAL
FUNDING
EARLY CHILDHOOD REGIONAL
TRAINING CENTER
(INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
EDUCATION ACT)
An application for the use offederal funds
for the education of individuals with disabilities has been prepared by the Calloway
County Early Childhood Regional Training
Center in coordination with the Crittenden
County Schools and the twenty-eight school
districts in West Kentucky.
The applications specifies that a free and
appropriate public education will be provided to all disabled children ages 3-5. The
Regional Training Center will provide training, technical assistance, consultation, and
lending of materials to service providers for
preschool programs in the 28 districts specified in West Kentucky.
Public Law 94-142, as amended by the
Individuals With Disabilities Education Act
of 1990, provides priorities for the expenditure offunds. First priority is given to those
children who are not being given any educational services. The act also requires that
the school district plan for the implementation of identification, location, evaluation
and appropriate education placement of all
disabled children.
Guaranteed safeguards for disabled
children and their parents on decisions
about education programs and confidentiality of files of those children identified as
being disabled will continue to be instituted.
The application will be on file in the
training centers' office until June 13, 1998.
Any interested parsons - may review the
application and make comments concerning
the application to Nancy Lovett of the
Calloway County Early Childhood Regional
Trainine Center.
Consideration will be given to all comments prior to the submission of the final
copy of the application .to the, Kentucky
Department of Education.
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THURSDAY, MAY 14

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

0•0

Expenence preferred
But will train - Full
time job.
APPIY in Person at

Jack Wallis Doors
Hwy. 121 North
4894618
DRIVERS- Company
drivers/owner operators
$500-$1000 sign on bonus!
Van flatbed, dedicated singles or teams No experience? No problem Training available' Builders
Transport 888 2 JOIN-BT
DRIVERS- Earn $64500
No experience? No problem! CDL Training pro
vided No contract re
quired! Our Kentucky terminals need trainees and
experienced teams/singles
right now' 800-616-5055

DRIVER- Start up to 34s a
mile 85% drop- n- hook
Conventional Freightkners
Weekly pay Regional runs
available Contractors ask
about88a a mile! Heartland
Express 800-441-4963.
DRIVERS- Up to 8700 a
week orientation pay Up to
35s a mile to start! Great
homeorne Assingned, all
conventional fleet Lease
Purchase Options Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 EOE
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED!- Profane is hiring
drivers in KY. Earn $600
weekly+ benefits. 15 day
CDL training with 100% tuition reimbursement now
available. 800-242-7364.
EARN LIMITED INCOMEUsing the power of giving.
$200 billion dollar industry.
No selling, free rechargeable phone card. Call
800-686-1205 anytime.

FREE EDUCATION AND
TRAINING- Learn career
skills Finish school. Get a
job Expense money, room
and meals provided. Must
DRIVERS- Nationally be 16-24. Call Job Corps,
known carriers are offering 800-733-5627, extension
free truck driver training, 42
with no contracts & no gimmicks. For more details, FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS- Has immediate
call 812-288-2447
openings in your area.
DRIVERS, OVER THE Number one in party plan:
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with Toys, gifts, Christmas,
sides, late model conven- home decor. Free catalog
tionals. 3 years experience and
information.
Start 305-33c a mile + ben- 800-488-4875.
efits. Call 800-444-6648
GENERAL groundskeeper
$1,250 Sign-On Bonus!
needed. Duties will include:
DRIVERS-0/0, it doesn't landscaping, general agriget any better than' this. cultural work, light clearing,
OTR- got it. Top pay- got it and grounds maintenance.
Great hometime- got it. Call Full or part time Competibefore it's kid late. Arnold tive salary and benefits.
Transportation
Call 502-437-3940 from
300-846-4321
7am to 4pm.
DRIVERS/OTR- No New
York City, no north east, no
Canada, no loading or unloading. No bull. Minimum
23 with 1 year OTR CDL
with HazMat. Paschall
Truck Lines 800-848-0405
DRIVERS- Teams & Solos.
3 months+ school min.
Exp., drop & hook no touch
freight, assigned convention. Freightliners, excellent pay & miles, incredible
benefits & miles. miles,
miles. Celadon Trucking
800-729-9770.

GLENDALE Place is looking for an experienced
licensed beautician to rent
a furnished beauty/ barber
shop. Must enjoy working
with older people. Call
759-1555 for more
information.
HELICOPTER mechanic
needed for local aviation
company. Military experience okay. A&P not required. Full time. Competitive salary and benefits.
Call 502-437-3940 from
7am to 4pm.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds

SECURITY OFFICERS
Murray Guard has immediate openings for fulltime security officers in the Murray area. No
experience necessary. Uniform furnished. Group
medical insurance available. Minimum requirements; no criminal record, must be at least 18 years
of age, have reliable transportation and phone.
Apply in person. Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
EOEsM/F/D/V.
58 Murray Guard Drive, Jackson, TN

901-668-3122

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

753-2993
irl

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at chfferent ages for $4000 policy
NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age
age
age
age
age
lge

50
55
60
65
70
75

E

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$12 48
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199

NO COLD CALLING- Re- IBM computer 486, 225 MG
ferral basis only. Lexington hard drive 33.6 modem, 16
based financial services MEG'S of RAM, 6X CD
company seeks area rep- ROM, SVGA color monitor
resentative to service & ex- 14" Includes Windows 95,
pand client base. Insurance $635. 753-6882 evenings
background helpful. Company provides training &
Ian
benefits. Call Bob Taylor,
Want
606-299-7656.
To Buy
OFFICE Manager needed
for aviation company. Must
be a self-starter, highly retentive, organized, and
have good computer and
communication skills. Experience in accounts payable and receivable necessary. Must be non-smoker.
Competitive salary and
benefits. Send resume to
351 Turner Airport Lane,
Dexter, KY 42036 or fax to
502-437-3942.
PAINTER needed for local
aviation company. Must
have experience in preparation and painting epoxies.
Full time. Competitive salary and benefits. Call
502-437-3940 from lam to
4pm.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call
llam-4pm, Mon-Sat,
753-2971.
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
needs a telemarketing &
entry level sales person
full-time No experience
necessary. Call 753-1697
after 3:30prn,

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Cal
753-9433
CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.
LOT for mobile home close
to town 753-4915
TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Experience. Master Logger
Degree Class A Rating
Insured_ Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931-232-7978
Work, 931-232-7404
Home Jerry Swift, Owner
WANTED: Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867

Articles
For Sale

MCCULLOUM 16' heavy
duty chainsaw, never used
753-4169 6 30pm 9pm
MOWERS, Money- back
guarantee 753-8292
NEW electric scooter for
handicap, indoor/ outdoor
swivel upholstered seat,
$1,700. 502-362-4280.
PROM DRESSES Black
wisequins. size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4 30pm
RBI Industries Hawk 216
Scroll saw, new $675 firm
753-2370
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

MAY SPECIAL
SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR LP Gas Refills, 20Ib cyl. STEEL BUILDINGS SALERESORT
$5.95 w/ad. B&B Brokers, 40 x60x 14, $8,335,
Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek, 701 S.12th St. 753-4389. 50x75x14, $10,667;
needs store clerk for sum- Expires 5/30/98.
50x100x16. $14,333,
mer position, 4 days a
60x100x16, $16,293„ MiniBURIAL
sale,
2
plots
for
week, rotating shifts, must
slorage buildings, 30x120,
be able to work weekends Memorial Gardens Info 24 units, $11,137. Free broand holidays, familiar with 492-8723
chures
office machines. Call week- 2 MATCHING mountain www sentinelbuildings co
days only between 9:00am bikes & brand new Pana- m Sentinel Buildings,
and 4:30 pm for application sonic camcorder
800-327-0790.
and job interview. 753-6348, after 3pm
502-354-6568.
TV Beanie Babies for sale.
BATTLE CREEK LOG
THE United States Depart- HOMES SPECIAL (1482 Ears, Quackers, Gracey &
ment of Agriculture will be SO FT.)- Logs, beams, & more. Call 492-8566 after
hiring temporary summer rafters package $16,900 5pm.
workers as field assistants with labor to install WASHER/
dryer,
to measure Dark Fire and $23,900 Battle Creek Log $19 .
95/week
Call
Dark Air-Cured tobacco Homes. 800-326-8045.
753-4663.
crops in the field. Applica
bons may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South. Applicants
must be 18 years of age or
17 years of age if a high
Why Pay Higher Prices
school graduate. EEO.
On A Rental Vehicle?
TRUCKERS, Be Your Own
Boss- Established flatbed
company expanding into
Kentucky looking for quality
Rental and Sales
owner operators, great mo112 So, 12th Murray, KY 42071
ney, trailer leasing availPhone: 753-6910
able. Call 888-470-5834.
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
URGENT, AIRCRAFT MECome by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
CHANICS!- PDS Aviation
town for cars. custom vans, and vans for moving.
now offering top pay for
maintenance contracts
worldwide. All positions offer longevity and safety
bonuses A&P's, Sheetmetal, etc. Call
800-657-0997 now!
orn
Domestic
& Childcare

Sale continues on

94 East 2 miles follow signs

NATURE'S Bounty is now 200 PENTIUM CPU upgrade. Will install with
accepting applications for
part Ome waitresses. Must motherboard, 8250
753-3280.
be able to work 11am-4pm
Mon-Fri. Apply in person, COMPUTER Repair, InDixieland Shopping Cen- stallation, Back-up Call
ter, Chestnut St.
Justin Crosser, 759-8662

BEST DEAL ON
PRIMESTAM
SATELLITE TV

; Peonies Blooming Now
ii'.5 Bethel Gardens
'1.00 & Upr
Open Tue - Sat 9-5

FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200

DUE to personal injury from VVOLFF TANNING BEDSauto acadent. Betty's Blue Tan at home Buy direct
Bargain Barn will not re- and save! Commercial/
open. Selling ail inventory home units from $19900
at reasonable prices to Low monthly payments
dew out the stock No rea- Free color catalog Call tosonable offer refused 7 day 800..842-1310
dining room suits from
$35-$125 maple, oak &
16,0
others Over 25,000 pieces
Home
of glassware, bedroom
Furnishings
suits, poster bed, 1940's
parlor furniture, (2) 1972 MATCHING sofa, loveseat.
Marx electric train sets in chair Grey blue with dark
original boxes, twin beds, pinstripes Very good conqueen size hide-a-beds, dition. $500 for the set.
old oak mande, new & anti- 762-4456.
que lamps, lots of china
sets. 50 in 1 gym set $OO.
lan
stair stepper $30. Sale beLawn &
gins Thursday 14th Ihru
Garden
Tuesday 26th Located on
14HP
Wheel
Horse riding
121 N ,
mile past Stelta
mower, Koehler engine,
Grocery 489-2905
81,500 436-2765, after
5pm
FOR SALE
Lawn Crypt Double depth
COUNTRY
Murray Memorial Gardens, ALMO
Hwy 641N, Murray, KY STORE- Just Arrived For
42071 $4850 or best offer. Spring Planting- Bedding
plants, perennials & veget502-388-7353
able plants. We also have
FOR Sale Top soil or fill potting soil, fertikze, condirt. Will deliver, price de- crete critters and lawn orpends on distance. Exca- naments! 753-1934.
vating work available.
CASE lawn tractor, 448 Hy489-2181
dro/ Hi Boy twin-cyl 18hp
FOR sale Air conditioners Onan engine, 60" mower
20,000btu, 10,000btu, 2- deck, Hydrlift, very good
7500btu Cartop carrier, condition, $2,450 Phone
kerosene heaters, cedar 759-1106.
lawn furniture, space gas
KUBOTA TX1700 lawn
heater Call 759-0986
mower. Call 759-1274.
GAS heater, $350 2 Window units, $50/ea For
190
more information,
Farm
492-6162 after 6pm
Equipment

HALEY'S

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri , Sat. 9-3

Hosta

LICENSED
JOURNEYMAN- HVAC
person needed for service
and repair work in Lexington. 800-829-6609.

FACE FACTS!
Where will you be in 5yrs if
you continue doing what
you are doing" We oiler the
best home based business
n
America
1 - 8 0 0 2 9 7 - 9 0 20
nqrrarkih net

km

2 miles N. Of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

'1.00

KERRY Landing Golf
Course groundskeeper
position Some manual labor, pay commensurate
with experience Call
354-5050 or pick up application at 218 Bass Lsne,
Big Bear Road

Artois.
For Sale

"STOP"

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

t
i Daylillies

HELP WANTED
Part time sub for motor
route for Ledger & Times
Newspaper 4-5 Hours a
day when needed Call
759-0152

276
Business
Opportunity

Help
Vranted

HELP WANTED
Woodworker

Say

ion

Do0
Help
Wafted

1998

40

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.

Unlvisest Rorrote
.
Included

PRIMES.;tigWe
Cali

SRP
Robots
Motalled

Cbg:sso

that good.

Terry at 1 -800-639-9251

Tr.!,Moo.4.4 Sas

IN home daycare, infant to
3yrs old Small group of
kids Call 753-3193

'99
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CO 'TIME

40011•11ILV

NEW! Mandy's in home
child care. Open Monday
6am- Friday 6pm, days &
nights. Full time $65 00 a
week, drop ins $1500 a
day. Discounts on siblings
Charley Miller Rd. Almo, KY
Children any age welcome
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays!
Reserve your spot for I
school age children
Starting May 7th Until Season End
436-5379

C>C50SC,CC5C5Ci
,cCCs
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK

SENIORS need TLC tool
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour References available Call
753-2637 ask for Brenda
STATE certified home
childcare outside Murray,
Mon Fri 759-3176
HOME or office cleaning.
Regular visits or one time
only Reasonable rates.
Call 753-8197

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

00.0noweremilmowrerasomiwowolkw~ii•-&--0—
4,
'
-----

35 FERGUSON tractor,
runs good. 759-4908.
FACTORY trailer hitch for
new Dodge Ram pickup.
$300 Value, never been
used, $100. Call 753-0943
after 5prn.
HAY for sale 489-2989
JOHN Deere round baler,
16' roll $1,500 753-0062

GOLF Clubs_ Adams
TIGHT LIE copies. 3-5-7-9.
Never used. $59/ea.
1-800-457-9174.

4 STRAWBERRIES 4
ci,c5Ctcscile5Cte,c3cciiticsc503

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

753-1916 For

er

Details

1994 16X80 BUCCANEER, central h/a, 6X10
front porch After 5pm
436-5692
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
2br, 2 bath. vinyl siding &
shingled roof, gas heat &
stove, central air $23,000
753-3716
24X64 DOUBLE WIDE 4br,
2 bath, 1 25 acre 2 miles
East $32,000 753-9812
2 BANK Repos. Located at
Jim Wilson Homes in Murray. 16X80's, low monthly
payments Call today
502-767-0000.
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers kit
Land or home loans. Repo
and assumable loans
Green Tree Financial
800-221-8204
or
800-554-8717
250
Mobile
Homes For Rent
3BR, $260/mo. 753-6012
2BR on 121 south No pets
753-5086
2BR, Rent to own Central
h/a, appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
2BR trailer. No pets. References needed. Call
753-9866.
285
Mobilo
Home Lots For ReM
LOTS for rent in new park
Concrete drive, parkway &
sidewalk Water, trash p/u,
lawn mowed included.
$110/mo. Located on Murray Paris Rd. Call
492-8488.

Office Space
Various size suites
104 N. 5th

lascellaneous

753-8302 or
753-9621

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/ 2800 FT warehouse or conCHURCH CHRISTIAN vert to office space. 800 S
WEDDING- Gatlinburg's 4th. 2 overhead doors.
original (since 1980). 502-753-7634.
Photography, music, flow- 4 CAR shop for rent
ers, limos, jacuzzi suites, 753-4509
fireplaces. Love Walk brick.
Rev.
Ed
Taylor OFFICE or store space in
8 0 0 - 3 4 6 - 2 7 7 9 . Southside Shopping Cenhttp Pwww.gatlinburgchap ter 753-4509, 753-6612.
els.com.
SMALL business or office
aA
BEAUTIFUL space. Paid utilities.
CANDELITOld - 753-6106.
Fashioned Wedding
Chapel overlooking river,
Smoky Mountains, TN
Horse-drawn carriage, cabins, jacuzzi, ordained mi2 story brick bilking
nisters, no tests. Heartland
downtown
Murray,
800-448-8697 (VOWS)
http Pgsonet.com/heart
corner of 4th & Maple.
Available June 1st.
CHAPEL IN THE GLENGatlinburg, Tenn's most
beautiful and secluded
wedding chapel. Outdoor
wedding (waterfall or
gazebo area)only $149. No
320
tests. 800-537-1505.
Apartments
FOR A FREE PHONE
For Rent
CARD- Worth 50 free mi&
38R
units available
nutes, send a self- 1,2
addressed stamped enve- immediately. Apply at Murlope to Gingrich Communi- Cal Apartments,902 Northcations Group, 414 Church wood Dr. Equal Housing
St, Huntingdon, PA 16652. Opportunity. 759-4984.
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.
GET MARRIED- Smoky Very nice 1 & 2br apartMountains, areas most ments in Farmington (11
beautiful chapels, church miles from Murray). Central
ordained ministers, com- h/a, w/d, stove, refrigerator,
plete arrangements, hon- dishwasher provided. Waeymoon & family cabins, ter & trash pick-up inbreathtaking views, cluded. No pets. Referchapels 800-893-7274, ences required. Available
lodging 800-634-5814. March 1st. Starts at
http.//wvAv.smokymtnmall. $315/mo. 762-4483
8am-4pm or 345-2748 after
com/malVsmkwed html.
5pm.
MARRY ON A MOUN
TAINI- Be married in a 1BR apartment near cammagnificent mountaintop pus No pets 753-1203
chapel surrounded by trees 1BR apartment, stove, re
& awesome views of the frig, dishwasher, washer &
Great Smoky Mountains' dryer. $325/mo. 753-9841
Call 800-729-4365 or or 436-5496.
httplivivAv mvchapel com
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Apartments
For Rent
28R Brick duplex in nice MURRAY
MANOR
neighborhood, 1 MI from APARTMENTS Make it
town Large kitchen & living your home! Great 1 or 2br
room, deck, stove, refrigerapartments with great
ator, w/d hookup, attic, cen- price, central h/a, laundry
tral hitt, $375/mo plus de- facilities Office hours
posit 1906A Greenbrier Dr 8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
753-2506 after 4 30pm
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
2BR, central gas h/a, apNEAR University Large 2
pliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE, bedroom apt, big living
room, kitchen- dinette, lots
753-9898
of closet space Central
2BR duplex, central ha, electric heat and air
dishwasher, microwave, Range, refrigerator, disw/d hook-up No pets
hwasher, disposal, washer$420/mo Secunty deposit dryer hookup Available
492-8393
June 1st $350 deposit,
2BR. duplex, central h/a, $350/mo 753-4560,
stove, refrigerator, dis- 9arn-5pm
hwasher, w/d hook-up ColNEW lbr efficiency aparteman RE 753-9898
ment All appliances includ3- 2BR apts for rent ing w/d University Heights,
753-5731
$325/mo. 1 br apartment
3BR, stove/ refrigerator downtown, new appliances
furnished. Central h/a. De- including w/d, $265/mo
posit & leave required Deposit No pets 753-4937
1303 Chestnut St M-F 8am-5pm
759-4696.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3 ROOM efficiency, 301 N 3-4br house w/washer &
7th $195/mo. 762-4483 dryer, furnished, near
8arn-4pm, 345-2748 after MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
5Pm753-0606 after 5pm
CALLOWAY Gardens/ Essex Downs Apartments ac- NICE 2br, 1 bath apartcepting applications for 1 & ment, all appliances. Great
2 bedroom apts. Central location. Call Mur-Cal Reheat & air Office hours 8am alty 753-4444
to 12noon/ lpm to 5pm. NICE 2br duplex, $450/mo
502-753-8556, TDD 753-7457
1-800-545-1833 ext 283.
Handicap Accessible, NICE 3br apt, stove & reEqual
Housing frigerator, central gas h/a
105 N 16th. No pets. $465
OPportunity.
plus deposit Available
CURRENTLY taking appli- June 1st, 753-0870.
cations for rental assistance on 1,2 & 31x units for REMODELED, furnished
qualified applicants. Apply 1br apartment, gas h/a.
at Mur-Cal Apartments, $265/mo plus deposit.
902 Northwood Dr. Equal 753-7953.
Housing Opportunity.
VERY nice 2br, 1'4 baths
EFFICIENCY apt near Townhouse. Appliances
campus.
75
No pets Call furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets.
EXTRA nice 2br duplex at 753-2905, 753-7536.
1811 Ridgewood
bath with
330
h/a
Rooms
, rear deck.
For Rent
posit No pets
$425/mo. 753-0814.
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE,
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr 753-9898
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity
1BR located on corner of
502-354-8888.
College Farm & Kentucky
Ave 753-8251.
NEW 1br apt, all appliances
including w/d, $325/mo. 2 & 4-5BR in Murray. Lease
Deposit required. & deposit required
436-5725.
7n-4109.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

2BR 1 bat
dote air, sto
w/d furnish
campus.
$400/mo
436-2130 r

2BR bock
east of Mu,
frigerator
ences 492

2BR, carpi
frigerator f
heat $325
Lease req
S 10th St

2BR hou
$200 mo
deposit &
quired 489

2BR houst
deck, dish%
ref, w,d
ated, ne,
$350/mo 7

2BR stove
furnished I
posit Leas(
Payne St

3BR 1 bath
garage
$51qmo, pi
dogs Woo(
more area

3BR,
modeled I
lease & di
502 926-44;

3BR 2 car
port, Genoa
from town
included.
$575/mo Lc
required 43

3BR, $425'
central gas
furnished
753 8981

3BR brick,
Hazel C
753-9898

3BR stove
furnished $
posit Lease
Broad St 7

48R, 2 batt

4BR. 2 bath
ray 1704
Central h/a,
car parking,
great far
$650/mo Le
753-8413

FOR Lease
town, comp
eled New a
w/d hookup,
posit No p
M F. 8am 51

NICE 3br
ceiling fans
w/d hook-ui
yard, $430/r
Sit Referen,
753-1059

SMALL hou
miles east c
Linzy Beane

FOR RENT

Beautiful, Quiet 1107 Fairlane Or,
3 bedroom,2 full tile baths, large rooms,2car
garage, central H/A, 2,100 sq. ft., large loi
$89,000. Call 759-3395.

US Hwy 641
from townpets please
deposit Call
ter 4 30pm

St.
Re

753-1483

WOODED 1 acre lots
767-9435

Boars 8 a.m.-7 p.m. ,

502-753-5410 ,..,

1988 BUCCANEER
14x80, 3br, 2 bath, front &
back decks, outbuilding
Excellent condition, located
in Fox Meadows
759-1110

Walnut Plaza
240

320

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Mobile
Homes For

Sai•

#1256 TAKE over payments 1992 Clayton
16X70 2+2 $500 down
Easy financing. Call Jenny
or David 1-800-554-8717.
14X70 2BR on nice large
shaded lot Just 4 miles
east of town on Hwy 280
$17,900 759-1491.

Beautifully decorated,4,350 sq. ft. spacious,5 BR,
3,/2 baths, study w/custom cherry cabinets, large
closets, play/tv room, 16x33 family room w/FP,
living room, formal dining room, front & rear
staircase, eat-in kitchen w/breakfast bar, appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood
floors, 2 car garage w/workshop & finished loft,
attic storage,large yard, brick patio, privacy fence,
quiet dead end street, new siding & roof'96. City or
county schools. Great buy at $219,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.
OPEN HOUSE
2204 Quail Creek Dr.
May 16, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
May 17, 1 p.m.-S p.m.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
2BR, 2 bath with garage,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, $525/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536.

16'x80' 1994 MOBILE 2BR apartments in North
Home,3br, 2 bath, w/all the wood. Appliances
luxuries of a home_ Vaulted $325/mo & up. 759-4406
ceilings, house door, extra
2BR brickpatio, carport. No
insulation, dishwasher,
pets. $345/mo. 753-6931
porch, deck and privacy
fence included and much
more 753-4190, 230 Rivi- 2BR near campus No pets
CaN 753-1203
era Cts $18,500.

13'x24' STOF
10'x 10' overt
cation at 5 Po
Rogers E
753-5140

B
• Of N
Res
Free E
Call (.
7:00
Call (502)

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Cole
man Realty 753-9898.
1BR, low utilities, references & deposit required
No pets $225/mo
753-3949.

270

GATESBOROUGH COLONIAL

We do any & all types of roofing.
Fatally Ownod & Oporsted
Paul Lamb

759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 21 hour Emergency Service

Interest rates an. low, building costs are down
& spring is here. Now is a good time to think about
building.
II ilia arc looking kir quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price belere we
start. Iryou are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
1e comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of hike
homes. large or small.

Bruce Green
,ftuadutg eon iracfors, flu'.

- •
•
••••••••••••ftswr-

502) 753-8343

44.

•••••(

tremor
Country
will love I

A
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Houses
For Rent

£00
Yard

2BR brick 8 miles southeast of Murray Stove. re
frigerator Deposit & references 492 8594
2BR, carport, stove/ re
frigerator furnished Gas
heat $325mo . deposit
Lease required 415
S 10th St 759 4696

EVERYthing
Sale

Garage
Sale

Yard Sale

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Saturday, May 16
9 a.m. • 2 p.m.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40 mo 759 4081

Just 1 mile off 94E on
Cook Ln beim you get
to Bethel Gardens

641 N. - Lett
on Flint Ch.
Rd. left on
Wrather Rd.
1923 Wrather.
Fri. only
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

EASTSIDE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

2BR, stove, refrigerator
furnished $375/mo
deposit Lease required 711
Payne St 759-4696
3BR, 1 bath 1 car attached,
garage, new carpet
$510,mo, plus deposit No
dogs Woodlawn & Sycamore area 502 474 2520
3BR,
bath, recently remodeled No pets lyr
lease & deposit Phone
502 926 4427
3BR, 2 car garage & carport, central hia, 4 miles
from town All appliances
included, wid No pets
$575/mo Lease & deposit
required. 436-2113
3BR. $425mo + deposit,
central gas ha, partially
furnished
No pets
753 8981

You nam It - we
peobably have It.

All Size Units
Available

2BR house for rent
$200 mo No pets Lease
deposit & references required 489 2440
2BR house wicarpon &
deck, dishwasher stove
ref w?cl Newly redecorated, near hospital,
$350/mo 753-1769

400
Yard
Sale

111321
3
11

2BR 1 bath gas heat window air, stove refrigerator
tiv,c1 furnished 1 Block from
campus, $400 deposit,
$400/mo 753 3406 days
436 2130 nights

LAO
Yard
Salo

753-3853
C-STORAGE 10x15 stor
age units. 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753 3571

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536
300
Pets
& Supplies
AKC Doberman Pinscher
puppies, 2 black & tan, 4
red & tan Call 436-2074
after 6pm
AKC Registered

sol-D

Garage Sale

Yard Sale

1535 Oxford Dr.

505 N. 7th St.
Thurs & Fri
7 to 1

(Canterbury)

Friday Only
7-?
Children
clothes,
rocking chair, antique
dishes, baby swing,
adult clothing, lots
more.

Kids clothes & toys,
tools, NASCAR,furniture, antiques, 78'
MGB something for
everyone.

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

—

Old lAurray Park,
comer of 8th
Payne
Frt., May 15
7 a.m. - ?
6 month old dishwasher, 2T t.v.,
giasstop cpltee table,
clothes & rbisc. items.
rain

ti

rd Sale

121 N. before Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Fri., May 15th
8:00 til ?

Treadmill, sewing machine household items
clothes - all sizes
books, dent miss it

3 Party Yard
Sale

Take 94 E to Hwy
280, go 1/2 mile to
1536. Follow signs.
Or 121 S. to Cherry
Corner & follow
signs.

505 Whitnell
Friday &
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

Bendeileld Sub.
off Hwy 121 N.
Graves Co. Line
Sat, 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Large Yard
Sale
Thurs & Fri

Childrens clothes,
maternity and ladies
clothes, household
items.

Some
appliances,
household items, toys,
lots of new things, lots
more.

Rain or Shine

3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished $375/mo
de
posit Lease required 701
Broad St 759-4696
4BR, 2 bath 753-4444
4BR, 2 bath home in Murray 1704 Farmer Ave
Central h/a. appliances, 3
car parking, w/d hook-up,
great family home
$650/mo Lease & deposit
753 8413
FOR Lease 3br house in
town, completely remodeled New appliances with
w/d hookup, $465/mo Deposit No pets 753-4937
M F. 8am-5pm
NICE 3br with central h/a,
ceiling fans, appliances,
w/d hook-up, nice backyard, $430/mo plus deposit References No pets
753-1059.
SMALL house for rent 7
miles east of Murray. Call
Linzy Beane, 436-2582.
US Hwy 641 South, 4 miles
from town- 2br, washer No
pets please $300/mo plus
deposit Call 492-8566 atter 4 30pm

AKC Registered Golden
Retrievers, shots &
wormed.
$ 200
(901)642-2200
BLACK Lab pups, AKC registered, dew claws rem,
1st worming. Parents on
site 6wks old May 30th.
$250 Call 759-0278,
DOG KENNELS- 10x10x6,
$189 95. Set-up & delivery
available. Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
FLEA SEASON IS HEREI
New Power Spot & Elio Spot
in stock now. Hugh stock of
flea collars, shampoos, etc.
Farmers Farmacy,
759-2248
390
Livestock
& Supplies
HAY for sale hybrid Bermuda grass horse quality
high tdn protein large rolls
wrapped square bales
available 901-469-5436.

Yard
Sale

641 Storage
All Sizes

1619 Catalina Dr.
Sat, May 16
7 a.m..?

13x24 STORAGE Bld with
10x10' overhead door. Location at 5 Points More info
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140

Exercise equip.,
clothes, odds &
ends.

'Fix up, Paint Upt
°Up
'
CI\e
"r4.
r Black's Decorating
Center
Of Murray, Kentucky Inc.
Residential - Commercial
Free Estimates - Fully Insured

*

Call (502) 759-8409 after 5:00 p.a.

NEED A HEIPING HAND???

1173dfD1

let

Nick's

Saturday May 16,
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Name brand clothes (men
& women), suits, pert,
dresses, ieweiry (some 14
carat) furniture, dishes, appliances. Chns1mas ornaments, misc

Moving/Yard Sale
1608 N. 16th St.
Northwinds Trailor
Par* 119

May 15-16
86 Ford Ranger, Pionex
Pentium compute( both
w/many xtras, household furnishings, items
to numerous to mention
Everything must go
759-8877

Couch & love seat,
other furniture,
household items,
clothes.

Yard Sale
3 miles North
on Airport Rd.
Fri., May 15 &
Sat., May 16th
7 a.m.
Household items, furniture, gins clothes 4T
& under - everything
in great condition!

Moving Sale

Call (502) 753-0839 between
7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Kir

(before Southwest
School)

94 W. 3rd
house on
rig ht on
Crossland Rd.
Wed., Thur. & Fri.

Yard
Sala

Storage
Rentals

753-5585

2999 Wiswell Rd., W.

Yard Sale

360

A‘ailable

Garage Sale

HANDY HANDS
do the work'

1517 Henry St
Friday & Saturday
8-2

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-Noon
641 N. to 464 turn
left Turn right at
stop sign, 2nd
paved rd. on right
(Rushing Rd.), left at
end of Rushing Rd.,
turn right at church,
1st house on right
Something for everyone

Murray, Kentucky

References Available
l

.arr

agl
-•• - o

oda&
lemeataly
Laboadaariasamaidoiaga
P7,

_

Lots For Sale

antra.ken tuck y.horase.corn
carolwood@manscom

164
Let Your
Yard Sale 42.*
Skin Is The
401i
Classifieds!

'nit- MURRAY
LEDGElk & TIMES
753-1916
430

2 Party
Carport Sale
222 S. 11th St
Fri., May 15
7 a.m.-?
Baskets, kerosene
heater,
cookware,
small appliances and
lots more.

4 Family
Yard Sale
1405-A Valley
Wood Dr.
Fri. May 15
Sat. May 16
8 a.m.-?
Baby items, clothes,
toys, misc.

Moving Sale
427 S. 8th St.
5/15 & 5/16
6:30 to 4:00
Fabncs, furniture, ladies clothes, weight
equip., beanie babies,
sport cards,'will have
Arbonne
products
20% off.

Big Yard Sale
94 East about 12
miles out turn on
Highland Road 1/2
mile.
May 15 & 16
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fumrture, air cond.,
clothes, toys, Sega
game gear, Windows office furniture, sewing
machine, lots more.

3 PARTY YARD SALE
1604 Magnolia Drive
Fri., May 15 • 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Queen bedspread, 1 curtain & pillows, ladies
clothes - size 10 & 12, men's clothes, boys tennis
shoes, Ladies shoes 7 & 71/2, new Easy Spirit
shoes, books,jewelry, t.v., cabinet stereo, pull golf
carts, golf balls, picnic table, yard swing, exercise
bike, computer table, lots, lots more.

Weerun's Children's
Consignment
SALE! Consignors pre-sale Thurs, May 21, Ptblic
Sale Fri., May 22 thru Sun., May 21. Located in
Nationad Guard Armory on Rini 121.

You Don't Wanna Miss This One!

94 E to 280 - 41/I
miles - Wright Rd
1 mile.

806 Bagwell Blvd.
Ott Glendale
Fri & Sat 7 till ?

Cat=

WANT ADS
WORK

Deadline - 2 days
in advance

Call 753-3238 or 753-0308 for info and
consignor number.

Nice clothes/wornen's sizes 7 up to 2X. girls 4 to 14
mans 34 to 36, sew mach , antique labia w/6 chairs
chairs & sofa, entertainment ctr , daybed & mattresses
desk, oak end tables, houseware, pidures & knock
knacks, new 20x25 & 25x25 electrostatic biters, new
tillerless aa purifiers. Barbie toys & games. and more
All 'terns dean & in great conddionl

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Jewelry, glassware,
men, Women, girls clothing, furniture, tobacco knives, books,
tools, exercise bike,
lots of odds & ends.

Garage Sale

Washer, dryer,
end-tables, dresser.
A C., glassware
dishwasher, something for everyone

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

1x2........730 25 id an
2x2.._11.00 70 ad ma

Girls Infant-16, boys infant-20 plus shoes, toys, books
and maternity! Good used car seats high chairs,
swings etc!

Thurs • Fri • Sat

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Friday &
Saturday

inside or

Call Nick at (502) 767-0728

Nome
Fee Salo

Sale

715 Sycamore

Yard Sale

Baldwin
Electro
piano, party tent, full
bed, boat, kitchen
table, sewing machine,computer desk,
and many smaller
items.

No Job's Too Small

4n0

Yard

Attract buyers lice
bees to honey advertise in the
Classifieds

0OU6
3BR brick, central hie,
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898

Lial
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THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1998

Real
Estate
10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake. Good homesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000. Serious inquiries only please. Call
474-8704.
FOR SALE: 1'4 ACRES,
on Highland Rd, East of
Murray. 280FT Road frontage, nice building site, mature trees, 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake, $7500 Call
474-8704 after 5pm.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
TENNESSEE LAKEFRONT BARGAIN- $32,900.
$3,290 down. Beautifully
wooded homesite fronting
on pristine lake in East
Tennessee. Near town,
easy access, paved roads
with utilites. Bank appraised. 10% down,$283 a
month,8% fixed, 15 years
Won't last. First come, first
served! Call
CE
800-861-5253, ext. 7556.
460
Homes
For Sale
1537 SPRING Creek Dr
Spring Creek Oaks SubdivISIOn. Approx 5200sq tt
5br, 3'4 bath on 3 large
corner lots. Formal LA with
fireplace, formal DR, large
den with fireplace & 14'
ceiling Large kitchen with
bkf area Private office,
large roc-room. sunroorn
across back of house over
looking courtyard. Utility &
3 car garage Too many
great features to fist.
Shown by appointment
only. 759-1259.
1900 SO ft home 4br, 2
bath, Irving room & bedrooms remodeled, patio &
big front porch, great neighborhood $72,500. Great
value Must see 753-8413.
2 STORY brick house, approx. 3600 sq tt, 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 2'4 bathrooms, for
mal dining room, office or
living room, family room,
kitchen, utility Nice hard
ware floors, Berber carpet
mg and tile flooring Great
stowage and closet space
House has 2 heating & air
units City utilities. electric
& gas Great extras such as
10tt ceilings, doors, trans
its, etc can 753-3966 for
appointment to see
3 4BR house for sale 105 h
commercial road frontage
521 S 4th St $34,900 Recent appraisal for $38,000
753 8767

3BR. 1'i, bath, large
kitchen, garage, vinyl
sided. $79,030 759-1719
3BR, 1 /4 bath fenced
backyard wistorage building, landscaped 3yrs old
Located on the north edge
of town
Low 80's
753-6725
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances Cole
man RE 753-9898
3BR, 2 bath with central
h/a, carport & deck in nice
subdivision $75.000
753-7091

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

'iii! ('5

BEAUTIFUL,9 rooms, 2Y,
bath, utility, central h/a,
2,500 sq ft, basement,2car
garage, fireplace, shade &
fruit trees, fence, 641
South. 759-5384. $97,000.
BY Owner: Pristine brick
ranch, 1604 Hermitage,
$147,000. 4br, 2 bath, central h/a, 2500 sq ft with
garage, 1.4 acre. Call
502-753-7247.
By Owner
2000+ sq ft, 3br, 2 bath, 5+
acres. Open house May
2nd & 3rd. 436-2832 for
appointment.
COUNTRY wood sided
3br, 2 bath home, 1 car
garage, private patio oft
dining area, west of Murray
Central h/a (gas heat),
large lot. Large family room
& kitchen, laundry room.
$50's. Call Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
502-753-1492, ASK FOR
B ARBARA.
MS144000552,
FOR Sale Of Trade 2 story
log home, 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30.X60' shop, 120'X50*
barn, 24'X36' barn, 18'X36'
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed. Phone 753-7687.
JUST west of Murray, 382
West Grove Dr in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision, 2br, 2 bath, deck, front
porch, cathedral ceiling,
oak cabinets. $84,000.
759-2571, 559-2031.
NICE 3br, 1 bath brick w/
large rooms in quiet rural
subdivision. 753-1940 after
6Pel-

75:1-19 16

I
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AUCTION
May 16th • 10 a.m.

Anderson's
Electronics

3BR brick with carport with
central h/a. Private fence
$63,000. 703 N 18th
753-4074.
ARCHITECT designed
solar home on 18 acres
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
3br, 14 baths, Cypress
beam ceilings, custom
woodwork & ceramic tile
throughout Stone work by
local artist, walk-in pantry,
root cellar & greenhouse
Large shop with attached
equipment shelter
436-2669

4:10

VISA

Former Radio Shack Dealer
For sale: all remaining merchandise, fixtures, glass cases, file
cabinet, desk, free standing fixtures, pegs, and much more.
Cash, Credit Card or Visa Day of Sale

GOING GOING GONL
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. MAY 30TH AT 1:00 P.M.
GAMEY GREEK ESTATES
NEAR CADIZ, KENTUCKY
On 68-80 By Pass, 7 Miles West Of 1-20 Exit 65
1 Mile West Of ArrowheaiGolf Course & Cherokee Hills Devesopment

ACRES

71
Camay Grlc South
Ira 29 131inivelorsielid Tracts.
Of 2 Acres Tem 411 Aeries
Moments From Clarksville & Hopkinsville
A Short Drive From Nashville
COUNTY WATER TO ALL TRACTS!
OUTSTANDING BUILDING SITES!
PEACEFUL COUNTRY LIVING!!
FA/VTASTIC I_ f7C447-1(1111!.!
Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!

68.53 ACRES
Caney Creek North
In 4 Tracts & Combinations
9.8 Acres • 17.8 Acres • 22.7 Acres • 17.1 Acres
Beautiful Trees & Rolling Terrain
Barkley Water System
OUTSTANDING BUILDING SITES!
PEACEFUL COUNTRY LIVING!!
FA /V TAISTIC ILOCLITIIIIVII
A Great Investment Area!!
Near Barkley State Park & Land Between The Lakes
15%00WN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

JAMES R. CASH
7.4 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
1
IJ
RC FANCY FARM. KY. 502-623-8466 r CI
THE SELLING MACHINE

R

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., May 16 • 2 p.m.

1659 Ryan - Murray

Brick,3 bedroom, 1 bath,carport, with central gas heat & electric air.
10% down - balance in 30 days or with deed.

Wilson & Johnston
Realty & Auction
Wayne Wilson - Broker
753-5086

Pat Johnston - Auctioneer
437-4446

Announcement at auction take precedence over adv.
In all hontes built prior to 1978lead based paint may be prvsent. The buyer will be required
to sign a disclosurr statement regarding lead based paint along with a waiver the lOday
post sale inspection. All inspections should be made prior to the auction date

Estate Auction
Sat., May 16, 1998 • 10 a.m.
At the

home of the late Mr. Otto Chester. 1/2 mile west of Lynn
Grove,Ky.From Murray,Ky.take 94W to Lynn Grove. Watch for

auction sign.
6 piece water set - 48 pieces of pink - lot of Hobnail moon stone - 40 pieces of
green depression - old mantle vases - old perfume bottles - lot of red ruby pieces
- berry set lot ofsandwich pattern dishes - old stem fruiters - carnival glass - old
vanity lamps - bird figurines - stone pieces - small churn - old butter paddle small stone pitcher- McCoy pottery - Rosewille pottery - Hull pottery - Seth
Thomas steeple clock - fruit jars w/wire hole & glass lids - Pyrex dishes - fancy
needle work - nice tablecloths - hand & face towels - crochet table cloths - small
crochet table cloth - drum table - nice cedar chest - sleepey eyed dolls - record
players w/AM/FM radio nice wood cabinet - L.P. records - manual typewriter adding machine - portable dishwasher - lot of pots & pans - small kitchen
appliances - good clean blankets & linens - lot of wrenches & shop tools electric power tools - belt sander - circle saw - elect chain saw - drill motor saber saw - sauder gun - several wire baskets - step ladder - like new push
mower - dried apple screens - silver dollars - large coin sets - Susan B. Anthony
dollars - Bicentennial money - silver coins - Kennedy memorabilia - Lum &
Albert almanac - Lynn Grove bank item - other old money - old jewelry - wrist
watches - many other items not listed and much more.
Anctioe held rain or aim. Not respondble for accidents. Leach available.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pa

3"

e
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S'10

530

OCCUPIED rental, 1604
Farmer Ave 3br, 2 bath.
Income $610/mo $59,900
502-753-7634

1988 CHEVROLET Cargo
van, $2,000 obo 1988
Grand Prix $2,000
753-1522

OPEN Daily New 4br, 3
bath house at 2006 Rugby
Dr in Campbell Est Also
100X175 wooded lot lox
sale Call 753-3903

1988 CHEVROLET
ASTRO VAN- Needs work
Call
$850 00 firm
502-226-4969 after 500

OWNER ready to sell Neat
31ar brick ranch style house,
approx 1850 sq ft on %
acre lot. Many updates
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray. Asking $78,900 Call 753-1159
for appointment
SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3
bath, living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room, double car garage, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 outbuilding Call 753-5761 for
appointment
470
Motorcycles
1978 CB 125-S Honda
4,000, $600 1978 Yamaha
Enduro 175, $500 1986
Suzuki Touring Calvacade,
40,XXX miles, $3,600
753-0062
1984 HONDA Goldwing
1200, excellent condition
with extras Phone
759-2174
1992 HONDA XR-250-L
dual sport, on road, off
road Great shape $1,695
obo 474-8666

Services
Mewl

Services
Muria

Moms
Fes Sale

500
Wad
Trucks
1979 FORD F150, $500
489-6188
1978 CHEVY 4X4, lots of
new parts $2200
623-6775 after 5pm
1981 FORD F150 runs,
$750 753-8848 before
9pm
1985 FORD Ranger, V6, 2
wheel dove, manual 5sp
cruise a/c, white, topper
with wing doors $1,200
474-8340 after 5pm
1991 1 TON flatbed, 73
diesel, 5sp. $7,500
489-6169 after 5pm
1991 FORD Ranger XLT,
$2700 759-9600
1993 CHEVY work truck, 1
owner, p/s, air, 78xxx miles,
good condition. 753-2925.
1995 GMC extended cab
conversion truck, loaded
Call 759-9780 after 4pm
1996 NISSAN XE, standard cab truck, 1 owner,
23,XXX miles, cruise, tilt,
cloth interior, $10,900
759-1797, after 4pm.

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492 8737

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

LS

4'V SUNBURY

'53 594D

Auto Loans

LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
is;Lk
for 1st time buyers, bad
-"4
141plir
1
credit, repos or bankruptcy.

LAWNS, trees, bushes,
ffowerbeds General outside yard and building
maintenance. D B Lawns,
Etc (502)767-0768

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 436-2113

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
C.S. Highway
45 South

Say

247-9300
I-800-874-0256

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

Mayfield
Kentucky

driveways and spread Jon
esy 437-4030

1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
108,XXX miles, good condition, $8,500 753-4445

16FT to-hull, 140hp I/0
40-50hrs, new upholstery
trailer included Phone
759-2174

BUSHHOGGING
Gardens and lawns rototilled Tractor with 511 rototiller Also, haul gravel for
driveways and spread Jonesy 437-4030

egg

1988 INVADER ski boat,
1611, 1304w, 4cyl 492-8678
after 5pm
1989 24FT pontoon boat
100hp, good condition
Best reasonable offer
753-7629.

Used
Cars

1991 YAMAHA Jet Ski 650
Waverunner LX- Good con1- 1954 FORD 4dr, $1500
dition, lot's of fun, perfect
1- 1957 Ford Fairlane, 4dr, for kids Runs excellent
$800. Good condition. Will Asking $1900 obo. Also,
think about trade. boat radar arch, fits boat
502-437-3939.
with beam from 8 to 9 feet,
$775 obo 4 Galvanized
1978 LTD Ford, 85xxx
5-lug boat trailer wheels
miles nice & clean
and tires, good shape,
759-4908
$150 obo.
Phone
1985 BUICK Skylark 4dr 502-227-2760 in Frankfort
1981 Cutlass Supreme 2dr,
1993 SEADOO Waverun
all power For more info call
ner GTX, 3 seater with
767-9138
trailer & cover $3,250
1986 TRANS AM very good 753-4445
condition, 350 TPI, auto,
1995 25FT Crest III pon
t-tops, 88xxx miles, $3800.
toon boat Complete with
753-8848 before 9pm
covers, sink & fresh water,
1989 MITSUBISHI Precis, depth finder, docking lights
2dr Hatchback 4sp,
90hp Mercury motor Boat
$950 obo 753 3280
bought new, 1 owner, less
than 50 hours on boat Like
1993 MAZDA Miata connew 753-8181 between
vertible red. 5sp, 1 owner,
8am-4 30pm, 354-6662 at
adult driven 73,XXX miles
ter 5pm
Make offer 759-4480
1995 SUNC RUISE R. teal &
1993 MERCURY, loaded,
salmon color, bimini top.
52 XXX miles Take over
115hp Evinrude Apprx
payments 759 1824
30hrs, like new, $11,900
1994 CHEVROLET Cava- 559-8510 or 753-8767
lier RS 76 XXX miles, am/ 26' PONTOON heavy duty
fm cass air, anti lock with aluminum deck & overbrakes new radiator Call size pontoons 759-1894,
502 527-0737 after 5pm if leave message
no answer leave message
28FT pontoon Harris Flote
1994 FORD Escort wagon.
boat, 120hp, 1/0 engine 4
green 753 2212 after 5pm
fishing chairs, excellent
1995 FORD Escort wagon, condition 436-2289
white 753-2212 after 5pm
40FT houseboat, $14,500
1995 PONTIAC Grand Call 767-9900 or 753-4268
Pox, white 4dr, pwr win- CLASSIC 1975 Mark Twain
dows & locks 51 XXX V -Sonic, 20' long 7' beam.
miles $8500 obo
302 Ford V-8 188hp Mer7538613
cury outdrive tandem
1997 CHRYSLER Sebring trailer, good condition
LXI gold package, every $4,500 753-4889
option available. $17,000
GALAXY ski boat, seats-6,
753 8173
65hp Mercury $2,500 obo
FOR Sate 1990 Pontiac Call 753-8413
Grand Pox Total engine
overhaul New air conditioning system, tires, computer, primary cooling fan,
anri brakes All options, red 3D DOZING, backhoe
exterior, tan leather inter
septic, & gravel hauling
,or $6,500, will guarantee Driveways foundations
car, trades accepted See 502-437-4969
at 1601 Loch Lomond
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
753-3704
stump removal, tree spray
OLDS Cutlass 442, new mg, leaf raking, hedge trim
motor & trans- good condi- ming, landscaping, mulch
tion $1800 or best Call hauling s mulch spreading,
492-6212
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
495
Lamb
438-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
Vans
1985 DODGE Ram van,
goodwork van, hasshelves
for carpenters tools $600
753-9393

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

MIKE SMALL CONFree estiSTRUCTION
mates Remodeling, fencing, decking, roofing & electrical 489-2832

In The Classifieds

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You aren't a sign that gets
silly, yet now you seem to giggle at
anything. You see humor in what
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet 8 you would normally treat reverently.
Take charge, and infuse your work
Upholstery Cleaning
life with your newfound energy.
753-6300 anytime
base with parents. Tonight:
Touch
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for Enjoy life.
motor home, boats, RVs TAURUS (April 20-May 201
and etc Excellent protec- ***** You see many different
tion, high quality, excellent
sides to the story, and find yourself
value Roy Hill 436-2113
amused. Let go, and enjoy what is
going on. Reach out for others, and
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages decks, make plans. Enhance your life with
remodeling vinyl siding
your gentle sensibilities. Accept an
20 yrs experience
invitation to go on a trip. Tonight:
753-5592
Take off as soon as possible.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
CUSTOM BUILT wooden ****You aren't exactly the close,
decks fencing pole barns
intimate type, yet you are open to
sheds, carports Also repair
that type of sharing now. Carefully
8 rebuild Excellent work

handle financial discussions. Do not
give in on a point. Take care of
yourself. An associate expects too
much. Make time for a long lunch.
Tonight: Rejoice,the weekend is here!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others welcome good times.
Clear your desk, and get work done
first. The boss is observingyou. Heed
a suggestion, and network with others. Be sensitive to career potential.
Don't give in to carefree play just
yet; schedule fun for the weekend.
Tonight: Popularity is high!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Get into work; try to remember why you used to enjoy what you
do. Sometimes, you need to stop and
appreciate your choices. Get to the
gym, or renew your exercise plan.
Summer is nearly here! Keep an
even pace. Don't go to extremes.
Tonight: Put your feet up.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Creativity marks your decisions. Listen to an associate who
cares a lot about you. A money bonus
helps you make a decision. Be especially wary of financial speculation;
it could backfire later. If single, romance whispers in your ear. Tonight: Naughty and nice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
**** Consider adding a new item
to increase the quality of your life.
An associate and friends care about
you. Express your appreciation. Visit
an older relative. Clear your desk,
and if need be, take home extra
work. Tonight: Time for R & R.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
***** Call this an early day.A coworker shares his humor. You get
through work easily because of a
happy attitude. Schedule a medical
or dental appointment. You go overboard at times; put the same intensity into tending to your health. To-

manship Affordable rates
753 7860

By Peter H.

MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For estimate
call 753-1537 492-6141

mb Brothers

MULCH delivered Murray,
436-5560

Tree Service

PAINTING interior exterior Free estimates
437-3879

502-4.30-57446
1.-800-548-5.215.2
IICINSED a MAUD

PLUMBING repairs
service 436 5255

fast

STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING- Isn't it about
time you got the roof you
want" Windows & metal
roofs, any style, any color
Free estimates 753-6585
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753-5484
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guar an
teed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

0'
0
irr4le—

free Emmaus
21 Hr Servee
Hoe* Truism.",
Tree Sprey.eg
Tree a Siterep
Removal

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
WANTED
Mobile homes to move HM
& Sons has 16 years exper
ience Insurance for public
502-437-3939
WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves Free estimates Authorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Network COMPLETE SYSTEM $89 Mon-Fri, 1-5 30
753-0530

Tree Truwewair
Claareep Service
Fell Late of
Eqmpakese
(le41.1

FREE cute friendly kittens,
litter box trained
437-4956, 762-2666
FREE puppies make good
child s pet 489 2659 between 5pm & 9pm
PUPPIES Spring Spaniel
& Great Pyrenees mix
Free to good homes
492-8446
VERY loving puppy to a
good home Call 759 2345
if you want to adopt her

push.Others are effusi ve with words
and feelings. You gain it lot from
listening rather than talking. A sibling or close friend has good news.
Celebrate, and be open to it new
opportunity. Tonight' A great night
to cocoon.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20
***** Join friends, and get together with key people in your field.
Networking allows new financial
opportunities. You have to spend
money to make money. Be wise about
finances and friendship: don't mix
them. Tonight; Find the crowds.

night: TGIF celebration.
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

*** You are indulgent. A new friend
cajoles you into spending time with
him. Remember,this is still a workday! Others' good will touches you.
Be direct about financial dealings.
Don't take unnecessary monetary
rislcs. Tonight: Live it up.
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 191
***** Let it all hang out. Be more
in touch with your feelings. Examine what is going on with a family
member.Spend money on your home;
you get it back in pleasure if not
through the long-term investment.
Your charismatic ways draw others
toward you. Tonight: It's your call!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take a back seat, and don't

BORN TODAY
Photographer Richard Avedon
(1923.actor-singer Trini Lopez
(1937), actor Lee Horsley .1I155)
. .

Dear Editor:
Murray Elementary School and Murray Middle School have just
completed another year of their M.A.T.H. program. MATH. is an
optional, challenging program that emphasizes problem solving and
creative thinking in mathematics.
It is operated by volunteers through the community resources
coordinator and is sponsored by business partners.
Over 400 students, P-3 through seventh grade, participated this year
and worked more than 24,000 extra math problems. This means that
during the nine years we've offered the program, our students have
cumulatively worked more than 241,734 problems!
I would like to thank our business partners, volunteers, and teachers
who have supported this program. Their support and efforts have
academically enriched our students and have provided them with
splendid role models!
Jean Benneu
Community Resources Coordinator
Murray City Schools

208 S. 13th Si
Murray, KY 42071

FREE water test' Odor
iron, bad taste stains, etc /
Testing for well or munio
pal Ingram 's Water & Air
Equip ask for Lila Arnett,
Home (502345 2044, Of
fie 1 800 360 1569
GARDEN tilling bushhogging Small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade Gerald Carroll 492 6159

Magistrate

GEORGE H.

District No. 1

WEAKS

Experience in:

GOING

—al

CATHY

I CAN'T I
BELIEVE IT'S
OVER AFTER

TONIGHT,
CRTH4. '

County Judge Executive

• Road building
• A lifetime of running equipment

Qualified • Experienced
I'll Be There For You.

Paid for by Gary Ahart

Let's pave the way to .a new future.

gegct BOBBY C.
STUBBLEFIELD
MAGISTRATE
District *3
'For a Representative of the People"

Paid ler by George Weeks

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

7HEIREPCE
PICTURES (..)

'CRUZ
YOU LOEREN
WHEN Tf-Ey
TAKEN APP

:FOR PEACE OF MIND rilly
,,, _
DURING YOUR TRYING'
TIMES

di
ELECT
GLENN ALLEN JONES - Coroner
#3 ON BALLOT

-111111

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Gleam Aline Nome, Dele Campbell Treasurer

#3

GARFEE

ELECT A MAN OF ACTION

a' VOTE
AMOS

Stuart Aleunda
Agent

CARTY

Mc

State Representative
"Its The SMART Thing To Do"

•
•
•
•
•

Paid For By Amos McCarty

GUTTERS
Quality seamless gutters
Gutter supplies and maintenance variety of colors
affordable prices licensed
West Ky Seamless Gutters
753 0278

Elect

(PHIL HAZLN
22 Years Corrections Experience

HANDYWORK/ odd lob;
wanted No job too small
Yes we paint houses Ph
753 2388 or 436 5759
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

m

For A Full Time Judge
Vote For

Paid for by Bobby Stubblefield

FENCING- Midway Fence
Company Chain link wood
8 vinyl at reasonabli
prices 759-1519
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another dis
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LETTER OF APPRECIATION

Gary Ahart

DAVID'S Cleaning Services "Cleaning" vinyl -siding, homes mobile homes,
boats brick driveways
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured Completely Mobile Phone 502 759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups electrical mainte
nance and repair Call any
time Murray, 762 0001
cell* 519-1592

1

LServices

* *** * *** * ***********

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic Systems, 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

DUNCAN'S AUTO
REPAIR '
Tune ups brakes, shocks
complete engine repair Ex
perience you can trust and
afford Mon Fri 8am 5pm
759 5052

Sonless
Offered

HOROSCOPES

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

Boats
& Motors

1993 TOYOTA 4-Runner
SR 5, V6, auto, loaded,
109xxx miles, $13,500 obo
753-0251 after 4.30

LOOKING for a change in
your lawn care with a
superior cut? Call Yard
Teck Grass Bagging available 437-4723

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

ASPHALT SEAUNG
Travis Asphalt Sealing.
Driveways. parking lots
Free estimates 753-2279

1990 GEO Tracker 4X4
with removable hard top
$3,500. 753-4445

1978 BOMBER w(75hp
Johnson motor, trailer, trolling motor, depth finder,
$1500. 436-2751

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502-436-5950

B

141U1RA`.

15, 1998:
You are happy and benevolent this
1995 SUZUKI RE 900R,
year. Your charisma is so high that
510
4,XXX miles, burgundy, jet
others can't resist helping you get
kit, micron headers & pipe
Campers
what you want. You win because of
BASEMENTS & Homes
limited production. Kevin
your focused energy. The only nega24FT
tandem
axe
1978
251-9687.
Sub & General contracting
tive is that you tend to be overly
Winabago camper trailer
Insulated concrete forms
1996 HARLEY Sportster good condition. Water hea (R32) StyroCrete builders
sensitive; recognize the source of
883, lots of accessories. ter, microwave, frig. $1,950 502-436-2007
or these feelings. Travel plays a signifi753-4509
may trade?. 436-2388
cant role. Go back to school or attend
502-436 5264
workshops to learn more about your
YAMAHA RAZ moped
1979 PROWLER,27ft, very BOB'S Plumbing Service
Red, good shape, fresh good condition. $2,900. All work guaranteed Free field. If you are single, romance is
tune-up New back tire
753-0444 No Saturday estimates 753 1134, yours ifyou choose. Friendship plays
753-4243
a role in your personal ties. If atcalls please.
492 8584
tached, when you share more ofyour
PROWLER, excellent conBUSHHOGGING
vulnerabilities, the two of you bedition. 753-1537
Gardens and lawns ro
rt Utility
totilled Tractor with 511 ro- come closer. CAPRICORN helps you
Vehicles
520
tanner Also haul gravel for see life in new ways.

1993 JEEP Grand Cherokee 4X4, black cherry, only
41K miles, loaded, cd &
much more $16,500 obo
502-247-7067
or
502-362-4280

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a corrections professional
Trained & educated to provide full-time community
protection & save taxpayers money Compare the
qualifications & hare PHIL
HAZLE to be your new
kind of jailer Paid for by
Phil Hazle

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM 1/000WORSUNG

ADAM'S HOME IMP ROVEMENTS.
Remodeling, Repairs Inside & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidew
alks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489 2214

Sondem
Ottani/

Services
Offered

Democrat for

Bob Cornelison
Agent

753-4703
INSURANCE

.10 Minute Oil Change

Auto
• Mobile
Boat
Home
Farm
• Health
Home
• Business
Renters
• Life
• Annuities
• Nursing Home

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated

All-Around Coverage
AU-Around Murray &
Calloway County

Calloway County Jailer
Pall Ow by PIM lbde

A Corrections Professional Committed To
Community SAFETY and EFFICIENT
Jail Management

........

—•••-w-ww•reirremiliwaresitrr"..

A Member Service

Most Major Brands

AND WHEW'
WITH THE LITT
GIRL, CI4ARUE

LOOK MTO

507 S. 12th I 759-1529Five Points

.5

11759-2265
"1144
"
1""
We Honor
Competitors Coupons
-K.— •

Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck, motor home.

"TA

_

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT- A while ago, doctors reported that a diagonal crease in
the earlobe was a sign of heart disease. Is this true?
DEAR READER. The original
investigations revealed that a diagonal earlobe crease was often a marker
for potential heart disease in middleaged people. Although not discredited.
these findings have been largely
ignored because other factors, over
which patients have better control.
were found to be more important_
Such factors include cigarette smoking, obesity and high cholestefol levels. Therefore, there is much less
emphasis today on earlobe creases.
Doctors are focusing more on the preventable causes of heart disorders.
DEAR DR. GOTT: About six years
ago, my 67-year-old father was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease. He
was given medication and, at one
point, was up to 17 pills a day.
Then he changed doctors.
This new physician disagreed with
the diagnosis and stopped all the medicine. My father still shakes. We are in
shock and don't understand this turn
of events. Isn't there some test to
diagnose Parkinson's?
DEAR READER: For the most part.
Parkinson's disease is a "clinical diagnosis," meaning that the ailment is
suspected by the way a patient looks
and behaves. Parkinson's disease
causes a resting tremor, poor coordination, an expressionless face, a typical gait, and other neurological signs.
There is no specific test to confirm
the diagnosis.
Your father's situation is not unusual. One doctor said he has Parkinson's,
another disagrees. Before judging
which physician is incorrect. I'd have

DEAR ABBY

to have further information. What
drugs were originally prescribed?
Were they effective? Is he substantially worse without medication?
If the original doctor prescribed
anti-Parkinson drugs, such as
Sinemet, and your father's tremor disappeared. only to reappear when the
medication was stopped. I would conclude that he has Parkinson's disease
and should have continuing therapy.
On the other hand, if discontinuing
the drugs made no difference whatsoever. I'd tend to side with the new
physician. One fact is clear: Patients
with Parkinson's disease do not need
17 pills a day. Two or three should be
adequate.
Perhaps the situation could be
resolved by obtaining a third opinion.
Take your father to a neurologist.
Such a specialist should be able to
clarify the issue and prescribe the
appropriate remedy for your father's
symptoms
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station. New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
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BLOND1E
PLEASE DON'T LET ME FALL
ASLEEP ON THE SOFA
k---0'illo"" AFTER DINNER

I'M GOING BOWLING TONIGHT

LOOKING BACK

their campus, Planned ParentTen years ago
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for
hood is vitally interested in proyour recent response to "Pleased in
Superlatives of the 1988 senior
viding education and informa- class of Murray High School are
the Sunshine State," whose daughtion wherever it's needed. To Lori Payne, Eric Easley, Debbie
ter and son-in-law were helped by
Planned Parenthood. Years ago, arrange for an educational pre- Rutledge, Eric Baugher, Mark
sentation, those who are interthey helped me,too.
ested should contact their local Miller, Julie Bazzell. Matt CoIn 1970, when I was 16 years
hen, Laney Howell, Carl Keeslar,
Planned Parenthood office.
old, I met a man..who was 23. Two
Rayburn, Richard Stout,
Jennifer
years later, we were still together
**
Cheryl Billington, Marty Scarand talking seriously about marDEAR ABBY: In response to brough, Mitch Cauley, Leisa
riage. I knew we were young. My
one request was that we wait to "Anonymous, Naturally," who was Cap°, Jason Hunt, and Angela
frustrated with late customers, I
have children. My fiance agreed.
Whited.
must share this story about our
My parents had never spoken to
Gwen Key is retiring . as
Ireland:
Visit to
me about sex, much less birth conteacher
at Southwest Elementary
Unaware of the closing time, my
trol, so I knew nothing about how to
School.
She
has been teaching for
a
I
began
shopping
in
husband
and
after
we
avoid becoming pregnant
haberdashery shop in Dublin. The 30 years.
were married. I decided to do my
lone clerk began covering the tabled
Twenty years ago
senior term paper on methods of
merchandise with large sheets.
birth control. In my research, I disSuperlatives of the 1978 senior
(That should have been a clue.) We class of Murray High School arc
covered Planned Parenthood.
told the clerk we wanted to buy an Bruce
When I explained that I wanted
Horning, Beth Boston,
Irish cap for my husband, and we
the information for my term paper,
Mary Smock, Frank Gilliam, Jon
Califorthe
way
from
had
come
all
they offered to send a speaker to
nia in the United States to purchase Noffsinger, Kim Alley, Johnny
school to speak to my class. On the
Carruthers, Becky West, Bill
it.
day of the presentation, many stuThe clerk's comment was, "Ye Wilson, DeAnn Thornton,
dents were late for their next class!
should ha'e left 15 minutes earlier!" Tommy Shown, Gloria Cavitt,
The hunger for knowledge that
MARIE M.PEDERSON, Bill Ligon, Tressa Brewer,
these 17- and 18-year-olds posSANTA MARIA,CALIF. Claude Johnson, Karen Jackson.
sessed was astonishing. The presenter used visual aids and handouts,
Bob Thurman, and Paulette
DEAR MARIE: Faith and
and the students' questions were
Hooks.
ha'e
a
quick
begorra,
the
clerk
answered honestly and fully. One
Calloway County High School
wit — not uncommon for the
classmate was seven months pregFFA Soil Judging Team and Top
Irish.
nant. I wonder if her pregnancy
Leaf Grading Team took first
could have been avoided had such
places at Field Day at Murray
an open, frank lecture been given
seven months earlier.
State University. Team members
I followed Planned Parenthood's
were Terry Paschall, Jimmy Hale,
advice, and when my husband and I
Ricky Cunningham, Shane Lassihad been married for three years,
ter, Brad Cook, Randy McCallon,
we decided to start our family. We
Bill Glisson.
and
had our two beautiful children
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Irvan
when we knew we were financially
Grogan were married 50 years
stable and mature enough to care
for them properly.
May 3.
Planned Parenthood offers a
Thirty years ago
safe, professional environment
Rainfall totaling 3.2 inches fell
where people can take their quesin Murray from yesterday at 8
tions and fears, and be assured they
will receive honest information and
CONTRACT BRIDGE
reliable care for their needs.
If your readers are interested in
a presentation like the one given at
my school so many years ago, they
should contact Planned Parenthood. South dealer.
duce that West had a long club suit
Education and prevention should be North-South vulnerable.
and
both missing aces.
everyone's priority.
NORTH
South realized that if he led a
MARY CRUZ CAMPO
40K 8 5
diamond to the king at trick two,
K
J
7
4
3
he would run into a dead end. West
DEAR MARY: Although not
•J 10 6 2
would take the ace and establish
every school district across the
•K
his clubs, leaving South with only
country will allow Planned ParWEST
EAST
eight tricks.
enthood to send educators to
•J 10 4
9732
The same result would accrue if
V A 10 9 8
V 65
South instead led a low heart to
•A
•8 7 5 4
the queen. Again there would be
4 Q J 10 9 3
+852
only eight tricks unless the opposSOUTH
ing hearts proved to be divided 3-3
+ A Q6
— slightly better than a one-inHEY, OAS! C'MON,
Q2
three chance.
YOU'RE UP!
•K Q 93
Faced with this thorny probA 76 4
lem — and armed with the knowlThe bidding:
edge gained from the double —

Silence Is Sometimes Golden

South

West

North East

1 NT
Pass
3V
Pass
3 NT
Dble
Redble
Opening lead — queen of clubs.

1

ii
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I CAN'T
BELIEVE IT'S
OVER AFTER
TONIGHT,
CATH4.

T

OH, STOP
YOUR
wrumPERint&
CHARLENE.

40LeRE WATcHING THE
LAST EPISODE WITH /14101.4R
HUSBAND --THE SAmE
PERSON WHO WAS WITH SOLI
FOR THE FIRST EPISODE! •

FAU.SYMPATHY TDNIErfiT
BELONGS
THE SINGLE
PEOPLE! THE SINRE PEOR

WHO ME BEING DUMPED
tti THE GROUP OF SINGLE
PEOPLE. WITH WHOM WE

When the opponents incautiously warn you ofdanger ahead,
it is surely right to make use ofthe
information. Here is a case in point.

South reached three notrump
as shown,and West took it into his
head to double. This was not the
wisest thing for West to do. He
certainly had good prospects of
EXACTLY.
YOU'RE LOSING beating the contract, but he could
not be sure that he actually would
A TV 5HOW.
WE'RE LOSING and,more importantly,he was tellOUR SOCIAL
ing declarer exactly where all the
CIRCLE.
Missing high cards were located.
North redoubled,and the battle

CATHY
Rik
CRYING
OUT LOUD.
IT'S aUST
A TV
SHouJ.

SPEND VERN SINGLE
THURSDAN NiGiiT!!

was on. West led a club and it
wasn't difficult for declarer to de-

South found an ingenious solution
to his problem. He led a spade to
the ace at trick two and a low heart
towards dummy at trick three.
West found himself helpless
against this well-reasoned play. In
practice, he followed low, permitting dummy's jack to win, where-

upon declarer forced out the ace of
diamonds to produce nine tricks.

Had West gone up with the ace
of hearts, South would still have

scored nine tricks consisting of
three spades, four hearts and two
clubs.
West was dead either way. He
should have resisted the temptation to double, as it is highly improbable that South would have
found the winning line ofplay without West's helpful assistance.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

CROSSWORDS
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
"Ti-IERE- AREN'T ANY
PICTURES OF Me HERE,
IORAMPA
WART'S
you WERF-NT eGRN
Wt•let.1TIV/ WERE.
*TAKEN,APRIL
-

DADTCOK
COLOR SLIDES WHEN
MICHAEL WAS LIME,
AND AFTER LIT WAS
5ORN,HE WENT BACK
To TAKIh* PRINTS

THEY USED A FbtAR010
FOR A WHILE BECAUSE
IT NAAS SO FA ST
AND YOU CAME ALONG
MUCH LATER.

Ty MOST HAVE
SEEN WAITING- RDR
VIDEO.
l'•44
0 cj

(111te
l&
it';41

eTaii '
GARFIELD
WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT LAST
PIECE OF PIE I WA5 SAVINGr?

40 Soak flax
41 Communion
table
43 — est
45 Legible
47 Seaweeds
50 Shower
51 — Gate
Bridge
53 PG or MA,
e.g.
57 Compass pt.
58 Puerto —
60 Lake,pr
Canal
61 Deposit
62 Domestic
mammals
63 Term of
affection

ACROSS

fr

YOU'RE CUTE
WHEN YOU'RE STUPID

•

1 Music's
McEntire
5 Old stringed
instrument
9 Beast of
burden
12 Type style
(abbr.)
13 Ireland
14 Teachers'
org.
15 — measles
17 Deserved
19 In — —
(routinized)
21 Dry heat
bath
22 Reproducers
26 Peach St.
27 — Peninsula
28 Man — —
mouse
30 Actor Ayres
33 Bullock ID
34 Boston team
37 Agave plant
38 Cooking
meas.

DOWN
1 Equip
2 Nice season
3 — mitzvah
4 World —
(book)
5 Location
6 Roman two

2

3

III

5

,6

7
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7 Mine find
8 Meadows
9 Yearly
10 Witnessed
11 Actress
Thompson
16 Showier
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WITH THE LITTLE RED-NAIRED
GIRL, CHARLIE EIROWN,SHE'LL
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AND SHE'LL SEE WOW
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LOVE MK AND...
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a.m. until today at 8 a.m., according to John E. Scott, local government weather observer. The
rainfall for the month of May is
now 5.09 inches, Scott said.
Army Capt. Kelley E. Bennett,
son of Mrs. Helen Q. Bennett, is
now serving at an air base at
Duncanville, Texas.
Forty years ago

Wanda Taylor is valedictorian
and Betty June Roberts us salutatoriah of the 1958 senior class of
Almo High School. Other honor
graduates are Myrna Hargis, Donald Cleaver, Lutricia Hale, Betty
Jo Dowdy, and Euple Wilson.
Elected as new officers of Woman's Society of Christian Service of First Methodist Church
were Miss Mattie Trousdale, Mrs.
J.B. Wilson, Miss Frances Sexton, and Mrs. John Whitnell,
Modene Grogan is worthy matron and John Grogan is worthy
patron of Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 of Order of the Eastern
Star.
Fifty Jears ago
U.S. Senator Alben Barkley
has accepted an invitation to de-

liver the commencement address
at Murray State College on May
31, according to M.O. Wrather,
acting president of MSC.
F.L. Hopkins of Murray has
been appointed as superintendent
of Kentucky Lake State Park.
A total of 650 different articles
and $53 in cash were presented to
Murray Hospital at a gift shower
on May 12. This was held along
with the observance of National
Hospital Day.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 14,
the 134th day of 1998. There are
231 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
-Fifty years ago, on May 14;
1948, the independent state of Israel was proclaimed in Tel Aviv
as British rule in Palestine came
to an end.
On this date:
In 1804, the Lewis and Clark
expedition to explore the Louisiana Territory left St. Louis.
In 1942, the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps was established.
In 1955, representatives from
eight Communist bloc countries,
including the Soviet Union,
signed the Warsaw Pact in
Poland.
In 1973, the United States
launched Skylab, its first manned
space station.
In 1975, U.S. forces raided the
Cambodian island of Koh Tang
and recaptured the American
merchant ship "Mayaguez." All
40 crew members were released
safely by Cambodia, but some 40
U.S. servicemen were killed in
the military _operation.
In 1980, President Carter inaugurated the Department of Health
and Human Services.
Ten years ago: Twenty-seven
people, most of them teen-agers,
were killed when their church bus
collided with a pickup truck going the wrong way on a highway
near Carrollton, Ky. (The driver
of the truck, Larry Mahoney, was
convicted of manslaughter and
sentenced to 16 years'
imprisonment.)

Answer to Previous Puzzle

0
1
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18 Tattered cloth
20 Pig's foot
22 Sound to get
attention
23 Bones of the
body
24 At home
25 — Lanka
29 — National
Park (Maine)
31 And others
(Latin abbr,
2 wds.)
32 Cablegram
35 Ending with
but
36 Inclined
39 Small swine
42 Terbium
symbol
44 Mom's mate
46 Home-run
great
47 Matures
48 "The —
Ranger'
49 — Saannen

52 Put a stop to
(slang)
54 Anger
55 Ms Peeples
56 Neighbor of
Fr.
59 Eastwood ID
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Crittenden man faces charges
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OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Investigators' worst fears about
the welfare of a 12-year-old girl
who has been missing for nearly
two years have apparently been
confirmed.
Benjamin Crider 11 sits in the
Crittenden County Jail in Kentucky after law officers from Oklahoma City and Marion, Ky.,
and FBI agents arrested him
Wednesday on a first-degree
murder complaint in the death of
Crystal Gayle Dittmeyer.
Crystal, who has been missing
since June 13, 1996, has not been
found.
"It was a very difficult investigation because we did not have
hard physical evidence of a homicide but we were able to develop
enough to show probable cause
that a homicide had been committed and that a warrant should
be issued for that homicide,"
said Capt. Charles Allen of the
Oklahoma City Police
Department.
Crider's arrest was uneventful,
said Marion Police Chief Kenneth Winn, who went to Crider's
residence with other law officers.
"We just went up to his house
knocked on the door and said
'You're under arrest," Winn
said. "He just said OK and 'Can
I put my shoes on?"
Winn said Crider had been
staying with his parents for about
a month or two.
Allen said it was not immediately clear if Crider would waive
extradition and voluntarily return
to Oklahoma. Lawmen from Oklahoma City left Wednesday
evening.
"There will no doubt be a
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1999
TAKE ONE
ENTIRE
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affordable than this weekend at any of the 3 locations of Fleming Furniture.
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hearing," Allen said.
The evidence that led to
Crider's arrest was sealed with
the warrant so that Crider would
not be tipped that police were
looking for him.
Police had suspected foul play
in Crystal's disappearance after
she was Last seen near the pool at
the Pickwick Apartments in south
Oklahoma City.
According to an affidavit unsealed Wednesday, detectives
took pictures of human bite
marks on Crider's arm and
bruises on his shoulder the day
after Crystal's disappearance.
Crider told police the marks on
his arm were from changing the
brakes on his wife's car. According tci the affidavit, police said
they had a mechanic examine the
brakes and determined that there
was nothing on the brake system
that would have caused those
types of marks.
Two weeks later, Crystal's
half-brother told police that the
day Crystal disappeared, he
walked to the master bedroom in
the apartment after he heard his
mother and Crider arguing.
The 8-year-old said he saw
Crystal "laying on her back, motionless, with her eyes open,
looking straight up with her legs
out," the affidavit said.
The boy was rushed out of the
room and taken to the store by
his mother, Tammi Jean Crider,
the document said. When they re-

turned from the store, the boy
said, Crystal was gone.
Detectives believe Crider, v.ho
was a registered nurse for the
state Health Department, used his
state vehicle to remove Crystal's
body from the apartment, the affidavit said.
He may have carried her body
to the car in his garment bag. Detectives said he bought a new
garment bag the day after he told
police it was in his closet. His
wife also said the garment bag
was missing until he bought the
new one.
The affidavit also said there
was two-hour gap in time Crider
could not satisfactorily explain.
He told police he left the apartment to return a state vehicle to
the Health Department.
"This is a significant problem
since investigators believe that
Crider used this difference in
time to hide Crystal Diumeyer's
body," homicide Detective Bob
Bemo wrote in the affidavit.
Police also found DNA evidence in the vehicle consistent
with Crystal's blood type, the affidavit said.
Crystal was last seen wearing a
white T-shirt and denim shorts.
She is 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
weighs about 113 pounds and has
brown eyes and brown hair.
"It's sad because when we arrest someone for murder we're
pretty much drawing to a close
our hopes of finding her alive,"
Allen said.

Trial turns emotional
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP)
— An emotional trial ended in
shouting and tears as two teen
brothers were sentenced to death
for murdering two officers, with
both family members of the victims and the convicted lashing
out.
"You killed my daddy!" shouted Lori Fuller, daughter of
slain Highway Patrol Trooper Ed
Lowry, after the sentencing hearing Wednesday.
"I know what I done!" Kevin
Golphin, 18, said as she ran out
of the courtroom in tears. "That
still don't mean that I have to
die, and a life is as precious as
another one."
The Richmond, Va., brothers
shot Lowry and sheriff's Deputy
David Hathcock on Sept. 23. Prosecutors portrayed the killings on
Interstate 95 as part of a crime
spree that began with a robbery
in Kingstree, S.C.
Kevin, who is black, also
singled out Genet Watson, the
lone black juror.
"I was just disappointed in
you," he said. "All eyes is on
you, Ms. Watson. Is that your
name?" •
In his final statement, Tilmon
Golphin, 19, used a Bible phrase

to tell jury members they would
be judged by their decision.
"You vote life, you get life.
You vote death, you get death,"
he added.
"And you get death," responded Dixie Lowry, Lowry's
widow.
Tilmon shot both officers with
a rifle. His brother then shot the
lawmen as they lay bleeding
along Interstate 95, prosecutors
said.
The brothers said they shot the
officers after Kevin was slammed
to the ground and doused with
pepper spray. They claimed they
never meant to kill.
Prosecutor Ed Grannis said he
hoped the Golphins died a painful
death.
"I am sorry I say that, but I
mean that from the bottom of my
heart," he said. "We weie dealing with truly evil people and
that's why this verdict is so
appropriate.
Family members of the slain
officers said they would watch
the two die.
"I'll knock on the window and
remind them what they did," said
Lowry's brother, Al. "That will
be a ton of weight off my
shoulders."

Woman hurt by fire truck
WATERFORD TOWNSHIP,
Mich.(AP) — Like her husband,
a fireman, Charlene Tester was
trying to help someone in trouble.
They ended up caught in a
tragedy of their own.
Mrs. Tester, 37, had gone to
help a neighbor whose child had
stopped breathing. Her husband,
David, 38, was driving the fiveton fire engine that responded to
the emergency Wednesday.
"When the fire engine pulled
down the street, for some reason
she went running up to it. It was
raining and she slid on some wet
grass and went right under the
rear tire," Fire Chief David Yarbcr told The Detroit News. "One
of the medics recognized her
under the tailboard and told (Tes-

ter) the injured person was his
wife."
Mrs. Tester, 37, had surgery on
her right leg and was in critical
condition at POH Medical Center
in Pontiac, spokeswoman Sharon
Lucik said this morning.
Waterford Township firefighters were responding to a call
from a woman who had said her
2-year-old son had stopped breathing. The child died and the
cause was being investigated.
"Tester and his wife live in the
neighborhood, a couple doors
down from the address, and
(Charlene Tester) apparently had
seen the child's mother running
around hysterical on the front
lawn and went over to help her,"
Yarber said.
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